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ABSTRACT
The process of hydraulic fracturing is important in many geo-science
related applications i ncl udi ng: petroleum reservoir st imul ati on, geothermal energy extraction, in-situ coal gasification, ,and in-situ
.

.

measurement of tectonic stresses.

Previous work done in the field of

hydraulic fracturing has resulted in a variety of approximate expressions
for estimating the fracture length and aperture as a function of time
and other process variables.
flow in the

reservoi~

These approximations either ignore fluid

or assume a constant one-dimensional leakage of

fluid from the fracture faces.

Other restrictions in the previous

approximations include constant pumping rate, purely elastic dependence
of the fracture aperture on fracture length, and fracture lengths that
greatly exceed the fracture height, the latter ignoring the initial
growth period.
...

A model is proposed in this work for analyzing the fracture growth
with time, by considering flu.id flow in the system and deformation due
to pore pressure in the fracture.

The model includes the response of

the mechanical connections in the system, i.e. the surface pumps,
wellbore tubing, and packer cavity.

A thermodynamic energy balance based

on a Griffith crack criterion is introduced and used in the model to

iv
control the rate of fracture growth. This highly non-linear problem
necessitates the use of a numerical approach.
The model uses a successive series of numerical meshes, each representing a discrete stage of fracture growth.

The use of the meshes is

first validated against known analytic solutions.

The model is then

applied to simulate sma 11 sea 1e hydraulic fracture (mini -fracture)
experiments conducted by the US Geological Survey in the Monticello
field in South Carolina.

This model study indicates that fracture growth

and the measured surface pressure is very sensitive to the resiliency of
the fracture walls to applied pore pressure, indic;:ated by the value of
fracture stiffness coefficient.~ av.

The fracture growth is also

found to be greatly influenced by the

r~ck

includi~g

properties

the

_permeabilty, k, and specific surface energy coefficint, y.
The use of a mesh accelerati·on factor in the model enables the growth
of very large fractures to be simulated.

The results of the St\Jd,Y

indicate that the fracture growth has two di st i net phases: ( i) -_ the first
is an extremely rapid expansion coinciding with a correspondingly sharp
decrease in pressure.

This is due to a sudden release of

compressi~nal

energy .. from ' the fluid in the pressurized wellbore tubing_.
'

.

~

.

..

This could

.

cause fracture penetration of upper and lower formations if the energy
'~

;:

' ~-

release occurs very rapidly.
ities,

-

.

.

'

-

-.

'

•'

-

..

'

-

However, the use of higher fluid viscos-

pumping rates, and smaller wellbore tubing may control

v~riable

'l

.

.

~

this_ energy release and the unstable_ fracture growth. (ii} the second
'

:•,

'" .. , ·.

phase of the overall growth is considered to,be stable, i.e. the wellbore
' ~'.

pressure
gradually increases as the fracture extends.
: ', •

'

This " pressure
.
.· . '
~

.I;-·~

increase is due both to the pressure gradient along the fracture and to
'

.!

.

'

the increased fluid necessary to offset leakage to the

,•.!

form,a.tion~

•••

The

'.

stable growth period is interrupted by periodic quasi-stable behavior

v

characterized by short spurts of fracture extension followed by periods
of relative quiescence.

This behavior is a reflection of the rapid

dec 1i ne and subsequent increase of the energy required to create

ne~J

fracture surface.
The overall
growth rate of the fracture aperture approaches the
"
.

analytical prediction of a square root with time relationship, only
after lengths exceeding 25b m.

This indicates that the approximate

equations may only be used after a fracture has propagated a very
considerable 1ength from the well bore.

Thus, these approximations are

unreliable for predicting the behavior of shorter fractures or for
analyzing early time pressure

tran~ients

which

~ay

be the only direct

reflection of the system beh·avior near the wellbore.
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I. INTRODUCTION
,.. ,

Increased demand for domestic energy supplies has led to a corresponding interest in geothermal energy, synthetic fuel

production, and

stimulation of conventional but low productivity fossil fuel reservoirs.
All of these· sources are located within the Earth's crust and methods
currently used for their production can be thought of as geo-resource
extraction.

One technique that is being used to assist in this extraction

process is the method of hydraulic fracturing.

Hydraulic fracturing,

briefly, entails the overpressurization of a sealed section of a borehole
until a crack is fanned in the rock which propagates as a planar fracture.
The following are a few examples of either current or envisioned applications of the hydraulic fracturing concept.
Hot Dry Rock Energy
One of the less conventional methods of extracting geothermal energy
is the concept of the hot-dry-rock (HDR) system.
thermal

In conventional geo-

systems the convecting medium for transferring the available

thermal energy to surface conversion facilities is the in-situ geothermal
fluid, usually brine or superheated steam.

So far the existing and

planned geothermal facilites have been located in areas ·that have both
high subsurface temperatures and large volumes of associated heated
fluids. Thus conventional systems depend on the location of geothermal
fluid reservoirs. However, such reservoirs represent only a smill fraction
of the recoverable geothermal energy in this country.
The hot-dry-rock concept does not require the presence of .an in-situ
fluid reservoir but is dependent only on the presence of a high geothermal
gradient, i.e.> 30° C/krn or> 2.5 heat flow units
adequate supply of a working fluid, such as.water.

(h~f.u.),

and an

The scheme basically

2
consists of drilling into impermeable rock.that is sufficiently hot for
power generation, creating a fracture by hydraulic fracturing, and
then completing a circulation system by intercepting the fracture with
another well

(Murphy, et al., 1977).

.

'

Laboratory studies (Hunsbedt, et

a 1., 1978) indicate that for such a subsurface" heat exchanger to operate
at maximum thermal efficiency the rock faces must be as least 60 meters
in radius. This large surface area is needed due to the fact that the
sweep efficiency in

such~

system is low because of the low thermal

diffusivity of the impermeable granite used in the models and in projected
.field applications. In theory, a knowledg~ 6f the dimensions of the
fractuTe and its location and orientation would be necessary in order to
evaluate the response of the system and to complete the circulation loop.
In practice however this has not been accomplished. The demonstration HDR
project admi.ni stered by the Department of Energy through the Los Alamas
Scientific Laboratory has proven, at present-, to be uneconomic due to the
·large circulation impedance of the system. · The failure has been attributed to the inability to orient the second well with the created
fracture (Spilhaus 1979) and the high thermal drawdown.

Current plans

are to' test larger fracture systems or a multiple fracture system where
an inclined well may form many parallel fractures for a greater reservoir
surface.area and·longer project lifetimes (Cummings, et al., 1979).

The

feasibility .of creating such a system has been demonstrated in petroleum
applications (Strubhar,

ei

al., 1975).

Oil and Gas Reservoir Stimulation
Hydraulic

fracturing

has

been

used extensively in the petroleum

industry to help stimulate low productivity fields since the conceptual
introduction of the method in 1949 (Krueger 1973').

In these early treat-

ments a well was pressured with petroleum based fluids until a fracture

3

was initiated downhole.

Sand was usually placed in the wellbore during

treatment to

11

production.

Injectioh rates were typically 20-30 barrels a minute.

prop 11 the fracture open so it would not close during

Successful stimulation occured in well over 50% of the treated wells.
Current practices in the petroleum industry are to stimulate extremely
low permeability oil and gas fields that had previously been thought of as
uneconomic. Trends have been towards larger fracture treatments at greater
formation depths and pressures (Holditch and Ely 1973).

The term massive

hydraulic fracturing (MHF) is used to describe a fracturing technique designed to expose a very large surface area of low permeability (< .1 md)
formation to enhance flow to the well bore (Agarwal, et al., 1979).

The

technique is applied for example to the thick, tight gas reservoirs in
Texas, Louisiana, and Colorado.

A MHF technique may require the injection

of 12,000 barrels of fracturing fluid and up to 500 tons of sand proppant
at injection

rat~s

upwards of 75 barrels per minute.

Such an effort is

thought to create vert i ca 1 fractures of up to 6000 ft in tot a 1 1engt h
with a maximum propped width of .05 - .15 in. (Gidley, et al., 1979).
However, none of these measurements has been repeatedly verified from
fields tests.

Successful stimulations have been reported in .05 - .005

md. gas formations using MHF at costs of over one-quarter of a mi 11 ion
dollars per well, in 1977 dollars (Fast, et al., 1977).

The economics of

such a project depend heavily in the degree of fracture penetration in
the reservoir as well as the resultant fracture width, w, and permeability
kf.

If the designed values were not obtained due to a variety of

parameters involved in the MHF application then the usefulness of the
technique cannot be guaranteed.
In-situ Coal Gasification
While emphasis on coal production has been on shallow surface mining

4
and slurry type transportation of the coal in solid form, a new concept
has been developed on the in-situ use of coal in coal gasification.
Coal gasification is a way _to substitute high B.T.U. coal derived
gas for increasingly scarce supplies of natural gas.

The process
{

envisioned involves the location of a thick seam of coal, at deptll, and
establishment of a highly porous, permeable connection in the bed between
two or more boreholes.

Water, oxygen, and catalystsare injected through

the channels and with in-situ combustion, coal gas is formed and circul ated to the surface.

fvJethods used to create the desired permeabi 1i ty

and porosity have included chemical explosives, reverse combustion, and
hydraulic fracturing (Dinsmoor, et al., 1978).

However, succ;ess of the

proposal involves creation of the flow path at the bottom of the seam.
Currently the fracture mechanisms involved do not seem sufficiently
controllable by the industry to guarantee this

frac~ure

placernen;t and

other methods may be used to create the flow channels.
Representations of the HDR concept, petroleum reservoir stimulatipn,
. .- '··:·.
.

and in-situ coal gasification appear in Figure 1.
Other Hydraulic Fracturing Applications
Hydraulic fracturing is currently being used in the Athabasca Oi 1
Sands in Alberta, Canada

(Dusseault 1979).

Here depths have been no

greater than 600 meters and the possibility of surface penetration
exists with the use of proposed MHF techniques.

The unconsolidated

nature of these sands also poses problems for conventional design
practices that are based on the behavior of fractures in elastic media.
The need for controlling fracture grm'ith in. these and other sensitive
formations

is paramount for successfu 1 application of the technique.

In the field of geoscience and induced seismicity there has been
increased interest in the use of hydraulic fracturing for small scale,

'·
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Figure 1 Representations of HDR, MHF, and In-situ Coal Gasification Applications
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or

11

mi ni -fracture .. operations.

These mini-fracture operations are used

to determine the minimum earth stresses in areas of tectonic activity
such as the San Andreas fault zone in California· (Zoback 1979).

The

information is revealed through a careful analysis df the pressure
transients observed in the wellbore during the fracturing process.

A

thorough understanding of these earth stresses may play in important part
in

understanding

and charting the mechanisms

involved

in earthquake

prediction.
The Role of Fracture Analysis
Underlying all these recovery schemes is the need for a quantitative
understanding of the hydraulic fracturing process and analysis of the
behavior

of

hydraulically

fractured

\'/ells

permeable and impermeable formations.

(or natural

Acc~rate

fractures)

in

prediction of the

magnitude of the fluid pressures and fluid volumes required to create and
extend hydraulic fractures would help to insure adequate surface equipment
and subsurface connections.

The roles of fluid viscosity and compress-

ibility on the pressures and dimensions of the fracture (the critical
dimensions being the characteristic length, xf, or radius, rf, and the
width, w) are important in the volumetric calculations of the total fluid
injection, equipment rating, and size of the proppants used in the
design.

The effect of pumping rate on fracture growth and orientation

is also very important especially in the design of in-situ stress
measurements and fracture control in sensitive formations.
In post fracture analysis, an understanding of the fluid flow in
the fracture-reservoir

system is

necessary in the evaluation of the

success of a fracture job. This can be easily achieved fn practice
through application of typical pressure buildup or drawdown tests.
description of the numerous factors

/1,

involved in the completion of a

7

hydraulic fracturing operation and their effects on the well test data
will help in analysis of these tests so that the fracture geometry and
fracture damage may be estimated.

Fracture damage wi 11 be defined in

terms of a fracture skin (formation damage adjacent to the fracture
·"-

surface) or in terms of a low permeability region in the fracture itself
called a choked region.

An understanding of the formation response to

increased fracture permeability may permit the use of transient data from
observation wells to help determine fracture orientation and length.
Intent of the Present Work
The problem undertaken in this work will

be to investigate the

behavior of the fracture systems described above.

The purpose then

will be to develop a conceptual model for the hydraulic fracturing
process.

The model

in conjunction with a highly flexible numerical

method will enable analysis of the geometry and rate of propagation of a
growing fracture. The work will also treat the problem of a stabilized or
fixed geometry fracture that intercepts a wellbore. The model will be
used to generate type curves that will illustrate possible variations in
drawdown behavior in response to conventional and new parameters such as
the choked fracture

defined above.

Only systems involving vertical

hydraulic fractures will be extensively treated.
Format and Organization

..

The work is divided into three main parts.
II) consists of a literature review.

~·

The first part (Chapter

In this part the mechanisms of

hydraulic fracturing are summarized with emphasis on fracture mechanics,
field applications, and on the factors that influence fracture growth.
This part is also concerned with the application of pressure transient
analysis which appears to be the only available technique that
information about the nature of the fracture-reservoir system.

c~n

reveal

B
The second main. part (Chapter III) pr·esents the development of the
.

·-·

, .. ,

•,t

model and its incorporation in the computer program HYDFR.

Consideration

of limiting assumptions .in· the analytical work presented in the literature
review chapter has emphasized the use·of a
The Integral

numeric~l

solution technique.

Finite Di:fference Method formulation used is briefly in-

troduced along with comments on the advantages of a d.irect solution
technique used in this work. The chapter presents the development of a
mathematical

representation of the static and growing fracture systems

with a detailed description of the meshes used.

Two classical ·approaches

of fracture extension .are analysed with emphasis on Griffith's energy
theory. The equation for total system energy is derived and the resultant
'
~
strain energy calculation refined for use in the computer program. This
calculation and a minimum pressure requirement become the basis for the
, fracture extension criteria. The chapter concludes with a discussion of
the limitations of this type of numerical approach.
Th.e last mq.in part (Chapter IV) will present the results and
discussion. Solutions for the pressure drawdown of a well intercepting a
single finite conductivity vertical fracture will be presented and
compared with the analytical solution of Cinco-Ley and Samaneigo (1978).
"

The predicted response of the pressure drawdown incorporating the effects
of wellbore storage, permeability damage in the formation; penneability
damage in the fracture, variation of fracture storage capacity, and of
stress
growing

sensitive formations are also presented.
hydraulic

fracture

The results of the

simulations are compared with field data

conducted in mini-fracture experiments conducted in the

Monti~ello

Field

in South Carolina. ·The effects of the formation strength, minimum earth
stress, and specific surface energy requirements on the simulations are
also described.

The creation of large vertical hydraulic fractures is
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discussed.

A parametric study is performed to ascertain the effects on

the rate of fracture growth by varying controllable surface factors such
as fluid Vi$cosity, pumping rate, and fluid loss additives.

The chapter

will conclude with an analysis of the properties of the rock formation on
the · stabi 1ity of hydraulic fracture

growth, and $uggest further re-

finements in extending the model capability.
A further section will provide a summary of the present work.

An

appendix is included that will assist the interested reader in following
the details of the second and third chapters.
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II.

BASIC CONSID.ERATIONS AND PREVIOUS. WORK

Historical Perspective and'Definition
The concept of

hydra~lic

of petroleum engineering.
increasing well

fracturing is one of the major developments

Before 1950, acidizing

productivity~

reactive sandstone formations.

wa~

frequently used for

but was generally ineffective in nonThe method of hydraulic fracturing was

patented by Farris in 1950 (Krueger, 1973) and has since been employed
extensively in the oil :industry for formation stimulation and by geophysicists to estimate in-situ earth stresses.

Hydraulic fracturing

basically entails, in simplest form, the pressurization of a sealed or
packed off section of a wellbore by the injection. of fluid from surface
pumps.

Once the formation has broken or fractured due to the overpres-

surization of the wellbore, the fracture may penetrate deeply into the
formation with continued fluid injection.
the process.

This is the extension phase of

After completion of this procedure and the removal of the

associated equipment, the well is produced to remove the fracturing
fluids, (referred to as the clean up period) and returned to normal
production.
Considerable attention had been focused on understanding this by
analyzing inadvertent hydrofracturing during water flood operations, the
use of high density drilling muds, and squeeze cementing.

Up until the

mid 1950 1 s the process was attributed to a physical lifting of the
overburden as a result of overpressurization along either pre-existing

...

·

...

bedding planes or by the creation of a horizontal fracture.

The first

major attempt at explaining the actual mechanics of hydraulic fracturing
is attributed toM. King Hubbert (Hubbert and Willis, 1957).

Hubbert

pointed out that most fracture pressures recorded were significantly less
than the lithostatic stress (overburden weight).

Hubbert demonstrated
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that the major stress field in the formation consisted of unequal principal stresses and in areas of normal faulting (tectonically relaxed zones)
the least stress would be horizontal.

Thus it was possible for a verti-

cal hydraulic fracture to form at pressures much less than that due to
the overburden.

The difference between a vertical fracture (fracture

plane parallel with the wellbore) and a horizontal fracture (fracture
plane normal to wellbore and assumed parallel with the earth's surface)
is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Hubbert was the first to quantify the fact

that the fracture orientation was related to the state of stress in the
ground at the point of fracture initiation.
Breakdown Pressure
Hubbert showed (with an experimental apparatus consisting of sand
boxes) that vertical faults (normal faults with respect to the applied
horizontal stress) would be created if the horizontal stress was
gradually eliminated with constant vertical stress applied to the sand.
Thus he proposed that a hydraulic fracture would occur when conditions in
the wellbore were such that the minimum component of stress in the wellbore region was reduced to zero.

Hubbert then demonstrated with the use

of Mohr's diagrams and isotropic elastic theory, that an equation for
calculation of the wellbore rupture pressure could be developed for a
rock impermeable to the fluid.

The generalized form of this expression

has been derived by Cleary (1979) as

( 1)

......
N
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Figure 2 Examples of Vertical and Horizontal Hydraulic Fractures
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= 1,

2, 3, 4 are stress .related

coefficient~

Pb Js the breakdown pressure,
T0 is the tensile strength of the formation,

'

Sh' SH are the minimum and maximum horizontal stresses and
P0 is the initial pore pressure.
For pure elastic behavior
reduces to the

H~bbert

~

= 3 a2 = a 3 = 1, a 4 = -1 and the equation

and Willis {1957) equation
Pb = 3S h -· SH - Po + To

(2)

Hubbert and Willis assumed the maximum principal stress, Sv, to be
vertical such that ~h' SH' Sv are all orthogonal.
The value of 3 for a1 was shown by Hubbert to be that value which
wo"uld reduce one of the major compressive stresses to zero. For values
above ~

= 1 (equal stresses in the h.orizontal direction) it was shown

that the

tang~ntial

stress component o8 at the wellbore face becomes zero
in a direction normal to Sh as pressure in the wellbore is increased.

Thus Pb can range from a value of zero (SH/Sh
(a 1

=

= 3)

to a

valu~

of 2Sh

1) depending on the ratio of SH/Sh (the far field stress ratio) and

the magnitudes of T0 and P0 •

In general, a rock has a definite tensile

strength, but Hubbert reasoned that for a sufficiently large section of
wellbore the intersected formation would have many joints in which T0 =
0.

In most competent formations T0 > 0 and a fracture will never be

self-generating in a wellbore (as would happen if SH

~

3Sh).

The concept of initiating a fracture in a 2-dimensional elastic
medium ignores the possible creation of a horizontal fracture as the
fluid pressure acts only in a radial (horizontal) direction.

However in

the sealed interval of a wellbore it is possible that an axial force may
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be generated due to fluid pressure acting on the packers and/or the
bottom of the well.

In such cases a horizontal fracture may be initiated

and the breakdown pressure becomes
(3)

The effect of the fluid in the wellbore permeating into the formation will have a significant effect on the breakdown pressure as has been
observed repeatedly in the field (Howard and Fast, 1970).

In this case

the stress field is found by superimposing the three principal tectonic
stresses,

th~

stress field caused by the pressurized wellbore, and the

fluid pressure created by flow of fracturing fluid into the
(Haimson and Fairhurst, 1970).

rese~voir

Their resultant calculations for

breakdown pressure for a porous formation, designated by the superscript
p as Pb, would be especially applicable to stimulation work in some
geothermal reservoirs or in oil reservoirs.

In these situations the rock

permeability, k, could be fairly high and large fluid invasion would be
expected near the wellbore.

This effect could also be created by very

low pumping rates which would also permit fluid invasion before
breakdown.

Haimson's formula for Pb for a vertical fracture is

pP

b

=

(4)

...
where vis the Poisson's ratio and
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. in which Cr is the bulk compressibility of the solids and Cb is the bulk

compressibility of the porous rock.
Equation {4) is the same as (2)except for the term in the denominator.

If in very stiff formations

v

is bounded by 0.5 and the coefficient

a by.l.O, the value of Pb would vary between one to one-half the value
for an impermeab 1e rock given by Eq. ( 2).

Haimson also presents a

calculation for Pb for a horizontal fracture as
pbP

=

SV + Tb- Po

(5)

1- 2v )
1-:- a (r:v

·where T~ is the tensile strength of the rock in the vertical direction.
Comparing Eqs. (5).and (3), it is seen that the initiation of horizontal fractures would be much more likely to occur when fluid penetration occurs if there exists a mechanism for stress concentration such as
at the bottom of the borehole or at an intersecting horizontal joint.
Essentially, the above equations state that the fluid pressure acts
to reduce both the stress concentration and the effective stresses at the
well face.

As such, the breakdown pressure Pb cannot be less than the

minimum earth stress

v~lue

Sh of the formation.

However, researchers

have reported that fluid penetration does reduce the tensile strength T0
(Forman and Secor, 1974) and increases dynamic Poisson•s ratio measured
by acoustic techniques (Palen, 1978).

An explanation for the decrease in

the breakdown pressur.e with increased saturation could also be due to
these effects.
Experimental results in sandstones and shales have shown that the
difference between the tensile strength T as observed during diametrical
0

loading tests and the T0 calculated by Eq. (2), differs only by the
amount of the transient pore pressure P (Dunn, et al., 1978).
0

This
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would suggest that if the pore pressure distribution was known in the
near wellbore region, its value could simply be subtracted from Pb to get
an estimate of Pb.

It also suggests that as the rate of pressurization

increases that Pb would increase due to the smaller pressure transient
in the formation.

This has been partially verified by Haimson and

Fairhurst (1969) who attribute the increase in the permeable breakdown
pressure, Pb, with pressurization rate to an elastic strain phenomenon.
Using permeable hydrostone samples with a centrally located borehole the
initiation or breakdown pressure Pb was measured .for permeable (open
hole) and impermeable (rubber-lined borehole) conditions.

While P~

increased with pressurization rate the agreement between Eqs. {4) and (5)
and experimental results was not

conclusive~

The values calculated for

Pb with Eqs. (4) and {5) were only lower bounds for the experimental
results.
Medline and Masse (1979) investigated the response of fracture
initiation pressure to fluid penetration involving uniform radial and
variable axial {direction parallel to the wellbore) stresses.

Using

Biot•s (1956) equations they derived identical expressions to Eqs. (4)
and (5).

However, when plots of Pb vs. the applied hydrostatic pressure

were analyzed, it was found that while fluid penetration reduced the
breakdown pressure it did not change the slope of the curves.

This would

be predicted applying Biot's poroelastic theory in deriving Eqs.
(5).

(4) and

At best then, all that can be conclusively stated is that the

effect of fluid permeation at the wellbore face acts to lower the
fracture
effects.

initiati~n

or breakdown pressure Pb due to a variety of possible
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Estimating Breakdown Pressures:

Fracture Gradients

The pressure required to fracture a formation, Pb' is dependent on
----~

..

the .magnitude of the horizontal stresses Sh and SH and on the ratio of
these stresses.

In general, the observed

fractu~e

breakdown pressure,

..:

Pb, increases with depth.
can be calculated.
'

Based on simple theory a "fracture gradient 11

Fracture gradient may be defined as the ratio of

breakdown pressure to depth.
that the

~aterial

In some of these calculations it is assumed·

obeys Biot•·s (1956) relations, i.e., linear porous-

. elastic behavior, and that the horizontal stress in the formation is
related to the overburden stress by the dynamic Poisson•s ratio which
should be used in transient stress problems.

Felsenthal and Ferrel

(1971) present a fracturing gradient equation that is independent of
B.iot •. s. laws as:
.
(6)

where Sv is the overburden pressure,
D is the formation depth,
Pe is the shut in formation pressure,
and other terms are as defined above.

This value calculated in Eq. (6)

multiplied by the expected depth predicts the expected breakdown pressures used in design considerations.
derived

b~,

A slightly different form was

Anderson, et al. (1973) which took into account the effect of

rock compressibility and porosity,
Pb _

.rr-

2v
(1-v)

SV +
tr.

q-3v)
-v

aP
-g.

(7)
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where PP is the pore pressure and a is as defined in Eq. (4), usually
given the value of 1.
Two facts are readily apparent from Eqs. (6) and (7).

The first is

that Pb does increase with depth if v is relatively constant and if the
formation fluid pressure Pe or Pp increases with depth
head.

The second. is that, for

~ases

to hydrostatic

du~

where the formation fluid pressure

is much less than the overburden stress Sv, Eq. (7) predicts a fracture
pressure twice as high as Eq. (6) in the limit where Pe

=

Pp

=

0.

Equa-

tion (7) could predict for a sufficiently elastic rock (i.e., v>0.33) a
situation where the fracture gradient would actually exceed the lithostatic gradient pressure in a low fluid pressure

One would

reservoir~

take care in applying Eq. (7) in this case.
One way to cause preferential fracture in a specific formation would
be to draw down the fluid pressure in the formation.

Equation (6) can be

solved for the change in Pb vs. Peas
(8)

For the upper bound limit on v of 0.5 the fracture breakdown pressure
increases with respect to reservoir fluid pressure at a fixed depth.
Pressuring adjacent formations or drawing down the pressure in the one of
interest, may help prevent rupture in unwanted formations.
happens in large waste disposal wells.

This often

Typical fracture gradients are

observed to fall within a range of (0.5 - 1.0) psi/ft (Howard

~nd

Fast,

1970) in which the latter value represents the lithostatic gradient. In
using either Eqs. (6) or {7) care must be taken to avoid large density
contrQsts in the overburden where Sv must be calculated by an integration
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of the density vs depth curve.

Significant errors have been found when

applying Eqs. (6) or (7) to offshore fracture stimulations where the
observed breakdown pressures are less than those calculated, due to the
density difference of the rock and of the ocean (Christman, 1973).
Fracture Orientation
Many researchers have reported l.aboratory and fie 1d experiments
designed to determine the initial orientation of the fracture at the
wellbore, its subsequent direction of propagation, and the final fracture
orientation with respect to known or suspected orientation of the earth
stresses.
Hubbert and Willis (1957} originally proposed that the fracture
would initiate at angles e and (e + n) where the direction of the principal stress SH would intercept the wellbore at an angle e as seen in Fig.
3~

The plane orientated at angle e is also perpendicular to the minimum

stress in the formation.

In their laboratory experiments with gelatin
: ..;

mold~,

it was easy to create both horizontal and vertical fractures by

physically distorting .a cylindrical specimen by either squeezing it
(causing vertical fractures) or stretching it axially (causing horizontal
fractures).

Later researchers using more competent media were successful

in creating 1aboratory fractures from smooth ho 11 ow cylinders made of
hydrostone (Haimson and Fairhurst, 1969}.
breakdown pressure as calculated from Eqs.

The reported values for
(2) and (3) indicated higher

tensile strengths in the vertical direction, i.e., T~ > T0 , possibly due
to a plastic skin zone that forms in the borehole and resists formation
of horizontal fractures.

Medline and Masse (1979) duplicated the

hollow-cylinder experiments of Haimson and Fairhurst and also recorded
the breakdown pressures in a spherical cavity, using reservoir rocks. By
controlling the magnitude of the applied stresses they generated both
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horizontal and vertical fractures.

However, they noted that it was very

difficult to initiate horizontal fractures in the hollow cylinder.tests
and even when they did, the orientation of. the fracture at the wellbore
· was not the same as the fi na 1 fracture orientation (which was perpendicular to the minimum stress).
wells where

f~actures

Also noted was the fact that in cased

are initiated through perforations the only plausible

way to generate horizontal fractures was to use a thin ring of perforations
that simulates the spherical pressure

so~rce

they used in their experiments.

The rock specimens behaved similarly even when notched along the cavity
at angles different from e. This observation that the fracture would
ignore an artificial fracture path was borne out by experiments per- ·
formed on cased holes using perforations (Daneshy, 1973a).

In cases

where the perforations did not lie on the (e,e + n) plane, fractures
initiated on thee plane but did not contact the perforations.· This
could explain anomalously higher pressures observed in perforated vs
open hole hydraulic fracture treatments in adjacent wells with similar
formation properties.
The possibilitythat the fracture orientation at the wellbore may
not be the s arne as that of the propagation direction e, due to a nonaligned borehole-stressfield condition was investigated by (Daneshy,
1973b).

Inherent in all previous discussions was the fact that the

in-situ stress directions of Sv, Sh, and SH were assumed to be oriented
with respect to the wellbore in the OZZ' ORR'

aee

directions.

However,

if the stress field Sh' SH, Sv is not coincident with the stresses at the
wellbore, it is possible that a stress state will exist that results in
inclined fractures.

Daneshy cured blocks of hydrostone then drilled into

them at angles ¢ and B with respect to the horizontal plane.

The fractures

initiated along the wellbore axis then reoriented themselves in a direction
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perpendicular to the minimum stress.

The breakdown pressure also

increased with pressurization rate as was indicated by the aligned
stress field tests of Haimson and Fairhurst (1969).

Field experiments

in competent granite (i.e., large tensile strength, T0 ) were carried
out in mines with test boreholes.

Von Schonfeldt and Fairhurst (1972)

reported fracture orientations were horizontal near the top of the
test boreholes where stress concentration was not uniform but became
vertical at some distance down the borehole.
the fact that the

~ropagation

This would seem to verify

direction will be perpendicular to the

least compressive stress.
Cleary (1979) attempts to explain the fact that even with axially
oriented stress fields, elastic non-linearities may affect the stress
field around the well.

In this case

2 in Eq. (1) will not take
the elastic values of 3 and 1, respectively. The borehole then distorts
Q'l

and

Q'

into an ellipse with a major axis oriented at an angle¢ with respect to

e. Cleary•s calculations indicate that the initiation path follows the¢
plane for a distance equal to a only few times the wellbore radius
before the fracture orients itself with thee plane.

Thus televiewer

scans of the wellbore or packer impressions may not give correct fracture
orientations when the rock is anisotropic or non-elastic.
Zoback et al., (1980) report that by careful analysis of pressure
data observed during repeated mini-frac operations, fractures may initiate as vert i ca 1 at the we 11 bore but
as predicted by Daneshy (1973b).

11

ro 11 over .. into

hm~i

zonta 1 fractures

Thus the fracture can initiate from the

wellbore in any one of at least five ways:

1) an initial vertical

fracture extends as a vertical fracture along the plane oriented normal
to Sh' 2)a.vertical fracture orients itself along thee plane from an.
initial 8-¢ plane at the wellbore, 3) a horizontal fracture extends in a
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plane perpendicular to the overburden stress, 4) a vertical fracture
initiates from a smooth wellbore with no stress concentration due to the
packers but extends horizontally, 5) a fracture initiates horizontally at

.

'

the borehole bottom then propagates vertically (rolls over).

Normal

field calculations assume types 1) and 3) behavior although 1) will
prevail in the absence of significant stress-camp 1i cati ng factors such as
rigid packers (Kehle, 1964).
Field Observations of Fracture Extension
For fields with cased holes the orientation of the fracture is important in deciding the preferred directions for maximum sweep efficiency
in water flood operations.

That is, the most efficient sweep directions

are perpendicular to the fracture face.

However, most cased hole orienta-

tion techniques depend on very long fractures to insure adequate
tion of electrical or seismic discontinuities.

detec-

Therefore the best

results have been reported in MHF studies (Smith, et al., 1978; Power, et
al., .1976).

The methods of investigation used by these authors included

analysis of electrical potential measurements at the surface and seismic
surveys.

The field results indicate that the azimuth of the fracture

changes and thus the maximum stress direction may change considerably
over the length of the field.

Further analysis also indicated that the
I

wing lengths may be unequal.

This could be due to a change in the

stresses at one end of the fracture or anisotropic properties causing
fracture blunting.

In essence, while the fractures may propagate

parallel to the SH stress orientation, this direction may change over
the fracture length producing a slight fracture curvature.

The effect of

this curvature on design considerations is presently untreated and is not
important if the curvature is small.
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Fracturing in Cased Wells
Mentioned above was the fact that the process of hydraulic fracturing is complicated if the formation to be fractured is located in a cased
area of the well or when only specific formations are to be fractured
concurently.

The perforations used in oil wells are usually created by

explosive charges in the wellbore with

11

bullets 11 from this explosion

penetrating the cemented casing and creating communication from the
formation into the wellbore.

The effect of stress concentration due to

the perforations complicates the rupture pressure analysis as presented
.above.

Most of the work done on perforation has been experimental and of

a qualitative nature (Daneshy, 1973c).

Blocks of hydrostone formed

around hollow steel cylinders and placed in triaxial loading cells were
used to represent cased boreholes.

Different perforation orientations

(linear along zz axis, helical along the zz axis, and circumferential
along the r e plane as referenced to Fig. 3) were. tested along with open
hole comparisons.

Fracture pressures were found to be twice as high

using perforations compared to open hole breakdown pressures with the
magnitude increasing as the angle

~

between the perforation plane and the

e plane increased (reaching a maximum

at~-

e = 90°). Since orientation

of the fracture cannot be absolutely determined by field data the helical
arrangement was found to be the most logical since the fracture plane
could possibly intersect one or more perforations.

Unfortunately, in the

use of field tests to determine in-situ stresses, there would be at least
3 additional effects to consider when using Eqs. (1) and (2).

There is

an added stress factor due to the casing in the wells, added pressure
drop through the perforation, and an additional complication if the
perforations did not lie on the e plane.

Daneshy was able to extend

horizontal fractures from the cased holes, incidentally, but these were

-.
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initiated as vertical fractures from the well previously discussed as
type 4 behavior.
Fracturing Fluids
Other variables in hydraulic fracture design include the type of
fluid used during the wellbore pressurization and the type of fluid used
to extend the fracture into the formation.

Originally fluids based on

petroleum and petroleum products were used in hydraulic fracturing.
These included lease crudes, refined oils, and even Napalm derivatives
(Howard and Fast, 1970).

In the late sixties and early seventies more

attention was concentrated on the properties of fluids due to their
various effects on fracture extension, fracture width, proppant transport, leak off, and clean-up.

Many types of fracturing fluids have

been used with the intent of optimizing any or all of these phenomena.
Viscous Newtonian oils have also been used as fracturing fluids in
hydraulic fracturing.

These fluids offer excellent sand transport

properties (i.e., the sand will stay in suspension longer) and will also
create large fracture pressures (due to the large shear forces acting on
the fracture faces) with a minimum of fluid volume.

Unfortunately, such

fluids require very high pumping pressures and high horsepower and also
create large pressure drops along the fluid injection tubing.

However,

if the fluid is mixed with a surfactant and injected down the tubing
concurrently with an outer annular ring of water it is found that tubing
pressure losses are less than that of water alone (Sinclair, 1970).

This

is due to slippage between the two fluids in a water and oil emulsion
layer caused by the :surfactant.

These 11 Super Frac 11 fluids with viscosi-

ties of 500 to 100,000 cp would be delivered to the. fracture face with
minimal tubing pressure drop.

An added benefit of these fluids is that

with such a high viscosity, penetration into the fracture walls (leakoff)
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is very low (Kielt 1970).

Howevert in gas well stimulation the formation

may not have sufficient pressuret or transmissivityt to displace the
viscous oil based fluids back out of the fracture and into the wellbore
during fluid cleanup.

Viscoust water-based non-Newtonian fluids have

been used for these types of formations.
cosities (<500 cp) than

11

These fluids offer lower vis-

Super Frac 11 fluids but with much better tempera-

ature stabilityt improved cleanupt and are logistically much easier to
use.
Polymer emulsions have been used increasingly in hydraulic fracture
stimulations (Sinclairt et al.t 1974).

In these systems a polymer and a

surfactant mixture creates an emulsion with about 50-80% oil phase by
volume.

This emulsion is temporarily stable with viscosities in the

100 cp range during the injection and extension phase of the process.
Howevert the polymer degrades with time and temperature and the fluid
breaks down to lower viscosity oil and water phasest which facilitate
fracture cleanup.

These systems also are usually cheaper than the high

viscosity fluid systems described abovet depending on the cost of the
polymer and surfactant.

These polymers have typically been guar gels.

However, if the guar polymer breaks down incompletely it will leave a
residue in the system on the fracture face (Cooket 1975) and creates
fracture formation damage (or fracture skin).

Gas fields are much more

susceptible to such damage due to their inherent low permeability and
other polymers with lower residuet and higher costst have been used.
These polymers include cellulose and polyacrylamidet which is a synthetic
polymer.

Liquid carbon dioxide is added to some treatments as a pre-

cursor fluid (often called a pad).

The carbon dioxide pad easily perme-

ates the formation ahead of the high viscosity fluid.
the solution gas from the co 2 aids in

11

During cleanupt

cleansing 11 the pores at the rock
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face (the skin zone) helping minimize this damag·e (Jennings and Sprawls,
1977) although it does increase the pressure drop in the tubing (Mathias,
1971).

."

While these fluids using guar based polymers are cheaper and

easier to mix than the other fluids, their apparent viscosities are much
1ower.

A recent refinement is the addition of a cross- 1inking agent to

the guar and guar residue based polymers.

This created crosslinking

between the guar molecules raise the viscosity of the emulsions by up to
an order of magnitude and occurs as the fluid is pumped down the wellbore
(Free, et al., 1978).

This allows a high viscosity fluid to be injected

into the formation (with its characteristic better sand transport and
higher pressure drops), even though the apparent injection viscosity is
much lower.
Temperature Effects on Fracture Extension
. In most wells there is a significant change in temperature between
the surface and subsurface formations due to the natural geothermal
gradient of the earth.

Design calculations are usually based on the

assumed viscosity of the fluid at the reservoir temperature.

This is at

.best an equilibrium assumption and is not likely to happen especially at
moderate to high pumping rates.

The fluid penetration in the reservoir

will also affect the heat transfer at the face due to the thermal skin
effects or blockage (Sinclair, ·1971).

A pad fluid is sometimes used in

high-temperature wells ahead of a more viscous fracturing fluid.

The

relatively cooler pad fluid penetrates the formation and increases the
local heat capacity of the rock, reducing the conductive heat-transfer
from the. reservoir to the fracture face.

If this "precooling 11 is not

included in the design it is possible that a conservative estimate of the
fracture properties may result (Whitsitt and Dysart, 1970).

These
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properties are dependent on the pressure drop in the fracture which is
dependent on the apparent viscosity of the extension fluid.
Fracture Closure
One of the parameters in hydraulic fracture design is the fracture
width, w, or the width of the fracture after a pressure drawdown is
reestablished and the well returned to production.

While the fracture is

extending, its faces are being held open by a fluid extension pressure,
Pext' which is greater than the minimum earth stress Sh.

After the fluid

pressure is released, the fracture faces will return to their normal
(closed) position if the formation behaves as an elastic medium.

Some

agent must be introduced during the extension phase that will keep the
fracture faces from closing.

These agents have commonly been acid washes

and sand proppants (Krueger, 1973, Howard and Fast, 1970).

The use of

acid is restricted to formations that will dissolve in the acid phase
{limestone and carbonaceous shales).

The use of acid when possible is

desirable due to the lower viscosity and pressure losses of the acid
solvents and the ease of application (i.e., not having to prepare the
fluid-proppant mixture).

The amount of rock that is chemically eroded is

a function of the strength of the acid when it contacts the fracture
face.

The strength of the acid in the fracture is a function of not only

the injection rate but also fracture geometry, temperature, and rock type
(Williams and Nierode, 1972).

It is reasonable to assume then that the

width of the fracture during production would also be a function of these
parameters.

This would result in a fracture geometry which strongly

affects the local permeability of the fracture.

Before consideration of

the fracture geometry, however, and its relationship to the viscosity and
pumping rates, the topic of fracture proppants will be introduced.
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Fracture Proppants
The variation in proppant placement and types significantly affects
the permeability of the fracture.

.-

Due to the increasing sophistication

of laboratory techniques, the behavior of the fluid-proppant-fracture
system can be duplicated under controlled conditions (Iwai, 1976).
are two basic types of proppants:
shells); and

11

There

deformable (e.g., crushed walnut

rigid 11 e.g., sand or glass beads.

The deformable proppants

would be used when the formations are made of very weak rock that would
imbed a stiffer sand grain into the fracture face.

Since the

permeability of a propped fracture is many times larger than the
formation permeability but lower than an acidized fracture (of the same
width) industry trends have been towards injecting large volumes of
proppants with the intent of keeping a large area of the fracture propped
open (Coulter and Wells, 1972).

While the dimensions of the fracture

plane as depicted in Fig. 2 are h and xf' the producing or effective
fracture dimensions he, xfe may be considerably lower.

A problem occurs

when the proppant concentrations are so high or the viscous transport so
low that several layers of proppants build up.

An ideal design would be

a proppant monolayer but the density contrast of the particles with the
fluids is still so large that even with highly viscous fluids a sand bed
can be formed.

When the fluid pressure is released and the formation

begins to close the proppant particles may be crushed, reducing the
proppant permeability by as much as two orders of magnitude (Seidel and
Stahl, 1972).
This crushing effect may be reduced by m,ixing smaller and larger
grain sizes, with the maximum grain size being one-third to one-fourth of
the maximum fracture width (Williams, et al., 1973).

The crushing effect

will reduce the average size of the proppant particles and create very
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small fines that may flow towards the wellbore.

In sufficient concentra-

tions, these fines may act with the smaller proppant particles to form an
inverted filter and

severel~

reduce or choke flow

~ear

the wellbore by

reducing the local fracture permeability.'
Fracture Design
Many assumptions are made in the calculation of the fracture dimensions (van Oomse'laar and Visser, 1974).
gro~th

These include:

1) the fracture

is verticallj confined and thus extends primarily in the horizon-

tal direction as a vertically oriented planar fracture; 2) the fracture
extends symmetrically about the well; 3) fracture dimensions are governed
by ideal elastic ~heory; 4) fracturing fluids and proppants move with the
same velocity with piston like displacement with no settling of the
proppant; 5) leak off in the formation is proportional to 1/ /time.
On this basis the calculation of fracture growth is based on a material
balance
t

s

0

Xf

Q dt

=h

s
0

wf dxf + 2h S q.n dxf

(9)

where xf is the fracture length at time t,
Q is the surface volumetric injection rate,

h is the fracture height,
wf is the fracture width as a function of xf,
q1 is the leak off at time t as a function of xf and,

n is

the unit vector normal to fracture surface.
-

This equation simply states that cumulative fluid input is equal to
the volume of the fracture plus the volume of fluid that leaks off into
the formation.

In this balance it is also 1mplicitly assumed that the

fracture will extend at a pressure Pext >Shand that leakoff in the
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wellbore is negligible.

While many of the calculations by various au-

thors all use a variation of the material balance equation, differences
appear due to the relationship between the width of the fracture, wf, and
the fracture 1ength, xf.
Perhaps the earliest such calculations were presented by Howard and
Fast (1957) who assumed a constant fracture width and constant pumping
rate, Q1 .

The relationship between the area A of the fracture (= hxf)

and the time was given as

A

where

B

=

=

4~~;

*(

2
es

erfc(S) +

( 2~ 1

l)

(10)

2C ht/w,

t is the time,
C is the

flui~

loss coefficient and the complementary

error function is defined as
00

erfc(S)

y2

= 2 f e- dY •
ITI

s

While this equation is somewhat unwieldy simpler forms were later derived
where the fluid loss coefficient is only considered to affect the fracture dimensions at large times.
Fluid Loss Coefficient
The fluid loss coefficient is evaluated from laboratory tests using
the fluids and cores from the field.

The flow coefficient, C, is defined

as the relationship between the leakoff from the fracture, q, and the
reciprocal of the square root of time.

This relationship is developed in.
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Appendix A as
( 11)

C is usually treated as a combination of two constants,
first,

c1i,

is defined when time

coefficient and the second,
(Williams, 1970).

c22 ,

=0

c11

and

c22 .

The

and is described as the spurt loss

is a constant property value for t

>

0

As seen from Eqs. (9) and (10) as the fluid loss

coefficient increases the fracture volume must correspondingly decrease.
When low viscosity fluids and/or high permeability formations are present
fluid loss additives are sometimes used to build up a filter cake on the
formation face and restrict fluid loss.

Fracture Geometry Parameters
The concept of variable fracture width, wf' is often treated by relating the shape of the growing fracture to the. shape of an equilibrium
flat cavity in an elastic material.

Assuming a uniform pressure, the

cross section of the fracture in the x-y plane (Fig. 4a) is assumed to be
elliptical (Sneddon, 1951).

Using the elastic properties of the

formation, relationships between the width, w, and the fracture length
can be derived.

Geerstma and de Klerk (1969) solved for w and found a

dependence of the maximum fracture width, wmax (at the wellbore) with the
fourth root of length as
wmax

= 2.1

(l.lQlGhL ) 1/4

(12a)
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Figure 4a Elliptical Cross Section and
Uniform Pressure Distribution
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Figure 4b Corrected Cross Section and
Polynomial Pressure Distribution
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w
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where -w is the f1 ui d viscosity,
G is the formation shear modulus,
L is the instantaneous fracture length and
all other terms as defined above.

For a horizontal fracture the dependence is
(-wQ 1R )1/4
max = 2 - G
.

w .

(12b

where R is the maximum fracture radius.
For a very large fracture it was found that, a simple. relationship between
time and the length of the fracture was given by

vertical case

(13a)

horizontal (radial) case

(13b)

Kiel (1970) presents equations for fracture width based on an
equilibrium shape distribution' for constant pressure acting along the
fracture but corrects for the stress concentration at the fracture tip as
seen in Fig. 4b.

Kiel•s results show that the width of the fracture is

proportional to the length and the average pressure in the fracture and
that the length, L, depends on the square root of the ratio of the
pumping volume divided by the fracture pressure.
included in Appendix B.

Kiel•s equations are
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Another form of Eq. (9), Eq. (14), was presented and solved numerically by Nordgren (1972) usihg a finite difference technique
.2.9. + q

.

ax

1

+ aA

at

=0

(14)

;;

where q = q(x,t) .iS the VOlumetriC rate Of flOW acrOSS 'the constant

X

p1 ane,
q1 = q1 (x,t) is the loss to formation per unit length at x and
A= A(x,t) is the cross sectional area at x.
Nordgren•s results presented in graphical form show a l.inear relationship
between the log of a dimensionless length, L0 , and the log of dimensionless time~ t 0 , and a similar logarithmic relationship between a dimensionless width, w0 , and t 0

(L ,
0

time these solutions are

t 0 , w0 are defined in Appendix

expres~ed

C).

At large

as

2 1/4

Wmax = 4

2(1-v)~ Q1
n

t1/8

3 GCh

1/2
Q1 t
L =
ch

where all terms are as defined previously.

(15b)

Note that Eqs. (15b) and

(13a) differ by a factor of two.
To compare Eqs. (15a) and (12a) insert the expression for ·L in
Eq. (13d) into Eq. (12a).to obtain

(15a)
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J /( vQ~ )t1/4
V
2

wmax = 2.1

( 16) .

I

2TIGh C

Thus wmax calculated by Nordgren is proportional to the square root of
wmax as calculated by Geertsma and de Klerk.

This difference is probably

due to the fact that Nordgren assumes an elliptical cross

~ection

for

A(x,t) while Geertsma and de Klerk assume a constant cross section over
the fracture height.

Nordgren•s approximations for small time L (or no

fluid loss) are

max

2 1/5
(l-v) Q1.)
1/5
Gh .
t .

= 2.5 (.

(17a)

(17b)

Daneshy (1973d) later modified Kiel•s work by assuming a polynomial
pressure distribution in the fracture and also assuming that the fracture
tip always moves ahead of the fracturing fluid.

This assumes that the

fracture is only pressurized over an effective fracture length xfe such
that xf

< L (L =max fracture length). Calculating an equivalent prese
sure acting over xfe by integrating the polynomial distribution over L,

a numerical iterative method was used to estimate wf and xf.

The results

presented tended to agree with calculation of Geertsma and de Klerk but
were independent of the Poisson•s ratio and of the stress; Sh.

Daneshy

correctly points out that the accuracy of these calculations depends on
the validity of the constant height restrictions assumed by all the above
authors.
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Extension Pressure
Implicitly assumed by the authors in the above section is the fact
that during extension the pressure in the fracture exceeds the

.-

the earth stress, Sh' and is the only requirement for extension.
as long as Pext > Sh the fracture extension will proceed.

of

valu~

Thus,

It is accepted

that the minimum extension pressure is Sh (Hubbert and Willis, 1957).
Geertsma and de Klerk (1969).derived an expression for the pressure
at the wellbore ·needed for extension as
p
=S +
ext · h

2Gw
max
3L

(18)

As the length of the fracture increases the fracture pressure (assumed
uniform) decreases to Sh for very large L.

This is evidenced by many

field (Howard and Fast, 1970) and laboratory observations where the
value of Pext is greater than or equal to Pb/2 (Medlin and Masse, 1979).
However, for weak or extremely permeable rock the pressure may build up
to Sh.

This is evidenced by successive stimulation cycles when the

initial fracture is repeatedly pumped and then bled-off (Zoback, et al.,
1977) or
paths.

whe~

the fracturing process extends along preexisting natural

In operations where large fluid viscosity and constant pumping

rates are used the observed pressure will build up to a value larger than
Sh due to the pressure drop along the fracture.

Thus, very viscous

fluids are not appropriate for in-situ stress determination of Sh unless
a correction factor can be added to Eqs. ( 1 to 4).
Analysis of Constant Geometry Systems
While a large part of this review has concentrated on the techniques
and fracture processes involved during hydraulic fracturing, a similar
treatment will be made for analyzing flow in a stabilized
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fracture system.

After the well has been stimulated and returned to

production it is often tested to determine the fixed or "constant
geometry" dimensions the fracture will assume after the fractures begin
to close.

In this instant the fracture permeability is determined by the

proppant bed.

After the system stabilizes the fracture geometry is fixed

and attention is focused on the effect of the fracture properties on well
production.

This is usually expressed in terms of increased production

ratio i.e., the ratio of the well•s production from the fractured
reservoir system to the production recorded during pre-stimulation
conditions.

Other analyses have led to generation of pressure buildup

data (type curves etc.) that are used to analyze pressure transients at
the wellbore in order to estimate the fracture geometry, permeability,
and damage.

The information in terms of production ratio is always field

related and is quantitative in nature while the use of pressure drawdown
data is qualitative (or analytical).
The value of using the production ratio of the well to express fracture behavior may be somewhat limited.

The basic reason is that if the

production measurements are taken right after stimulation, the effects
of cleanup, skin damage, choking, etc. may still be affecting the flow
capacity of a well, depending on the magnitude of the effective permeability of the formation (Morse and von Gonten, 1972).
most noticeable in gas wells.

This effect is

In MHF applications the true well per-

formance might not be realized for many years.

Morse• s estimated minimum

value of formation permeability that would permit the successful use of
the production ratio is 10 md, which is well above the range of formation
permeabilities encountered in MHF operations.

Thus a great many of the

hydraulic fracture systems should rely on the qualitative method for
post-stimulation analysis.
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The qualitative or analytical investigations for the problem of a
well intercepting a vertical fracture are based on a similar physical
model.

..

.;

This consists of a well of radius r w that fully penetrates a

formation of height h and intercepts a rectangular vertical fracture that
fully penetrates the formation.

The fracture is symmetric with a half-

length of xf and permeability, kf.
is assumed uniform.

The propped width, w, of the fracture

The fracture is centered in a reservoir of radius,

re, with a constant boundary pressure, Pe (the radius re may be infinite).
The model is depicted in Fig. 5.
assumed constant.

The rock permeability, k, is also

The term 11 fracture conductivity" is used to describe

the relative ability of the fracture to produce fluid compared to an
ideal infinite capacity fracture in which no pressure gradient exists.
This term is often defined by use of the

f~acture

conductivity, wkf,

in a dimensionless fracture conductivity parameter in the form of (wkf/kxf)B,
where B is some const&nt.

The parameter of dimensionless fracture

conductivity used in this work will be defined in Eq. (19) to be consistent
with current authors
(19)

where cr

i~

the dimensionless fracture conductivity,

w is the fracture width,
kf,k are the fracture, formation permeabilities and
xf is the propped fracture half-length.
Infinite Fracture Conductivity
Prats (1961) solved the problem of steady state flow to a fractured
well using conformal mapping to break up the flow field into an elliptic
region near the wellbore to represent the fracture and an outer region to
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Figure 5 Representation of a Well Intersepting a
Single Vertical Fracture
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represent the reservoir.

For an incompressible fluid Prats found that

the flow to the infinite conductivity well-fracture system could be
f -_

treated as flow to a radial system with an effective wellbore radius,
rwe' of one-fourth xf.

The effect of skin damage was not significant if

the damage was restricted to a zone of one inch or less.
using a

co~pressible

The effect of

fluid was investigated by later researchers (Prats,

et al., 1962) for the case of an infinite conductivity fracture.

The

compressible case introduces the effects of time on the system and the
results indicate the production rate dropoff could be calculated if the
fracture penetration, xf/re, was less than 1/2.

Conversely the produc-

tion rates could be used to calculate the degree of penetration if data
before and after fracturing is known.

At large times it was again found

that the fractured well behavior was the same as a radial system with rwe
equal to one-quarter of the fracture half-length, xf.
Steady State Fracture Flow Behavior
Analysis of pressure behavior in wells should indicate approximate
radial flow behavior after long times (pseudo-steady state behavior). The
form of this large time relationship between the observed pressure
drawdown for a fractured well vs time was estimated by van Everdingen and
Meyer (1971) using an elliptic flow model as Eq. (20a).
p

e,TDf

=

1/4 ln (T0f) + .800

where P
is the pressure drop in the well, and
e,TDf
TDf is the dimensionless time= kt/~~cxf 2
The corresponding expression for the unfractured well would be

( 20a)
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p

a,T 0

= 1/2

ln(T0 ) + 0.809

(20b)
.-'

where Pa,To is the pressure drop in the well.
Thus the pseudo-steady state behavior of a "fractured" well would differ
markedly from the behavior of an unfractured well during a pressure drawdown test.

However, much larger times are required for the fractured

well to assume this pseudo-steady state behavior.

Van Everdingen derived

these equations by treating the fracture region as an elliptic flow
region, hence the subscript e in Eq. (20a).

If the external boundary

pressure, Pe' is known or can be found, then type curve analysis may be·
used to evaluate pressure drawdown tests when the wellbore pressures are
monitored under conditions of steady volumetric fluid withdrawal.
Type Curve Analysis
The advantage of type c1,1rve analysis is that there is no requirement
that the time should be very large before the solutions become
applicable. ·.Type curves are plotted as the logarithm of dimensionless
pressure, P0 , vs the logarithm,of dimensionless time, TDf" A similar
plot of field data will match the appropriate shape of the correct type
curve with only a translation of the values of the axes.

The amount of

translation in the axes indicates the geometric parameters of interest by
comparing the values of real time and pressure vs their dimensionless
counterparts.

The initial solutions for type curve analysis for fracture

applications were for the case of an infinite conduct1vity fracture,
i.e., no pressure drop in the fracture, and for a uniform flux fracture
(Gringarten, et al., 1974).

Uniform flux describes a situation when a

constant flux per unit area is entering the fracture face from the
formation.

The external boundary dimensions for the system are either an

•

...
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infinite r e or a fixed square drainage dimension, xe , so that xf/x e is a
variable parameter. Gringarten solved the above problems using an
-~·-'

analytical technique employing source and Green's functions.
tion for the respective cases appears in Appendix D.
dimensionless time TDf

>

The solu-

For values of

3, the infinite conductivity solution for a

closed boundary takes the form of Eq. (21)
(21)
which is twice the slope found by van Everdingen for elliptical fracture
flow, Eq. (20a).

For smaller times the solution takes the form

which has a slope of one-half on a log-log plot.

This is called the

linear flow period when flow inttially is governed by linear flow at the
fracture face.

The corresponding large time solution (TDf

>

2) for the

uniform flux solution is
(23)

Here a radial flow period is evidenced in agreement with Prat's earlier
work.
Gringarten and Ramey (1974) presented a similar treatment for horizontal fracture.

They found that in addition to a "linear" and "radial"

type flow period there was a definite transitional period in between.
Gringarten, et al., (1975) conclude that the uniform flux solution will
match the pressure drawdown data of a natural fracture system better than
the infinite conductivity solution (which fits hydraulically fractured
wells better).· The reason for this is the permeability contrast of a
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hydraulically fractured well is more likely to lead to high Cr values
(Cr

~

kf/k).

Most hydraulic fractures, when propped, would show a much

larger permeability contrast with the natural formation than would a
native fracture.

Later authors commented on the use of the Gringarten

type curves for analysis of field data (Raghavan, 1976).

The effects of

wellbore storage would modify the very early time data giving the type
curves another characteristic slope of unity.

This unit slope can easily

be seen from the fact that if the initial volume of the wellbore is
V

= nr~h

then the change in pressure in the wellbore for early time

{when there is minimal flow to the well from the formation) is related
to the change in the fluid volume by

=

v - Ql t

(24)

-----:~

nhr

2

w

where
Q1 is the constant pumping rate,
Pws' Pwf(t) are the static, flowing wellbore pressures and
V is the volume of the fluid in the wellbore.

From Eq. (24) it is seen that the graph of the log of quantity
h(Pws - Pwf)/Qt vs the log of t/nrw 2 will be linear with a unit slope.
Using the conventional definitions for Pwo

= 2nkh(Pws

-

Pwf)/q~,

and T0
= kt/¢~cr 2 , then log Pwo = log T0 plus a constant. If T0 is replaced
with Tof = kt/¢~cx~, then log PwD = log Tof plus another constant. This
early unit slope could dominate the early time data if the initial fluid
volume, V, is large enough.

-.
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The Effect of Fracture Skin on an Infinite Conductivity Fracture
The importance of the concept of fracture damage or 11 Skin 11 was

..

recognized relatively early in analyzing post production data.

Van

Poolen (1957) used electrical analogy models to study the effect of
fracture skin damage on flow rate.

Most field skin damage is located

within one inch of the fracture plane and the resultant permeability of
this zone is reduced up to 95% of the undamaged formation.

This one-inch

skin damage had a small effect on the steady state flow capacity, a fact
that Prats (1961) later calculated.

However, the relative amount of flow

restriction was important if skin damage was greater farther from the
well.

Over 40% of the total flow entered the infinite conductivity

fracture in its:last 10% of length Which,made the system potentially
susceptible to reduced production if the skin thickness increased with
the fracture half-length, xf.

Fortunately, the skin thickness is pro-

portional to the exposure time of the fracturing fluid to the fracture
walls which causes the skin thickness to decrease with fracture length in
field applications.
In gas formations that are much more sensitive to fracture fluid
invasion, attempts have been made to correlate skin damage with turbulent
flow in fracture (Tannich, 1973).

This was explained by Raghavan (1976)

by his conclusion that skin could be treated as mathematically equivalent
to reducing the fracture conductivity.

However, since

fl~id

turbulence

can also be effectively treated as reducing the fracture conductivity,
the effects of skin and turbulence are hard to distinguish.
The effect of fracture length in gas formations is important stnce
if the field pressure is low and the fracture length long, then fluid
cleanup may never be complete near the fracture ends (Holditch, 1979).
Here the effective fracture length, xfe' is much lower than xf.

However,
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while long fractures in high pressure gas reservoirs may tQke a long time
to clean up, they suffer no permanent production damage but rather just
a delayed response.
Finite Conductivity Fractures
The concept of infinite fracture conductivity must be considered in
terms of a more realistic assumption.

A fracture propped over its height

with fine mesh sand may exhibit a fracture flow conductivity, wkf, that
only exceeds the formation conductivity, kh, by a few orders of magnitude.

Thus Cr may have a value on the order of 1.0 especially for long

thin fractures.

Cinco-Ley, et al. (1978) presented a solution for an

infinite reservoir finite capacity fracture based on analyzing the flow
in the fracture and the flow in the formation separately, again using
Green's functions •. The two solutions were numerically matched using the
common flux boundary condition and by discretizing the fracture plane
into a finite number of fracture elements.

The solution was numerically

iterated until it agreed both on the boundary condition and also did not
change as the number of elements increased.

The solution depends on two

variables A and B defined as
A

=

and

B=

Cinco-Ley, et al. conclude that in the absence of fracture storage,
A and B could be combined to define the dimensionless parameter Cr, as
defined above, i.e., Cr

= AB.

For values of Cr > 500, Cinco-Ley found

excellent agreement between his work and that of Prats for

lar~e

.values

of dimensionless time and Gringarten•s solutions for large xf/xe (that
is the finite radius boundary effect is not noticed).

Cinco-Ley, et al.

concluded that the amount of flux into the latter fracture half decreased
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as the fracture conductivity decreased.

Thus a small fracture would

yield the same production as that of a longer fracture for low values of

..

,

the dimensionless conductivity ratio Cr • Cinco-Ley . and Samaniego (1977)
added the effects of wellbore storage and skin damage to their finite
conductivity solution.
Quantitative treatments for finite conductivity fractures resulting
from acid treatment

(~ovotny,

1977) and

have been presented in the literature.
solutions involving a fully

n~erical

two~phase

flow (Raghavan, 1977a)

Finite fracture conductivity
method using finite difference

(Agarwal, et al., 1979) with no wellbore storage and integral finite
difference techniques (Narasimhan and Palen, 1979) including wellbore
storage have recently appeared.
Calculation of Fracture Orientation
The use of analytical solutions to predict fracture orientation was
suggested by Komar, et al. (1973) by using pressure tests in observation
wells to

corr~late

the fracture orientation with surface phenomena.

Using the increased transmissivity of the fracture, Pierce, et al. (1975)
investigated the difference in the time lag between a pulsed well and
observation wells before
source well.

.•

fr~cturing

and the time lag after fracturing the

This allowed a computation of the fracture length xf as
TLA~ 1/2
( TLB

+ 1

.where TLA' TLB are the time Jags after and before

fra~ture

and.

r is the distance between source and observation wells.
The constant 0.005 in the argument of Eq. (25) was the experimental value
relating the fracture permeability kf with the effective fracture permeability, Ffkf (i.e., Ff

= 0.005).
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Uraiet, et al. (1977) used Gringarten's (1974a) solution for flow in
an infinite system (i.e., xe

= re =

00

)

to fihd the dimensionless pressure

drop for an observation point removed fran the wellbore a distance r 0 and
at an angle T from the fracture plane. Here r 0 = (1/xfl"\/x 2 + y2, where
x and y are measured fran the wellbore.

Cinco-Ley and Samaniego (1977b)

extended Uraiet's work by incorporation of finite fracture conductivity.
The effect of finite fracture conductivity was very pronounced on the
results as it delays the pressure pulse in the fracture.

Interpretation

of field data assuming the wrong conductivity could lead to serious
· errors in estimating the orientation angle -r.

The above analyses ignore

the effect of wellbore storage which also could have a corresponding
effect of delaying arrival of the pressure transients to the observation
wells.
Pressure Dependent Permeability
The effect of the fracture closure on the permeability of the fractures has so far been ignored in the type curve literature, even though
studi~s

have been made on the effects of fracture closure stress on

fracture proppant permeabilities (Cooke, 1973) and on the quantitative
effects on gas turbulence in flowing fractured gas we11s (Holdich and
Morse, 1976).
The effect of stress sensitive gas formations has been described in
analyzing pressure buildup data (Vairogs and Rhoades, 1973; Evers and
Soeiinah, 1977).

However, there has been little reported on the effects

of stress sensitive formation on drawdown behavior and on type curve
analysis.

Further treatment of the subject of pressure analysis for

fractures is' thoroughly summarized by Raghavan (1977b).

-.
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Summary
This chapter has dealt with some of the previous work conducted in
the fields of hydraulic fracture design, operations, and post stimulation
analysis.

The intent of this review was to

provid~

an overall understand-

ing of the complex processes relevant to hydraulic fracturing and
identify some key issues needing further resolution.

The purpose of the

present work is to investigate some of these issues.

The investigation

will be carried out through the use of ·a mathematical model.
The development of. the model is presented in the next chapter.
model is designed for use in nlJITlerical simulations.

The

Parametric studies

included with the model included the following analyses:

the effects of

fluid viscosity, pumping rate; and variab·le formation properties on the
growth of hydraulic fractures; possible control of the initial fracture
growth to prevent undesirable vertical extension; and the usefulness
of the parameter Cr in analysing well tests conducted in systems with
non-linear properties •

..
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III. MODEL DEVELOPMENT
This chapter will present the development of a model designed to
assist in the analysis of pressure transients observed in wells intercepting either a fixed length fracture or a growing hydraulic fracture.
Ideally, a method (either analytic or numerical) should be found that
could incorporate variations in boundary conditions {including flexible
geometry), three-dimensional fluid flow, and pressure dependent material
property. variations.

That is,· the model should be able to reflect,

conceptually, the physics of the problem and have a minimum of restrictive
assumptions.

Recent trends toward this conceptual u11.derstanding have

become possible with the advancement of both numerical techniques
and high speed digital

compute.rs (Narasimhan .and Witherspoon, 1977).

In the present work a numerical approach will be taken.

Hopefully,

material in this·chapter will not only illustrate the flexibility of the
particular method but will also help quantify the effects that the
analytical assumptions may have on the results. Material covered in this
chapter will include: limitations of the analytic models; considerations
involved in a numerical approach; meshes used in the simulation of fixed
1ength and growing hydraulic fractures; and development of the criteria

used to control the fracture growth in the simulations presented in the
next chapter.
A. LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYTICAL MODELS
Fixed Length Fractures
The analytical solutions for systems with fixed fracture geometry
have been presented for two-dimensional systems (Gringarten, et al.,1974,
Cinco-Ley,et al., 1978).

Although a solution for the three-dimensional
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is certainly possible {Gringarten and Ramey, 1973) it has not appeared
yet.

In the present form, the so 1uti ons of Cinco-Ley can hand 1e

\'le 11-

bore storage, fracture skin,· and finite fracture conductivity although
the analysis does not deal with the problems associated with variable
. fracture penneabi 1i ty and stress sens·i t i ve formations.

Another assumption

in the available fixed geometry solutions is that the influence of
flow from the wellbore face is ignored.

The analytic solution treats

the fracture-formation system as being isolated, ignoring the contribution of independent flow from the formation and the wellbore itself.
In cased wells this may be a good assumption but in many wells perforations will open the wellbore face· directly to the formation unless
all the perforations lie on the

(fracture) plane.

The use of the type

curve solutions depend on determining a single value of the dimensionless fracture conductivity parameter, Cr,which may not be unique.
Growing Fractures
Calculation of the geometric properties,such as the aperture and wing
length, of a growing hydraulic fracture as it extends from a wellbore has
been done by analytical and numerical techniques, each with some limiting
assumptions.

For a fracture growing with time the methods used to

estimate the fracture geometry were based on the assumption of a constant
pumping rate, constant leak-off coefficient C, constant fracture extension
pressure, Pext' and ideal elastic behavior. In practice a constant
pumping rate has become standard procedure but is not always practical'ly

.-

achieved~

The compressibility of the fluid in the subsurface tubing is

ignored even though it may affect the pumping pressure and speed of
fracture initiation.

The constant leak-off coefficient is a reasonable

approximation only when fluid loss additives are used and the fluid
pressure is relatively constant over the fracture length.

The fact that

5z

the wellbore pressures are often higher than the calculated Pext (with
use of highly viscous fracturing fluids) indicates that a pressure
gradient will exist along the fracture.

Thus, while the fracture tip may

be extending at some mi nirnum Pext the rest of the fracture wi 11 be at
higher

pressures,

wellbore.

the

pressure

monotonically increasing towards

the

The ideal elastic assumption of uniform or near uniform

pressure in the fracture as it extends may not be valid for these cases.
Some researchers have incorporated viscous effects in their imperrneab 1e
rock models (Zoback and Pollard, 1978) including variation of fracture
permeability with length.

Yet, there has so far been no anlytical work

that combines the fracture extension mechanics with fracture-reservoir
flow.

While an anlytical solution to the problem of a growing fracture

coupled with the fluid flow between well, fracture, and reservoir may yet
be found, the complexity of properly formulating the problem in analytic
terms may be prohibitivly difficult.

B. NUMERICAL APPROACH
There are, generally speaking, three numerical techniques commonly
used to solve problems involving fluid flow in porous media.

One is

the finite difference method (FDM) which directly discretizes the differential equation at each nodal point of the flow region.
finite element method (FEM).

Another is the

This method uses an integral approach to

solve for fluid flow in the volume surrounding a point in the flow region
by summing a weighted average of the flow in the volume near the point and
using a set of non-collinear points for evaluating spatial
of potential.
(IFDM).

gradients

The third approach is the integral finite differene method

This is also an integral technique that relates the change in

pressure in an explicitly defined volume element with the normal flux of
fluid over the volume surface and uses the finite difference approximation
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for measuring spatial gradients of potential (Narasimhan and Witherspoon,
1977).

Each of the

abov~

methods has some inherent advantages and disad-

vantages •. Finita difference is c6nceptually the

easi~st

to imp1ement and

has been used extensively by mechanical and petroleum engineers to
solve problems in potential theory.

However, finite difference techniques

can become very un-wieldy when non-trivial geometry is used.

Finite

element has found increasing use in solving structural problems and was
first introduced in the civil engineering discipline.

It has since been

applied to potential theory problems with a marked degree of success
(Pinder and Frind, 1972, Neuman and Narasimhari, 1975): However, while
the finite difference method can be solved explicitly for small time
steps, the finite element method is often implicitly formulated and
procedurely cumbersome in three-dimensions.

The integral finite dif-

ference method, also called the finite volume method (Thomas and Lombard,
1979), combines the advantage of explicit formulation with arbritrary

geometry.

It can easily be applied to heterogeneous flow.

However, it

uses finite difference {linear) gradients between grid points (nodes) and
can approximate steep
grid spacing.

gradient~

in pressure potential only with small

The method does (as does FEM) permit the use of more

flexible geometry than FDM but handles boundaries of "dissimilar materials
in a more realistic fashion than does FEM.

For the present work the IFDM

was found to be especially well suited and was chosen as the principal
method of solution.
Aspects of IFDM Formulation
For an arbritray volume 1, the equation of mass conservation for the
IFDM formulation, developed in Appendix E, can be expressed as
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(~c)lVl(Pl

- pl )

t+At
t
=--.:----;;......;;;=----=At
where

{26)

ki is the permeability of node i, ,.
Pi,Pl are the pressures at nodes i ' 1 '
.

,

A. .~·1 is the interfacial area between elements i and 1 '
D. 1 is the perpendicular distance between Ai,l and node i '
1'

(~c) 1 is the storage coefficient of'the material of element 1,

At is the time increment between time steps in the calcuation,
p

is the fluid density,

g is the acceleration of gravity,

s,
ll

is a fluid source or term in node 1 '
is the fluid viscosity,

zi is the elevation of node i, and

n is the number of adjacent nodal elements to element 1.
A sketch of the geometric terms defined above for an arbtritrary
three-dimensional nodal element is shown in Figure 6.

In areas of

relatively steep pressure gradients, e.g., near the face of the fracture,
the volume elements will have to be made very small to maintain accuracy
of the gradient approximation.
Eq. (29) is completely general.

The meaning of a volume element in
Thus, surface pumps, wellbore tubing,

and packer cavities can be treated as volume elements.

In array notation

Eq. (26) can be rearranged to appear as

-

AP
Al ,m (P m - pl) - MCl At = Sl .
where A1 m is a matrix of conductance elements a
where a1
, .
l,m
. ,m
MCl is a mass capacity matrix of the ~ terms,

(27)

k Al m

= -~
1.1 Dl,m
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Figure 6 Volum~ Element Representation Used in· IFDf~ Formulation
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51 is a source term vector, and
t.P 1

=

P1to

+ t.t - P1to is the vector of P.ressure

and elevation changes in the nodes over a time tat.
The size of the largest stable time step depends on the volume of the node
and is equal to (Narasimhan, et al., 1977)

(28)

However, in the present work the time steps all owed by Eq. (28) were
prohibitively low so an implicit formulation of Eq. {26) was used.
Previous Computer Codes
Edwards (1969) developed an IFDM code TRUMP for use in the field
of fluid flow in porous media.

Narasimhan (1975) adapted this program to

handle the flow of fluids in partially saturated deformable porous
media in his program TRUST.

He later generated a fully saturated version

of TRUST as the program TERZAGI.
The present work utilizes program HYDFR which resulted from further
modifications in program TERZAGI.

HYDFR has provisions for solving the

implicit set of equations either by using a mixed implicit-explicit iterative scheme originally formulated in TERZAGI or by a direct solution
technique (Duff, 1977).
Solution Techniques
The use of iterative methods to solve Eq. (27) is efficient as long
as there are no large permeabili.ty

~ontrasts

in the flow region, when

highly permeable volume elements adjoin volume elements with very low
permeability.

Such contrasts will occur during modeling of hydraulic
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fracture systems.

Experience gained during this work showed that while

the iterative method was adequate for solving the equations involved in
the study of a fixed length geometry fracture, the method could not be
~fficiently

fracture.

used to assist in the treatment of the growing hydraulic
The direct solution technique employing Duff's direct solver

in programs DIRTER and CCC (Bodvarsson, et al., 1979) is also used in
program HYDFR.

In retrospect, direct solution techniques should be used

in such computationally difficult problems as the growing hydraulic
fratture if the solutions are to be tractable within a reasonable machine
computation limit..

This conclusion has been reached by other authors

(Pierce, et al., 1975; Holditch and Morse, 1976) •
. ·' C. MESHES USED IN THE FIXED FRACTURE LENGTH SIMULATIONS
General Considerations
The speed and accuracy of the IFDM calculations may be enhanced by
exercising care in the design of the meshes used in the simulation.

The

design of the meshes must take into account both the shapes of the
elements and the placement of the nodal points within the elements.

The

nodal point placements within the elements is critical in determining the
conductance between nodal points since the conductance is inversely proportional to nodal point separation. For example the conductance element in
Al,m expressing flow between elements 2 and 3 can be expressed as

(29)

where .,,3
Ais the surface area common to nodes 2 and 3 and
k2 3 is the harmonic mean permeability.
'
The harmonic mean permeability is especially useful when there is a
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permeability contrast at the interface.

The harmonic mean permeability

is defined as

=
where

(30)

o2

3 is the perpendicular distance between the node location of
'
element 2 and the interface between elements 2 and 3.
From Eq.(29) is is apparent that different values of al,m in the

conductance term matrix A1 ,m will arise from changing the position
of the nodal points within the elements and thereby the

o1

m·

The optimum

'

location of the nodal elements within the elements is governed by the
gradient of expected flow at local steady state conditions.
is expressed as a linear relationship in IFOM.

The gradient

Thus, for IFOM elements

used in cyl i ndri ca 1 systems the noda 1 points are 1 ocated at the 1 ogarithmic means of the nodal volume to determine the optimum values of the

01 ,m •

The logarithmic spacing is explained by the fact that in

steady state flow in a radial reservoir, the pressure gradient is linear
in ln(r).

Similarly, for rectilinear elements designed for linear flow

regions the optimum position of the nodal points would be the linear mean
or centroid.
Since the fracture technically has

no solid volume

(other than

proppants), the location of the nodal points within the elements used to
For fully developed

represent the fracture is relatively important.
laminar flow between parallel
(White, 1974).

plates the pressure gradient is linear

Therefore, the nodal point positions will be centrally

1ocated with respect to the x (fracture flow)
spacing decreasing near the wellbore.

direction, with nod a 1

The nodal

point location with

respect to the y direction (normal to the fracture plane) is at the face

..
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of the fracture elements and thus the value D1 ,m between the fracture
element and the first formation element was zero.The nodal point location
. is placed at the fracture face since there is no pressure gradient across
the width of the fracture and no contribution from the fracture elements

~·

ri

The product
in calculating the conductance terms a 1 min Eq. (29).
'
of the conductance terms with the factor p2g is called TRAN in the
programs used in this study.

TRAN represents a fluid conductance, i.e.,

the amount of fluid flux per unit change in fluid potential.

TRAN will

be used in this work to .refer to the fluid conductance value for each
individual element connection.

The TRAN value for flow into the fracture

face must be independent of the fracture conductivity as the fracture
conductivity is only defined in terms of flow within the plane of the
fracture •.
Deformable (''Breathing 11 ) Fracture
A fracture which has an aperture that varies with the difference in
pressure between the fracture and the formation, .i.e. a stress dependent
formation, is called a
general manner.

11

breathing 11 fracture and is treated in a very

The computer codes have the capability of storing

non-linear pressure dependent permabilities.

Thus the values cited in

the literature of pressure dependent proppant permeabilities could easily
be assigned to the fracture elements.

The conductance and TRAN values

for the elements would be calculated by Eq. (29).

However, an alternate

method was . used that represents the permeabi 1ity of the fracture as a
function of the square of the fracture width.

This assumes suffi ci en:t

mobi 1i ty of the prop pant to prevent bridging when the fracture wa 11 s
11

breathe 11 •

Iwa i ( 1976) showed that the Darcy p,ermeabi 1ity defined for

laminar flow in a natural fracture obeyed the cubic law, Eq. (31)
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(31)

Q - -

where

Q is the volumetric flow rate,
w is the fracture aperture or width,
C* is a constant, and
dP/ds is the pressure gradient in the direction of s.

If this relationship is applied to the fracture the TRAN values for flow
in the fracture elements can be calculated by considering the fracture
geometry as the wedge depicted in Figure 7.

Figure 7 shows representations

of both the fixed aperture fracture and breathing fracture cross-sections.
The value of the fracture permeability, kf, used in the TRAN values for
the connections between the fracture elements is w21 , 2!12 where w1 , 2
is the harmonic mean width as defined in Fig. 7. For the case when
d1 2 = d2 1 , i.e. evenly spaced fracture elements,
'
.· . '
2
kf = ((w1 , 2 + w2 , 1 )!2) /12.
It is convenient to make use of a substitution to handle the variation of w with the pressure in the fracture.

Program TERZAGI uses a

simple one-dimensional theory of consolidation that calculates the change
in the void ratio, e, with the change in effective stress, which is equal
to the overburden weight minus the fluid pore pressure.

If e is defined

as the ratio of the void volume to that of the solids volume, the fracture
can be treated as an equivalent rock mass with a solids volume of unity
and a porosity approximately equal to the aperture of the fracture, which
would be equal to e. A change of pressure in the fracture will then change
the void ratio and the width.

That is at a fixed overburden stress and at

any xf, a change in the fracture void volume (wxfh) affects the fracture
width and hence the permeability, directly.

A similar treatment has been

...
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used to study the effects of pore pressure on the storage capacity,
of reservoir rocks (Jones, 1975).

~c,

The TRAN value for the connection

between the well and the fracture elements is governed solely by the
conductance of the first fracture element for both the fixed aperture and
deformable fracture meshes.
Fractures with Fixed Geometry
The model for the fixed geometry fracture (i.e. fixed wing length)
assumes: a comple-tely penetrating vertical rectangular fracture; homogeneous formation

properties~,

c, k; constant fluid

properties~'

8;

constant fracture width w (with the exception of the deformable fracture)
and half-length xf; symmetry with respect to the fracture plane and
the wellbore; and fluid flow according to Darcy•s law.

Fluid flow is

permitted between the formation and the we 11 bore through the we 11 bore
face and flow may enter the fracture tip from the formation.

The mesh

for the fixed fracture length system appears in Fig. 8.

The view of the

mesh is along the axis of the wellbore in the xy plane.

Presented in

the upper diagram in Fig. 8 is a large scale representation of the mesh.
The outer boundary (not shown) is at a distance of 80 meters from the
edge of the fracture in the x direction and 80 meters from.the formation
face in they direction.

This large scale mesh is designed in accordance

to the radial flow behavior expected at large times and the elements are
curvilinear at r > 20 m.

The elements for the near fracture region are

aligned normal to the plane of the fracture as seen in the middle diagram
of Fig. 8.

This is designed to best fit the expected linear flow regime

near the fracture face.

The elements are spaced much closer together near

the fracture plane to account for the sharp pressure gradient expected at
the formation-fracture interface.
The lower diagram in Fig. 8 shows the near wellbore mesh used in the

...
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fixed fracture geometry simulations.

At the wellbore the mesh is similar

to the mesh from the 10-20 m region at the fracture tip, as seen on the
preceding sketch.
mesh.

Both of there areas are simulated by a curvilinear

This implies that flow from the wellbore to the formation is

expected to be radial as is flow from the region at the fracture tip into
the formation.
The fracture itself was modeled as a number of finite thickness
(w = .001 m) elements with individual lengths and total number of elements
that depend on the fracture conductivity.

For an infinite conductivity

fracture only one fracture element is needed since there there is no
pressure gradient in the fracture.

For the fixed geometry system, as

cr decreases the fracture conductivity also decreases, if the
formation properties are constant.

As the fracture conductivity decreases

the pressure gradient becomes steeper and more elements are needed to
simulate the pressure drop.
From the general shape of the mesh in Fig. 8 it is apparent that the
fractures considered are symmetric and the flow can be accurately
described by consideration of one-fourth of the total flow area.

This

mesh can also easily be used to study the effects of fracture damage by
assigning lower permeability values to the elements adjacent to the
. well bore and to the elements composing the fracture face.
·

11

Fracture

Choking 11 as defined above, can be treated by lowering the permeability

of the first fracture element to represent the effects of undesirable
sand placement or of flow restricting turbulence.

The wellbore is also

modeled as having one-fourth the true well bore volume.

The source or

sink terms providing the constant flow rate associated with type curve
analysis are located in the wellbore node.

.....
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D. MESHES USED IN THE GROWING FRACTURE SIMULATIONS
General Considerations
The physical concept used in simulating a growing fracture is based
on modeling the fracture extension process and formation-fracture flow
by a succession of equilibrium states.

The criteria for changing

between successive equilibrium steps will be developed in the next
section and is related to the elastic-plastic behavior of the formation
rocks.

Therefore, a consecutive series of reservoir meshes was used to

model the growing fracture problem, each mesh representing an equilibrium
extension of the fracture.
The configurations of the growing fracture models are based on the
me·shes used for the fixed geometry fractures.

Two different meshes were

used representing, (i) a circular (penny-shaped) vertical fracture and,
(ii) a rectangular shaped vertical fracture.

The speed of the extension

process is assumed to be greater than the speed of the fluid migration in
the reservoir so that the mesh boundary is only slightly larger than the
fracture half-length xf"

That is, fluid from the \'/ell is assumed to

move faster in the fracture plane than outwards into the reservoir.

When

the fracture growth is stable, i.e.; where the wellbore pressure increases
or is constant with fracture growth, this may not be strictly true
depending on the magnitude of the transmissivity, k/<Pllc, of the formation.
The boundary condition for the rectangular fracture in the vertical
direCtions assumes that there is no growth.

Thus the elements in the

fracture and reservoi·r are bounded by a· hypothetical barrier that will
allow movement of the fracture faces normal to each other but not fluid
or fracture penetration.

This is typically explained by the assumption

that the fracture toughness of these boundary 1ayers is so 1a rge that
penetration is prohibited.

However, the fracture edges are allowed to
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grow parallel to the barrier surface or are allowed to
the inhomogeneity.
the last section.

The

11

11

Slip 11 against

Slip 11 barrier assumption will be critiqued in

The fracture elements themselves are handled mathemat-

ically like the breathing fracture elements discussed previously with the
exception of the leading (last) element.

The width of the last fracture
,•

element used in the TRAN calculation is no greater that one-half the
maximum fracture width calculated at the fluid pressure of the element.
This is based on the continuity requirement of a sharp edged fracture.
The leading fracture element is the end of a triangular wedge and must
have no cross-sectional area at the tip.

Thus the effective width can be

no greater than half the maximum width of the element (at the point where
it contacts the next to last fracture element).

This representation also

means that there cannot be flow in the p1ane of the fracture from the
leading element since there is no interfacial area at the fracture
tip.
Computational Aspects of Fracture Extension
The problems associated with the series of fracture element .meshes
used to represent the growing fracture caul d be efficiently handled by
either of two methods.

The first technique would be to input an entire

mesh similar to that of the fixed geometry fracture.

The fracture

elements would all be given conductance values of zero until the extension
criteria are met.

Then the first element adjacent to the wellbore

element could be- :11 opened 11 depending on the initial conditions of the
problem.

This

11

opening•• would simply involve using a finite value of the

TRAN term for the first fracture element.
fracture elements could be

11

Analogously, all the other

opened 11 when appropriate conditions are met.

This method has two serious drawbacks.

The first is choosing an adequate

mesh size such that the final fracture length, xf, will nnt exceed

.
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the estimated length.

This presents difficulties modeling systems with

arbitrary formation properties where the fracture lengths cannot be
accurately estimated beforehand.

The second drawback is the extra

computational effort needed to handle the superfluous nodal elements.

In

·general the amount of time needed to· solve the n x n matrix A1 ,m. used
.
2
· in the numerical solution is proportional to n
While the direct
solver used in HYDFR wil.l handle larger time steps than the iterative
solver previously

used~

it requires many times the storage

spac~.

Effectively that means there is a smaller number of elements the program
can handle before the additional storage requirements of the direct
solver become prohibitive.

Hence, to optimize a given amount of compu-

tational time and storage space,
within the program as needed.

th~

nodal elements and mesh are generated

This was done by adding a subroutine

EXTEND in the program that generates the additional fracture elements and
associated reservoir elements.

EXTEND also calculates the volumes and

other matrix coefficients appearing in Eq. (29).

The treatment of the

growing fracture models through the use of the self-generating mesh
subroutine in combination with the direct solver were, perhaps, the most
important factors in the success of the present numerical modeling effort.
Rectangular Mesh Entension Factor
During extension the length, 6xf' of each successive fracture
element is increased in the rectangular mesh. A meih extension coefficient
s was used to expand each successive element by qn amount (1 + s) with

the exception of the second element.

This element had a constant fracture

length of 0.5 m.

For example, the lOth fracture element would have an
effective length of xf = 0.5 (1 + s) 8 • This stretching coefficient was
varied to allow either a very closely spaced fracture mesh (s = 0) when
extremely large fracture pressure gradients were expected, or a larger
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spacing for smaller pressure gradients.

This is a direct result of work

done with the fixed geometry mesh that proved the necessity of increasing
the number of fracture elements only when large pressure gradients (i.e.,
lower Cr values) were being modeled.

The length of the elements was

increased at greater distances from the well due to the consideration
that, the fracture pressure gradient is steeper nearer the wellbore wherethe mass flow rate is greatest.

is~

That

the flow rate will decrease in

the fracture as more of the fluid leaks off into the formation when very
permeable rocks are modeled.

The use of the

~::

due to the small size of the initial elements.

factor was also necessary
To model a fracture of

only 10 m in length would take 20 fracture elements and 120 associated
'

reservoir elements for a constant
extension factor of only 10%~ (

~xf =

~:: =

xf will be 26m with 20 elements and,
78m.

0.5.

However, v1ith an

0. 1) the tot a1 fracture ha lf-1 ength
for~::

= 0.2, xf will be

To be able to compare the model results with those in the literature,

the length of the fracture must be much greater than the height, h.
~::

The

factor allows a 1ong rectangular fracture to be generated and the

numerical computations to be solved within reasonable computational time
limits.

The

~::factor

was not used in the radial meshes.

Growing Fracture : Mechanical Connections
In addition to the formation;..fracture mesh, volume elements are used
to represent the surface piping and pumps, the wellbore tubing, and the
packed-off section of the wellbore.

The configuration assumed appears in

Fig. 9.

The surface piping pressure is measured upstream of the wellbore

section.

There will be a viscous pressure drop through surface equipment

and the wellbore tubing that must be corrected in order to compare the
pressure in the

fractur~

with that recorded at the surface.

There will

a 1so be a pressure increase measured · at the surface due to the head

'

.
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difference between the surface and the formation.

This head term is a

function of the fluid density and compressibility.

The incorporation of

elevation in the modeling process makes the overall problem threedimensional.

However, flow in the fracture-formation system wi 11 be

two-dimensional in that only one layer of elements will be used for the
fracture and reservoir mesh, restricting vertical flow.
The growing fracture is connected at the we 11 bore with nodes that
represent the surface piping, pumps, and the wellbore tubing.

These

nodes are modeled as long cylindrical elements with length of 30 m for
the surface piping and either 300 or 1000 m for the tubing.

The 30

piping length was the value used for the experimental simulation runs
with Monticello data, to be discussed in a later section.

The wellbore

tubing length of 300 m is the average depth used for simulation of the
Monticello experiments which uses a circular fracture mesh.

The 1000 m

length was only used with the rectangular fracture mesh used in simulating
larger, deeper fractures.

Three elements were used to model the latter

subsurface tubing, each 333 m in length.

The nodal locations were at

the midpoints of each element to correspond with the linear pressure drop
down the tubing.

The volume of each of the tubing elements was one-fourth

of the true volume as the model simulates one-fourth of the assumed
symmetric flow field.
The permeability used to calculate the TRAN values for the pipe elements was taken from the laminar flow equation relating the pressure drop

-.

along the pipe radius (White, 1974).

(32)
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where q is the flow rate,
r is the pipe radius,
~

is the fluid viscosity, and the equivalent pipe permeability

kpipe

= r 2/8.

A permeability value was calculated for the packer-wellbore element but
was not used since the wellbore dimensions, rw = 0.0762 m (3 11 ) and h
=3m, are small enough so that no pressure gradient is assumed to exist.
The wellbore dimensions were taken from field data and are considered to be
representative.
Fracture Element Mesh
Once the fracture breakdown pressure, Pb, is reached, flow is
allowed into the initial fracture element.

When the extension criteria

are met, the fracture can propagate in one of two modes: radial (circular penny-shaped) or linear (rectangular).
The fracture meshes representing the extension phase are shown in
Figs. lOa and lOb for the circular and rectangular extensions, respectively.

The views are in the planes of the

fract~re.

The circular mesh used a constant wellbore element height of 3 m
and an initial fracture (element 100) radius rf of 1.5 m.
element was assumed to be circular in shape.

The first

This has been observed by

Zoback (personal communication, 1979) using transparent plexiglass
samples.

After the initial fracture node is opened, the fracture extends

in a purely radial mode.

For this mesh the extension increment was

constant at a 6r = 0.5 m•. The surface area of successive elements increased
during extension as rf increased.

The central plane of the formation

(z = 0) contained the axis of the nodal point locations.

While this

assumes a priori that the effect of gravity within the fracture is
negligible, for sufficiently large fractures more fracture elements would
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have to be used.

These elements would incorporate changes in elevation

by having nodal centerlines at angles different from the horizontal
(z

= 0)

centerline.

The rectangular extension mesh shown in Figure lOb uses a rectangular first element (element 100) of height equal to 3 m with an initial
'

xf of .424 m.

The shape of all additional fracture elements created

during propagation are also rectangular although the individual lengths,
6xf, of the fracture elements will increase if

£

* 0.

Circular Fracture Reservoir Mesh
The reservoir mesh for the growing circular fracture is shown in
Fig. lla,b.

The reservoir elements are generated along with each adjacent

fracture element and take the shape of the radial fracture elements
rotated through angles of 15°, 30°, or 45°.

The reservoir elements are

shaped like slices of a thick walled hollow sphere, e.g., similar to a
peach slice.
lla.

A view of one of the reservoir elements is shown in Fig.

Figure llb shows the r6 (or xy) plane cross-section of the reservoir

mesh.

The mesh was designed to represent flow in systems where fluid

leakoff is very small, e.g., in-situ stress measurement experiments or
the

11

hot-dry~rock

granite.
"'• .

11

system both of which operate in very low permeability

The mesh could conceivably be used for select interval

(perforation) fracturing of a thick, 1ow permeability gas zone.

However,

interaction of the fracturing fluid with the gas phase present in the
formation would introduce relative permeability effects into Eq. (29}.
The current HYDFR program does not treat the case of partial liquid
saturation.
For low formation

pre~sures

and high gas compressibilities the fluid

penetration is assumed to be piston-like in the reservoir, totally
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displacing the gas phase due to extremely low mobility ratios of the
fracturing fluid compared to the formation fluid.

For high fluid viscos-

ities and low formation permeabilities there is little fluid penetration
for HDR systems modeled by use of the circular fracture mesh and the
coarse nature of the mesh is somewhat justified.

While the mesh used for

circular growing fracture is coarse compared to the constant geometry
fracture mesh in Fig. 8, the larger element sizing is necessary to help
compensate for the increased computational time the constant fracture
spacing requires.

A concession is made for handling the neglible for-

mation flow by decreasing the size of the elements closer to the fracture
face, i.e., the 15° elements are adjacent to the fracture elements.
The rock permeability is assumed to be so small that there is no
penetration of the fracturing fluid in the formation ahead of the fracture tip during fracture growth.

This is treated in the model by

creating the fracture and reservoir elements simultaneously in radial
sweeps, when the extension criteria are met.
Rectangular Fracture Reservoir Mesh
The rectangular growing fracture mesh is shown in Figs. 12 a,b for
E

= 0.

Figure 12 a shows an overview of the reservoir mesh as seen in

the re (z

= 0)

plane.

The mesh is patterned directly after the mesh used

for the constant geometry fracture.

.'•

There is a region representing

radial flow some distance away from the wellbore and a rectilinear mesh
•.

near the fracture face is used to handle resevoir-fracture flow.

Figure

.

...

12b shows the detail of the mesh near the wellbore which is again curvalinear in design.

The first wellbore surface elements and the first

formation surface elements have thicknesses of 0.024 m and 0.03 m, respectively.

These elements were designed to aid in the modeling of skfn

effects when using fluid loss coefficients and are on the order of 2.5 em
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in width as suggested by van Poolen (1957).

For each fracture element

created, six reservoir elements were generated.

However, during exten-

s ion the reservoir e 1ements are created one step ahead of the fracture
elements.
The initial
element

(100)

reservoir elements associated with the first fracture

intercepting the wellbore are initialized in HYDFR by

the input data thereby allowing changes in wellbore dimensions.

Until

the breakdown pressure pb is reached element 100 is mathematically
eliminated due to manipulation of the conductance terms mentioned
above.

The next set of reservoir elements are already generated when

Pb is reached in the wellbore and element 100

11

0pened 11 •

The pressure

builds in element 100 until the extension criteria are reached and then
the next fracture element and reservoir elements are. generated.

The

total fracture length will always trail the reservoir mesh radius,
re, by a distance of 0.5 (1 + e: )(n- 2 ), where n is the number of ·
fracture elements.

If, for example, fracture element 1800 was created,

then so would leading elements 1901 - 1906, allowing fluid flow in the
region 'ahead of the fracture tip.

Hhile the leading reservoir element

generation may seem pointless,

is conceivable that during stable

it

fracture growth or when modeling very permeable formations that fluid
penetration in the· formation ahead of the fracture tip may occur.

The

use of the leading eleme·nts would help correct the boundary effects that

..

this penetration w·ould have on the pressure calculations.

..-
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E. FRACTURE EXTENSION CRITERIA
Introduction
While there have been many criteria proposed for the extension of

....,,

a crack or fracture in brittle elasticmedia, onlytwo were investigated
.\

;

in the development ofthe_present model •. The.se methods involve the use
of stress intensity factors and Griffith's criterion for crack propagation.
A crack propagates in one of three ways, generally referred to as
Modes I, II, and III (Corten, 1972).

For an incipient crack in a two-

dimensional solid, when.motion of the surfaces is normal to each other
(away from the plane of the crack), the displacement is called Mode I
behavior~~

If the motion of the crack faces relative to each other is

in opposite directions but parallel to the plane of the crack and in the
directi~n

behavior.

of crack propagation the displacement is called Mode II
Mode III behavior occurs when the faces move parallel to the

p1ane of the crack but in directions norma 1 to the direction of ·
propagation.
The extension process used for this model assumes that the formation wi 11 be rigid in the direction of propagation and is a1so bounded by
the "slip" barrier making translation in the z direction impossible.
This restricts the modeled fracture growth to Mode I behavior, although
•
.-!

in unconsolidated shallow sands it is thought possible that Mode I and II
I

behavior may occur simultaneously during the extension process
(Dusseault, 1979).
The extension of a crack in an infinite solid is governed by
the stresses involved at the tip of the crack.

A parameter that

describes the material's resistance to fracture is called the fracture toughness constant, Kc.
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Stress Intensity Factors
The concept of stress intensity factors has been used to determine
the condition.s necessary for propagation of a crack in a .solid.

The

..

stress intensity factor is defined in terms of the magnitude of the
stress in the area of the crack tip as the radius of curvature of a
circle inscribed at the crack tip,

p,

approaches zero.

Tetelman and

McEvily (1967) define the stress intensity factor for Mode I displacement
as

(33)

where KI is the stress intensity factor for Mode I displacement,
2
p is the radius of curvature of the crack tip, e.g., p = d /b
for an ellipse of semi-minor axis length d and semi-major axis
1ength b, and
amax is the maximum tensile stress acting on the crack surface.
For an infinitely sharp fracture

(34)

where a is the applied tensile stress and
a is the crack length.
Thus for a sharp crack in semi-infinite elastic solid the stress
intensity factor increases with length and is independent of the
material composition.
When the stress intensity factor KI is greater than the fracture
toughness Kc of the material, the fracture will propagate in an unstable
fashion; that is

~o

increase in pressure is required for fracture

..•
....-
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extension.

Conversely for 'a fixed pressure or 'tensile stress the value

of the stress intensity factor causing instability will depend on a
given iength, or''critical length as observerd by Zoback (1978).

For any

fracture length, a, greater than the critical length the fracture will
extend if the tensile· stress, cr ,remains· constant.

However, the values

Zoback obtains for fracture toughness for rocks by assuming a fixed
critical length do not consistently agree with other values in the
literature.

This may reflect on the difficulty of applying elastic media

theory in analyzing rock fracture behavior by assuming an invariant
critical length.
Griffith's Fracture Criterion
An alternate and earlier method used in the study of fracture
behavior was developed by Griffith (Corten, 1972).

His method is based

on the concept that energy is required to separate the materia 1 at the
fracture tip.

This work term is expressed using an energy per unit area

term, Y • Thus if the fracture extends by an amount dxf the energy
required to create the new fracture surface is
{35)

where

dWe is the incremental work required to extend the fracture
by dxf'

. ,.
·~

Y is the value of specific surface energy,

dxf is the incremental fracture extension,

~nd

h is the fracture height.
The f6rces acti~g on the fracture contribute to the total net energy
~

'

.

of the system, Ws. Here Ws will refer to the total strain energy
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stored in compressing the fluid in the fracture minus the wbrk stored
as potential energy in deforming the fracture walls.

The Griffith

energy criterion (Sneddon, 1951) states that the fracture will extend
only when
(36)

Sneddon defined the internal work, or potential energy, done on a uniformly
pressurized circular crack of radius r, with an elliptical cross-section
located in a semi-infinite elastic medium as

potential energy =

where.

v

2

P~ wmax .·

(37)

6(I-v 2 )

is the Poisson•s ratio,

wmax is the maximum fracture width, and
P0 is the constant internai pressure.
Equation (36) is a mathematical statement of an energy related
criterion.

Physically, this means that the fracture will extend if the

total energy of the system is greater than the energy required to create
a new fracture surface.
Despite the apparent differences in approach the stress intensity
factor and Griffith•s energy criterion can be shown to be mathematically
equivalent (Tetelman and McEvily, 1967; Corten, 1972). The tw.o methods can
be related in Mode I behavior by their respective constants Kc and Y by
Kc = EY where E is the Young•s modulus.

For an ideal elastic system the

extension process can be explained by either of the elastic

concepts~

Extension Criteria and Model Considerations
A Griffith•s crack energy approach will be utilized in the extension

...
~

-

~.
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criteria used in the present work.

The choice, while not ·arbritrary, ·

is weighted by the general acceptance of the Griffith's energy method
for use in geophysics research (Peng and Ortiz, 1973; Sandhu and Huang,

..

...

1975; Cornet, 1979) •
San~hu

(1975) combined a finite element' method with a modified

Griffith's energy approach to predict micro-fracture growth and orientation in rocks.

Sandhu also

rais~d

the possibility that the fracture

dir_ection could reverse itself or that the fracture could blunt out .
. Blunted fracture growth waul d. i ndi_cate that the stored potentia 1 energy
of the system'has become greater or equal to the work done on the fracture
·.,

system by the fluid pressurization.
and Eq. {36) cannot be satisfied.
indic~te

Then dWefdxf would be negative

Actually the form of Eq. {36) would

the possibility of fracture healing if dW 5

< 0.

This

blunting behavior was found to occur in the growing fracture simulations
as will be discussed in the next chapter.
Another factor involved in the choice of

th~

the size of the meshes used in the simulations.

Griffith's method was

It is physically impos-

sible to derive detailed stress information at the fracture tip with an
element 0.5 m in length.

That is, the stress intensity factor could not

be numerically' evaluated using Eq. (33) wlth the mesh size required for
simulating

th~

large fractures modeled in this study.

If the assumption by Kiel
... ,.

(1970) that the fracturing fluid does

-~

.

,•'

not actually reach the fracture tip

~uring

the growth process is correct,

the simple. application of stress intensity factors and a critical length
theory may be inaccurate.

The physics of the real system require that

_the fracturing fluid only reach the tip of the fracture during blunting
or stable fracture growth.

Abe, et al., (1979) argue that the

fracture toughness criterion for a circular fracture or a rectangular
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fracture is only valid at small distances rf or xf or at very low pumping
rates. As the fracture grows, the rate of fluid propagation will always
1ag the fracture growth and there wi 11 a1ways be an energy requirement

.

-

for fracture extension due to the fracture toughness of the material,
even at distances past the critical length.

This means that fracture

growth is likely to be unstable at small fracture lengths and will be
stable or may blunt out at larger lengths.

In the discrete system used

for the model the fracture growthalways precedes the fluid flow.

If the

elements were chosen so that the discrete system behaved as the continuous
system (i.e. t\xf approaches zero) then the correction in the stress
intensity factor calculation proposed by Abe could be used.

The use

of the large element sizes in the discrete approach and the onedimensional deformation used in the program were the main re'asons a
modified energy approach is used to determine the extension criteria.
A Modified Griffth Energy Concept : System Boundary
Direct integration of Eq. (40) yields

ws + c > we
where

l~s

(38)

is the net work done on the system minus the
potential energy stored in the system,

We is the,total surface energy required to create the
fracture surface, and
C is the constant of integration.
If the total system boundary is defined to include the surface pumps,
piping, and wellbore tubing, the constant C simply becomes the pressurevolume (PV) work done on the fluid in the pipe if there is no energy lost
across the system boundary.

This realistically requires that the system

boundary be isothermal and adiabatic.

If the system is defined only in

.

..
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terms of the area immediately surrounding the fracture then C must
nec~ssarily

be zero.

Either approach should work

system boundary is chosen.

.·•

reg~rdless

of where the

Early comparisons in duplicating field data

showed that both definitions gave essentially the same results.

..

However,

the system boundary will be defined in this work to exclude the surface
piping and wellbore tubing.

This choice is necessary due to the fact

that energy would be fast if there is viscous dissipation in the tubing
when super-viscous fracturing fluids are used.

The

us~

of the Darcy pipe

flow law in Eq. (32) would nesessitate. an artificially high tubing
permeability to model the minimal pressure drops during 11 Super Frac .. type
operations. This artificially high permeability would affect the calcul.ation ,of th~ PV work in the tubing.

To eliminate this source of error,

the system boundary will be defined such that C = 0.
Minimum Extension Pressure
Another. condition that is important to the deveiopment of the
exte~sion crite~i~ is the fracture pressure during extension, Pext"

The minimum

press~re

that may exist in the fracture during extension is,

of course, the pressure required to keep the fracture faces open.

This

pressure is equal to the minimum earth stress Sh or SHMIN as it is
·!=alled in the program.

Thus the first requirement for extension of the

fracture is the minimum pressure condition
.,

.

Pn- 1 ·> Pn· > 5h
where

Pn is the pressure of the last fracture element (i

(39)

= n)

and

Sh is the minimum earth stress in the horizontal direction.
The requirement that the pressure in the next to last element (i

= n-1)

be greater than Pn is desig~ed to dam~ out numerical transients in
the pressure calc'ulcftions that occu~ whe~· the fracture mesh is extended.
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Application of the Energy Criteria
The fracture itself is divided into discrete elements.

Evaluating

Eq. {38} over the system boundary surrounding the fracture plane yields

..
n

I1 ws_ 2. I1 y t:.Af·1
where

n+1

n+1

y L t:.Af·

=

1

(40)

1

.n is the number of open fracture elements,
t:.Afi is the area of each fracture element,
y is the specific surface energy requirement per unit area
of fracture

surfa~e,

and

Ws is the net available internal energy.
The fracture system boundary wi 11 be defined as the surface of the
fracture including the wellbore surface.

The surface energy criteria,

Eq. (38}, is not applied during the time that the first fracture element
is "closed" since the initial fracture

el~ment

is only opened when Pb

is reached in the wellbore. _The fracture may realistically propagate
through the rock grains -during the

initi~l

fracture growth instead of

creating the intergranular type of separation assqc;:iated with stable ·
fracture growth (Tetl eman and McEvi ly, 1967). Thus, the surface enery
requirement would be much higher during the initial fracture extension and
is not treated due the the difficulty of estimating a representative
value of the surface energy coefficient, y, for the initial element.

The

well bore will be considered to be within the ·system boundary as it is
technically part of the fracture plane and contributes to the_ total
applied force on the fracture faces.
Development of the Internal Energy Terms
Consider an arbritrary volume with an adiabati.c surface as depicted
in Fig. 13.

The first, 1aw of thermodyn,ami cs states that the change in -

..
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internal energy of an adiabatic system is due to the PV work carried by
fluid entering or leaving the system.

If the boundary of the volume is

flexible, however, a certain part of the internal energy is lost in the
If the system does work in displacing

volumetric expansion of the system.

a force acting uniformly over its surface, an amount of internal energy
is also lost to the surroundings.

For the fracture system, the sum of

these three terms would be equal to the net internal strain energy
available. to extend the fracture.

This term is called SURGY in the

program and is defined by Eq. {41)
Ws

=

Jf PV
T

where

Jf f PdV
v

ff Fd-r

(41)

T

· Ws is the excess strain energy of the system,

ff PV is the sum. of all the PV work contairied in

fl~ids

crossing

the system boundary -r,

fff PdV is the potential energy stored in the expansion of the
v

volume V at pressure P, and

ff Fd-r is the work done on the surroundings by displacing the
force F on the surface.
Equation (41), while derived for an arbritrary volume, can be
applied to the fracture system defined above.

Application of this energy

balance in the model will be seen by expanding each of the terms in
Eq. (41).

The end result is that Ws, or SURGY, is equal to the PV

work done injecting the fluid into the fracture minus the energy stored
in expanding the fracture and compressing the fluid in the wellbore
volume.

.

..

The use of Eq. (41) would also require that the fracture system.

considered be isothermal.
In the model, the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (41) is

..•-
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equal to the area under the curve formed by graphing the volume vs the
injection pressure of the fluid as it is pumped into the wellbore.
Subtracted from this term is the energy lost by fluid permeating from the
'·

well bore into the ·formation and the energy lost by the fluid permeating

..

from the fracture faces.

The

integ~ation

using the trapezoidal formula.

is performed numerically by

A similar technique has been used

successfully by Aamodt {1977) to estimate the surface energy of rocks
involved in HDR experiments.

The last two terms can be combined as long

as F is not a function of volume qr pressure. ·/ For the hydraulic fracture
the external force acting on the .fracture is simply equal to the minimum
earth stress, sh.
Use of Fracture Stiffness in the Energy Calculation
Consider the potential energy stored in an elastic spring in Fig
14a. As the force, F, displaces the spring a distance x, the potential
X

energy of the·spring system increases by an amount equal to j F·dx.
0

For a linear spri,ng the force is equal to the spring constant k times the
change in position, (x - x0 ) where x0 is some reference position,
equal to zero for this example.

The potential energy becomes
X

X

0

0

P~ E. = I F·dx = I (kx)dx = kx 2

(42)

-2-

.

where k is the spring constant relating force to displacement •

.

example the movement of the fracture is restricted to Mod.e I displacement

~·.

,•
·.~

·,

Consider the fracture half element as depicted in Fig. 14b.

In this

where the motion of the fracture walls is normal to the plane of the
fracture.

The rock displacement in the mo9el is governed by a similar

linear elastic behavior of force proportional to displacement.

The

applied force on the fracture face is just the pressure in the fracture
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element multiplied by the element area

.-

The stiffness of the

h~xf.

fracture is defined by the constant a which relates the pressure to
" v
the void. ratio, e ,. of the materia 1 by

. '•

l,

."
where

e

¥

eo·+

=:

(43)

e is the void ratio at pressure Pe,
e0 is the void ratio at reference pressure Pe , and
.

stiffnes~ to~fficient.

av is the fracture

0

Previous consideration of the deformable fracture led to the calculation of the fracture width, w, as w ~ e.
sidered has a solids volume of unity, e

=

If the half-fracture conw/2,

and e will hence be used

to represent the fractur~ half-width in ~his secti~n {since the model
.

'

.

represents one-fourth of the flow region)~
I

.

·

t~e ~ractu~e ~an be defined as k = area/av.

the displacement

~e

,

.... ,

A spring constant for
·.

.

I

Multiplying k by

and su~stituting ~e ; ~P;v from Eq. (43) results

1

irik ~e;, ~P·(area) which has the units of force, analagous to the

spring constant defined above in Eq. (42).
in the fracture is

give~

The potential energy stored

similar to Eq. (43) as ·

P. E.

e

=

J

I

.r

•

(k e) de

=

1/2 kl e2

0

.....

=

.1!'1"'

where the (area) js

~xfh

e2(area)
2av

and ..

h is the constant fracture height or formation thickness.
The substitution of Eq. (43) into Eq. (44) yi~lds

(44)
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P. E.

=

e(area){e + (P _ P ) }
e av
2av
o
e

{45)

0

The minimum pressure restriction, Eq. {39), requires that the fracture

-.

elements be closed until the fracture pressure is greater than the
magnitude of sh.

Thus e 0

=

0 when Pe

ish.

The substitution of

0

Sh into Eq. ( 45 ), results in

p. E.

(46)

where

P is the pressure in the fracture element,
and all other terms as defined above.
Equation (46) may be compared directly to Sneddon•s internal energy

term, Eq. (37).

Sneddon•s term was developed with no external boundary

force so that Sh would be equal to zero.
area term above is equal to 1rr2 •
differ by the term 1T/3(1 -

v

For a radial fracture the

Equations (37) and (46) would then

2 ) which is always greater than unity.

What this differente truly means is not readily apparent since the
expressions were developed for cases with different boundary conditions.
The last term in Eq. (41), as applied to the model, would be equal
to the work done in displacing the constant earth stress Sh acting
normal to the fracture. The work term

JJ

Fdr becomes Sh

T

Jf dT

which

T

for the rectilinear fracture elements can be expressed as

(47)

.

:.

,;
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Using Equations (41), (46), and (47), Eq. (40) and be wr-itten for the
total n· elements composing the fracture an any time (i

=0

is the wellbore

element) as

.PV,·--o·

~~PV. -~e. (Pi
~

1

i=1

where.

~

1=1..

1

+ Sh)
2

area .

1

>

.

y

~

2

)+:
. area. •
i =1

1

(48)

_PV; _is. the: PV work done by fluid crossing the system boundary,
. e; is the fracture half-width of element i,
P; is the pressure in-fracture element i,
Sh is the minimum earth

stres~,

Y .is the specific surface energy coeffi~ient, and

_ area; is the.area of ea~h fracture element where
·area;

= Af; = hAxf;
=

for the rectangular case
. 2
2
'11'((rf + Ar) -rf) for the circu-lar case.

Equation (48) and the minimum pressure requirement, .Eq. {39), are the
criteria that must be satisfied for -the discrete

f~acture

growth of the

next (n + 1) fra_cture element.
Chapter Summary
The IFDM formulation was chosen to model_ flow to a well intercepting
a single vertical fracture, the results of which are shown in the next
chapter.. The success of modeling the fixed 1ength fractures 1ed to the
concept of simulating a growing hyqraulic fracture.
use of successive
reservoir
meshes that represent the
.
.
;

.

a series of discrete changes in fracture length.

This involves the
fr~cture

growth as

The deformable fracture

representatic>n .permits the change in width of the fracture with internal
pressure, which controls the fracture permeabi 1i ty and fluid storage
·-·capacity.

This model- uses a calculation of an energy term, SURGY, that

is used to deter:mi ne when the- next jump in fracture 1ength is all owed.
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This calculation is directly related to the pore pressure in the fracture
and the amount of fluid that is injected into the fracture or that
permeates into the reservoir.

The present study resulted in the program
I

HYDFR which can be used to estimate the physical properties of the static
and growing fractures by analyzing the pressure transients associated
,:.

with the injection or withdrawal of fluids from the surface.

.•

The use of

an expanding geometry mesh and an improved solution technique allows the
calculations in a reasonable amount of computational time.
However, the model in its present form has some apparent limitations.
The use of the model

to determine the breakdown pressure; Pb, which

is found by trial and error; cannot be used to calculate the parameters
SH and T0 in Eq. (2).

This results from the length of the first

fracture element of 0. 5 m which is much greater than the few well bore
radii lerigth that the equations of Hubbert and Willis (1957) or Cleary
(1979) are limited to.

While the first element treatment thus precludes

detailed information about conditions at the wellbore during breakdown,
it also circumvents the problems of fracture mis-orientation and initial
grain rupture considerations in the energy calculation.

In other words,·

the present mode 1 is too coarse in space and time to simulate fracture
propagation in the region close to the wellbore.
Other limitations may arise in the discrete· form of the energy calculation.

Corten (1972) has suggested the use of a plastic zone cor-

rection factor in such energy calculations that requires a minute crushing
zone ahead of the fracture tip, but which is o~ders of maghitude smaller
that the minimum fracture element.
microscopic system.

This is perhaps more useful in a

Krech and Chamberlin (1974), however, present

calculations of the rock specific surface energy coeffitient that includes
the precrushi ng at the fracture tip.

The use of the surface energy

.."
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coefficient in calculating the times of the discrete fracture jumps is
valid since researchers have repeatedly observed that fracture grm'lth

..

doe's involve rapid macroscopic jumps or changes in fracturelength during
·extension, (Perkins and Krech, 1966; Daneshy; i973b) .•
The greatest· weakness of · the ·present mode 1 · may 1 i e in the I FD~1
formulation used in the program.

While the formulation excels in solving

diffusion ·prbblems, it~fs not designed to yield shear stress information.
·Without ·adequate shear stress i nformat'i on the fracture width cal cul at·i on

·1 s' only one-dimensional' that is the fracture aperture is strictly
a function of the fluid pressure iri each fraCture element and independent
of the deformation of adjacent elements.

This could lead to conservative

estimates of fracture width.

.

· The model ·will

allow examination of parameters that may effect

the·'f.racture behavior. · These .include variable pumping rate, effect of
fluid compressibility in the wellbore tubing, variation of formation
permeability and skin effects, fully two-dimensional flow in the res~-

.

.

.

ervoir; the effects of variable fracture stiffness, and the effect of the
magnitude of the earth stress Sh.
\

'.

'

. .

None of these has been fully

:

treated in the literature.
While this model is admittedly a first order approximation it is
sufficiently advanced to help understand the interrelationships between

.·...

pore press·ure and flui'd flow in the analysis 'of fixed geometry fractures
ahd

i ri

the hydraulic fracturing process.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter presents the results of simulations conducted with
the present model.

The topics investigated include: type curve analysis

of pressure transients arising from a well intercepting a single, fixed

".

length vertical fracture; the simulation of field data conducted in
mi n.i -fracture experiments by the US Geo 1ogi ca 1, Survey in the Monti ce 11 o
field in South Carolina; and studies of the

growt~

rate of large,

rectangular vertical fractures creqted by hydraulic fracturing.

A

section on possible refinements of the model and recommendations for
future work conclude the chapter.
A. FIXED GEOMETRY FRACTURE
The simulations run with the numerical model and fixed geometry
meshes were .compared with the previously described analytical solutions
of Cinco-Ley and Samaniego (1978).

Constant production rate was modeled

by placing a sink term in the wellbore node.

The mesh was extended to 90

meters to approximate the semi-infinite boundary condition assumed in
Cinco-Ley's solution.
The fracture as modeled was of unit height with a half-length of 10
meters and an aperture of.01 m (.4 in). A total of over 220 mesh elements
was used to simulate the reservoir .with element volumes ranging between
2·10- 2 m3 near the wellbore node to 2·10 3 m3 at the reservoir edge~
The number of fracture e 1ements used in the s imul ati on varied between
12 for the lowest fracture conductivity (Cr

= .02)

simulations to

only 2 elements for the higher fracture conductivity cases (Cr
The reason for this will be explained in a later section.

...

•,

> 100).

The

effects of wellbore storage were initially simulated by wellbore nodes
with radii of .0762 m (3 in) and .005 m (.02 in) representing both

..
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realistic and ,vanishi,ngly small wellbores.

How.ever,. to duplicate the

exact results of the analytic solutions the wel.lbore volume could be set
equ:al to zero.

For a non-zero volume the well bore ·storaQe was assumed to

. be free surface' that is' the water 1e~·e 1 in the we 11 is a 1ways above the
~·

·:

,.

the fractured interval.
Simulation Parameters
The parameters varied in the validation studies were fracture
permeability, kf, formation storage coefficient, ljlct, and
formation permeability, k.

In addition, other studies were completed fn

,.

this work that involved variation in the choked fracture permeability, kch'
fracture skin permeabilit~~ ks, _and the fracture storage capacity, (4>c)f~
The values used for the fiXed geometry fracture simulations are presented
in Table 1.

The graphs· of the computed results are presented in log-log

type curve format for comparison with the analytical solution.

The

coor~inate axes are the dimensionless time and dimensi~nless pressure.
.

.

'

For convenience the dimensionles's variables used in the type curve
analysis are summarized as Equations (49).

(49a)

dimensionless time
Pwo

= 2wkhAP/q\J

(49b)

dimensionless fracture conductivity

Cr

= wkf/wkxf

(49c)

....

,.(

dimensfonless pressure

dimensionless wellbore storage
dimensionless fracture skin

(49d)
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Table 1 Parameters Used in Fixed Fracture Simulations

Parameter

SI Units

Oilfield Units

..
n

103 md

(c!>c)t

1.02•10"" 13 m2
1.02·10- 8 Pa- 1

xf

10 m

30.5 ft

w

.01 m

3.05·10- 3 ft

z

100 m

305 ft

h

1

m

3.05 ft

. s

0.2 m

0.61 ft

ks

7.7·10- 14
6.28•10- 3

k

·W

q

g
pf
Pr
l.l

7.03·10- 5 psi- 1

m2

78 md

m3/sec

341 bb 1I da·y

9.81 m/sec 2
1000 kg/m3
2000 kg/m3
10 -3 Pa-sec

32.2 ft/sec 2
1.0 gm/cc
2.0 gm/cc
1.0 cp

..
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where

k is the formation permeability, ·
kf is the fracture permeability,
is the fluid viscosity,

lJ
~·

,•

~ct

is the formation storage capacity,

f is the fracture half-length,

X

q is the fluid withdrawal rate,

AP is the pressure drawdown;
ws is the skin thickness,
ks is the skin permeability, and.
c is a wellbore storage coefficient.
The we 11 bore· storage coefficient, c, in the above equations is defined as
a mass storage term, i.e., the amount of fluid released per unit change
in fluid potential.

Since the model assumes free surface behavior, a
change in one m-H 2o of pressure will release one volume ('ffrw2)
of fluid per unit height of the we 11 bore. Thus the va 1ue of c used in
this work will be .equal to the wellbore volume per unit height.

..•.

Finite Conductivity Fractures
Figure 15 shows the results of. the numerical simulation for a well
intercepting a

si~gle.finite

conducttvity vertical fracture.

The

parameter for the different curves is the dimensionless fracture
conductivity Cr with four values ranging between Cr
Cr

= 0.2 to

= 100. The formation properties are fixed so that the change in

the dimensionless fracture conductivity is

__,
0
0

lOr---------~----~----~----------~--------~------------

_ wk,
Cr-

. 7TkXf

II

0

-

Cincoetol.
o, v, o,A This Study

~

a.

0.1

w =0.1 m
x1 = 10m
rw= 0.02m
001~--------~----------~----~--~----------~--~----~

to- 3
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kt

To1 = .,.,ct
~
2
fl. x
1

Figure 15 Log - Log Plot of PwD vs TDf for Various Values of Cr
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reflected only in a change in the propped fracture permeability, kf.
Agreement with the analytical solution is excellent over the time
ranges of T0f from 10- 2 to 70. Above the value of 70 the eff~cts
of the finite outer boundary of the mesh are felt. At this point the

.• ,•

curves begin to follow the solution calculated by Gringarten, et al.,
(1974) for a closed reservoir system •. At times below a T0f of .01
the numerical solutions start to differ from the analytical solution due
to the presence of the wellbore.

This effect is very marked on the

Cr = 0.2 curve and is also evident on the other curves for TDf
values below 10~ 3 •

Changing the volume of the well to zero will

cause the points to fall exactly on the analytical solution but again
this would ignore the physical presence of the wellbore.

Even with a
.005 m wellbore the solution in the time range below a TDf of 10- 3 is

dominated by wellbore storage and the characterist-Ic unit slope will
dominate the type curve.
The excellent agreement with the analytical solution serves to point
out three interesting features.

The first is that the assumption that

flow from the formation to the wellbore is negligible is not necessarily
wrong. All the simulations presented included wellbore communication with
the reservoir.

However, no effect of this is observed in the comparison

with the analytical solution without wellbore flow.

..
.•.,,

It would seem that

the fracture truly dominates the flow to the well and that this analytic
assumption is valid at least for normal values of wellbore radius. Another
interesting point is that while the drawdown increases with a decrease in
fracture conductivity, the change is not proportional to the change in Cr.
That is, the separation in the curves for a change of Cr between 100 and
10 is not nearly as dramatic as the change from 10 to 1, even accounting
for the compression effect of the logrithmic scale.

This would make
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the use of type-curve matching to distinguish the differences of two relatively short high permeability fractures very d{fficult if the magnitude
of Cr is greater than 10.

Finally all the curves do, at large times,

fall on the infinite conductivity (Cr > 100) line as predicted by
Prats, et al., (1962) and thus exhibit radial flow behavior.

-

.

During this

radial flow period the well test data cannot be effectively used to
determine the fracture properties.
Due to the limited information one can obtain from drawdown data of
fractured wells at very large and very small values of dimensionless time,
the graphs will be limited to values of TDf greater than 10- 4 but less than
10. The upper limit is the value where pseudo-radial flow begins and the
1ower 1i mit corresponds to the period be 1ow which we 11 bore storage dominates
the slopes of the curves, and the parameter Cr cannot be used. Cr is
defined using the fracture half...;l ength xf but at 1ow fracture conductivities the pressure transient moves slow enough through the fracture mesh
so tbat the effective fracture length may be less than xf.

In this

instance the parameter Cr is not unique and it cannot be properly defined.
Wellbore Storage Effects
The effectofwellbore storage was investigated to evaluate its affect
on the type curves for va 1ues of dimensionless time greater than 10- 4 •
The results for a Cr value of 100 and different values of dimensionless
wellbore storage coefficient ranging between 0 and 0.5 are presented in
Figure 16.

In Figure 16 the solid lines represent the analytical solutions

of Cinco-Ley and Samaniego (1977a).

Again the agreement is excellent over

the range of T0f from 10- 4 to 10. The value of dimensionless wellbore
storage C = 1.25·10- 3 is nearly indistinguishable from the zero wellbore
storage solution.

-

At lower values of Cr, however, even a C of 1.25 ·10

-3

(corresponding to a .005 m wellbore radius) will depart markedly from the

..
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analytical solution as seen when comparing the Cr = 0.2 solutions in the
previous figure.

This is easily understood from the definition of the

wellbore storage period.

The duration of the storage effects is an indi-

cation of the transition between the two sources of the fluid produced
from the system.

The we 11 bore storage effect wi 11 dominate as 1ong as

·-,

.

most of the fluid produced from the well comes simply from reducing the
volume of fluid initially in the wellbore. The transition period ends when
fluid begins to be produced from the formation and hence becomes the
dominant source of production. This naturally requires an increase inthe
pressure drawdown of the reservoir.

As Cr declines, for a fixed geometry

fracture, it takes longer for the transition to occur due to the luwer
fracture permeability restricting the release of formation fluids.

The

value of Cr = 100 represents a situation where the storage effects should
be minimized since the fluid is produced from the fracture almost immediately, reducing the we 11 bore storage peri ad.

However, even at a Cr = 100

the wellbore storage period can persist throughout the duration of the
A value of C =0.5 creates a storage effect that lasts until r 0f=10
as seen in Figure 16. The value of C = 0.5 corresponds to a wellbore
radius of .1 m (4 in) with the time corresponding to TDf = 10 being 10 5
test.

seconds. Since these values are representative of actual field tests,
it is quite possible that storage effects may completely eliminate the
early usefulness of the type curves in relation to using the parameter Cr.
Thus, it may· be necessary to use double packers to reduce the influence of
wellbore storage on the data used for the pressure transient analysis.
Effects -of Fracture -Skin
Fluid loss additives, such as guar residues from incomplete polymer degradation or fines produced by proppant crushing, may act to lower the permeability of the formation during the hydraulic fracturing process.

This

.

.

,....
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could result in a permanent permeability reduction in which the damaged
formation skin permeability, ks, is easily two orders of magnitude

.

lower than for the undamaged rock •

'

It is quite well-known that formation damage around a well bore can be

..

handled quantitatively with the use of a skin factor.

So also one can

define a similar skin concept for damage around a fracture. Thus Cinco-Ley
and Samaniego (1977a) define a dimensionless fracture skin, Sfs' by the
relation given in Eq. (49e).

The effect of Sfs on the dimensionless

pressure, PwD' for Cr = 100 is demonstrated by the family of curves
shown in Figure 17.

The four upper curves and the Cinco-Ley solution in

this figure pertain to rw

= .005

to a rw = .076 m (3 in).

The mathematical representation of the

m while the two lower curves pertain

finite-width skin is shown as an inset in Figure 17.
Three points of interest may be noticed in Figure 17.

First the

effects of wellbore storage become more pronounced as Sfs increases, since
higher values of Sfs imply a general degradation of permeability around
the we 11. Second, there is a s 1i ght drawdown increase between the ana lyt i ca 1
solution and the present study for Sfs = .1 and TDf < 10- 2• This is consistent with Cincq-Ley and Samaniego's derivation which considered an
infinitesimal skin.

However, they do state in their paper that a skin of

finite width should be expected to produce a slightly different well
response at early times.

In other words, for the same Sfs' different

combinations of ks and ws will lead to a different PwD versus TDf relation
for small values of time.

To verify this a second simulation was carried

out in which the width of the skin was increased by a factor of two over
the value used for the results presented in Figure 17. A comparison of the
two different finite-width skin solutions is given in Figure 18.

It can

be seen from Figure 18 that as the skin width is increased for a constant

10~---------.----------.----------.----------.----------,
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Sfs' the curves tend to move down on the log-log plot.

The final

feature worthy of note in Figure 17 is that as the wellbore radius is
increased, in order to represent realistic field cases, the early time

..

details are so completely masked that the utility of the Sfs parameter
in type curve interpretation is curtailed.

't •

Comments on the Validation Studies
The emphasis of the previous sections has been in the validation of
the fixed geometry flow model by comparison with the analytical results
of Cinco-Ley and Samaniego.

While further simulations were performed

to investigate some parameters not considered by these other authors,
it is of interest here to make two observations regarding the use of
the fracture meshes in the simulations. The first of these is the optimum
number of fracture elements into which the fracture is discretized for
purposes of simulation.

It is obvious that the number of elements should

be increased as the fracture conductivity decreases and the gradient of
potential within the fracture becomes significant.

Conversely, as the

conductivity of the fracture becomes infinite, the entire fracture can be
treated as a single element or even as an intrinsic part of the well.
the simulations, two fracture elements were used for Cr
fracture elements were used for Cr

= 0.2.

= 100

In

and 12

The drawback in using a

large number of elements for higher values of Cr is that the higher
conductivity greatly decreases the stable time step for the fracture
elements, resulting in greatly increased computational effort. On the other
hand, reducing the number of elements for lower values of Cr leads to a
loss of accuracy.

The optimum number of elements depends on the fracture

surface area, fracture storativity, and the contrast between k and kf.
Although in the present study the number of fracture elements was determined by trial and error, it should not be difficult to formulate a

.

....
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rational criterion for deciding on the optimum number.
A second point of interest concerns the manner in which flow at the
edge of the fracture is handled.

In all. the simulations the edge was

assumed to be rectilinear with fluid entering the fracture through the

..

narrow end •. Examination of the computer simulations showed that of the
total flux entering the fracture, only about one-percent was entering
through the end.

Although the flux may be negligible, the velocity of

entry at the fracture end was always found to be very high due to the
narrowness of the opening.

Considering the fact that little is generally

known about the fracture edge, this topic will not be considered further
except to mention that the actual flux through the end depends very much
on the geometry assumed.
The validation simulations led to the investigation of various
\

p~rameters

that could reasonably be expected to affect the nature of the

.solutions when presented in type curve format.

The advantage of using

type curves when analysing the drawdown data of fractured wells, lies in
the ability to identify a unique value of Cr.

As has been demonstrated

above even with the conventional analytic assumptions, the use of Cr
is relegated to ideal systems with infinitesimal wellbores.

However,

there are also many other factors that may influence the shape of the type
curves in such a way that conventional analysis may prove to be very
difficult or result in non-unique estimation of the parameter cr.
Variation in Fracture Storage
In the previous validation studies the storage coefficient of the
was taken to be the same as that of the formation (~c)t
and equal to 10- 8 Pa- 1• However, any number of factors may change the

fracture

(~c)f

storage coefficient of the fracture.

These include the effects of

proppant placement, proppant size, and residual or immobile fracturing
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fluids remaining in the fracture.

To investigate the possible effects

of the variation of the fracture.storage coefficient the value was both
increased and decreased by an order of magnitude relative to the value
used for the previous simulations.

19.

The results are presented in Figure

In all three cases presented the wellbore radius was set equal to

..
·......

• 005 m to minimize the wellbore storage effects and the fracture cdnduc-

= 100.

From Figure 19 it is seen that while
lowering the fracture storage coefficient to 10- 9 Pa-l makes little

tivity was fixed so that Cr

difference in the shape of the curve, ra1s1ng the fracture storage to
10- 7 Pa-l has a significant effect. The fracture storage value of 10- 7 Pa-l
is the same order of magnitude as the wellbore storage value and the shape
of the curve indicates a storage effect analagous to wellbore storage.

It

is conceivable that in MHF stimulations the size if the fracture may be
large enough so that fracture storage will
storage period.

persist past the wellbore

This would also make conventional type curve analysis

difficult.
Unequal Wing-Length
It is customarily assumed that hydraulic fracturing at depth creates
an opening symmetrical about the wellbore.

However, it is conceivable

that the fracture is initiated in only one direction (single-wing; see
inset Figure 20) or that it propagates only partially in one direction due
to rock inhomogeneities.

Investigation of the problem is summarized in

Figures 20 abc. In as muchas an asymmetrical wing requires the simulation
of one-half of the flow region, and since a symmetrical wing requires only
one-quarter of the flow region, two different meshes were designed to
handle the single-wing and one and one-half wing cases.
Figures 20 abc, show drawdown behavior for Cr

= 1,

10, and 100 with

one wing, one and one-half wing, and two wing simulations.

In all cases,
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the undamaged well had an rw

= .005

m, corresponding to a -C = 1.25•10 -3 •

In all three cases, the drawdown for the single-wing condition is quite
distinct from those of the one and one-half wing and two-wing conditions.
This is due to the decrease in overall permeabi 1ity on the unfractured side.
While the difference between the one and one-half and two-wing case is
distinct at Cr = 100, it is not so clear at low TDf for Cr = 10 and disappears below TDf = 10- 2 for the tight fracture case (Cr = 1). This is
to be expected since, in tight fracture cases, flow is governed by the
wellbore end of the fracturee

Indeed, other results generated during the

present study showed that for Cr

= 0.2,

reducing the permeability of

the farther half of the fracture by an order of magnitude had little
effect on the pressure-transient response of the well.

Thus in tight

gas sands the MHF treatments may not be as advantageous as thought to be
due to the fact that in these very large fractures the influence of the
ends of the fracture may never be seen on the resultant well production
if the propped fracture permeability is low.
Choked Fractures
The process of actually creating a hydraulic fracture is mechanically
complicated.

After the well has been stimulated and before the well can

be put back onto production, the subsurface tubing and packers must be
removed.

It is conceivable that if sufficient time is not allowed for the

formation to compress the proppant pack, the removal of the equipment
may act as a swab drawing some of the fluid and proppant from the we 11 bore
end of the fracture (Goranson, personal communication 1980).

This would

create an area of fracture constriction near the wellbore that was defined
earlier as a choked region.

In general, the effects of any arbritrary

permeability variation in the fracture is of interest especially since
the proppant distribution is likely to be non-uniform (Cooke 1975).
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However, for this work the permeability variation is restricted to the
wellbore end of the fracture,whether due to choking or turbulenceeffects.
The choked fracture -simulations are presented in Figure 21 for a Cr
The four cases presented include values of choke permeability, kch'
-2
-3
equal to kf' 10
kf, and 10
kf. The upper four simulations were run

=

100.

with an .005 m radius wellbore.
was 0.8 m.

..
'

..

'.•

The length of the choked region, xch'

From Figure 21 one immediately notices that the effect of

reducing the choke permeability will show up as an increased pressure drop
exactly like the skin effect presented in Figure 17.
predicted by. Raghavan

(1976).

This has been

The choke value equal

to 10-

3

kf

creates a pressuredrop that persists throughout thet ime ranges presented.
Perhaps with this great a permeability reduction Cr should be calculated
using the values of kch and xch which would give an effective
value of Cr

=

1.25.

The curve for the Cr

~

1 simulation presented

earlier in Figure 15 is replotted on Figure 21.

The Cr

=

1 curve is

similar to the upper curve in Figure 21 even though the conventional
Cr value for the upper curve is two orders of magnitude 1arger.

This

again serves to show that the uniqueness of the parameter Cr is restricted
to simpler systems than the choked fracture proposed here.

The effect of

we 11 bore storage dominates the choked fracture effects as seen in the
lower two curves in Figure 21 for rw

=

.0762 m. These latter curves are

identical even though the choke permeability varied by a factor of 10.

.-.

Deformable Fractures
The deformable or •breathing• fracture was treated as described in the
previous chapter. The case presented in Figure 22 used a fracture-proppant
stiffness

coefficient,

opening of 10 -3 m.

av

=

1.3·10-

10

Pa-l,

with an initial

fracture

As the pressure is reduced in the fracture due to

fluid withdrawal, the fracture closes in accordance with Equation (43).

...

..•..

.-,

••"

Choked
c~

= 100

Ve~licol

F~aclure

= 3.18x10- 6kf
cr = 1.0 kch = kf
k
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The pressure drop then increased further as the fracture permeability is
reduced.

The above parameters of stiffness and initial fracture opening

have been arbritrarily chosen only to demonstrate an application of the
model. Figure 22 shows the •breathing• fracture drawdown curve along with
two •rigid• fracture curves with Cr values of 26.2 and 1.0.

The

.--

former value corresponds to a fracture that had the initial width and
permeability of the deformable fracture.

The latter corresponds to a

fracture with an equivalent conductivity of the deformable fracture at the
time corresponding to TDf = 10.

The deformable fracture curve
actually starts below the Cr = 26.2 curve at TDf = 10 -4 and slowly
rises to the Cr = 1 curve at TDf = 10.

Two general points to note that

are not intuitively obvious are related to the behavior of the deformable
fracture at large and small values of dimensionless time. At TDf < 10- 2
the deformable fracture drawdownisactually less than the equivalent rigid
fracture curve due to a storage effect.

The storage capacity of a rigid

fracture is due only to the compressibility of the fluid contained within
it.

The deformable fracture, however, includes an additional term in the

fracture storage capacity due to the compressibility of the fracture
itself.

The second point of interest is that the curve for a deformable

fracture solution would continue to rise at larger values of T0f than
shown, crossing all the Cr curves so far presented until it stops at
the limiting value of Cr

= 0.

This latter curve is the Theis

solution for drawdown of a well in a homogeneous medium.
Summary of the Fixed Geometry Fracture Solutions
The model has been validated against the known analytical solutions
of Cinco-Ley and will give equivalent results if the analytical boundary
restrictions are assumed.

The parameter Cr, when used in type curve

analysis, may be useful for determining fracture conductivity and fracture
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Figure 22 The Effect of a Deformable 'Breathing' Fracture
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length but only when used with simplifying assumptions.

These latter

assumptions include negligible wellbore or fracture storage, symmetrical
fracture wings, uniform fracture permeability, and rigid fracture walls.

..

Results from parametric studies using the model indicate that if any of
.. ..;,·.

these latter assumptions are invalid, the use of the parameter Cr in
type curve analysis is suspect.

The effects of formation damage and

fracture damage cannot be distinguished without other information which
could complicate the analysis of wells exhibiting low productivity.

While

it is true that ·such damage shows up basically in transient effects it is
possible that the length of the transient phenomena may last years after
the stimulation if long, thin fractures are created, which would have
correspondingly low values of fracture conductivity.
The type curve matching process should be used with other techniques
such as conventional semi-log plot analysis.

This allows independent ver-

ification of the fracture conductivity, wkf.

The fracture orientation

has not been discussed but conceivably could be found by the observation
well techniques mentioned in the second chapter. Alternately, the solutions
generated by the present model could be substituted for these same
calculations when wellbore or fracture storage is significant.

While the

data has not been reduced for such uses, as yet, it would be a straightforward although laborious procedure.

If the effective length of the

fracture can be independently estimated along with the fracture con-

"·

ductivity the accuracy of the fracture geometry analysis would be greatly

...

enhanced when using type curve analysis.
B. GROWING FRACTURE VALIDATION : THE MONTICELLO EXPERIMENT
The validation of the growing fracture model is much more difficult
due to the lack of any available solutions for comparison.

The solutions

presented earlier relating the fracture geometry with time are really
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approximations derived under the assumption of stable fracture growth
and are not representative of. the initial breakdown period.
"•

.

.. ·..

However,

carefully controlled field experiments have been conducted in 'mini-frac'
operations by Zoback {1979) and data were supplied for use in this work •
These data were originally used for the determination of in-situ stresses
in the investigation of induced seismicity of the Monticello Reservoir in
South Carolina. The data includes measured well-head pressures as a
function of time and a detailed record of the fluid injection rate with
time.

This was particularly suited to analysis by the HYDFR program

since virtually any time dependent source terms can be modeled due to the
flexibilty of the program.

A typical injection vs. time and pressure vs.

time record used for the Monticello simulations appears as Figure 23.
The data had to be further reduced to correct for the head loss and
friction loss in the surface piping.
Well Test System
The dimensions of the surface piping, wellbore tubing, and packer
spacing used in the well tests by Zoback were presented earlier .when discussing the mesh arrangement in the model development section.

The fluid

viscosity was determined from calibration tests in the surface piping and
found to be approximately 2.35•10- 3 Pa-sec (2.35 cp). The flow in
the surface piping was found to be turbulent due to the small cross.• 'a..

sectional area.

Since the model is only designed to simulate flow obeying

Darcy's law, which requires laminar flow, the wellbore pressure was calculated by subtracting a pipe pressure gradient factor provided by Zoback
from the data in Figure 23.

This has the effect of lowering the indicated

pressure in the system although the maxima and minima can still be observed
from either the surface or subsurface data.

In other words the surface

(well-head) data can be used to distinguish trends in the behavior of the
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system but for a rigorous analysis the subsurface pressure data are needed.
Unfortunately, very few field operations go to the expense of recording

...

such data.

Advances in test equipment design may allow more frequent use

of downhole pressure transducers in the future •
The fluid compressibility was calculated from the estimated mixture
of the oil and water emulsion used in the fracturing process.

This

mixture was approximately 10 parts oil to 90 parts water by volume which
gave a fluid compressibility of approximately 7.6·10- 10 Pa- 1 • While
roughly twice the compressibility of pure water, this value is lower
than the compressibility of the oils used in MHF app 1i cations and was
considered to be a reasonable value.

The surface piping and wellbore

tubing were assumed to be rigid and their respective nodes were assigned
material compressibilities equal to that of the fluid in the system.

The

compressibility and storage capacity of the packer-wellbore element was
found to be much greater than the tubing elements due to the packer
compliance.

This wellbore compressibility was determined by trial and

error involving matching the calculated pressures for any one value of
packer compliance with theMonticello data during the initial pressurization
period before breakdown.

A reasonably good value for packer-wellbore
compressibility was found to be 2.36·10- 9 Pa-1 . The various
values for the model parameters used

....

...

the Monticello simulations

are summarized in Table 2•
The Monticello

,

i~

experim~nts

were conducted in a rather impermeable

granite that was assumed by Zoback to be homogeneous. This same assumption
was made in the present work.

Consequently, the values of granite storage

and permeability were relatively small but finite.

Variation in these

two parameters did not affect the buildup pressures in the pre-fracturing
data.

The granite, however, apparantly had a very high tensile strength the
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Table 2
Parameter

Parameters Used in Monticello Studies
SI Units

Oilfield Units

..

k

10- 17 m2

.01 md

(<Pc)t

1.1·10-12 Pa -1

7.6·10 -9 psi -1

xf (initial)

1.5 m

4.57 ft

w (initial)

5.0 - 7.0·10 -5 m

1.52 - 2.3·10 -4 ft

z

300 m

914 ft

h

3m

9.14 ft

Q

0 - 1.25·10 -3 m3/sec

0 - 20 gpm

2040 m-H 2o
2.35·10 -3 Pa-sec
930 kg/m 3

2900 psi

2700 kg/m 3
7.6·10- 10 Pa-l

2.7 gm/cc
5. 24·10- 6 ps1.-1

pb
ll

pf
Pr
sf
'{

100 - 1000 J!m 2

2.35 cp
0.93 gm/cc

...
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value of which was not available from the field data.

•

The corrected

breakdown pressure from the field data was on the order of 1800 m-H 2o
(2700 psi). This value is approximately 2.3 times the value of the
overburden stress at the depth of the operations so that the fracture
pressure gradient Equations (6) and (7) could not be used.

However, while

the maximum pressure in the Monticello data was 1881 m-H 20, a lower
value of 1740 m-H 2o was used as the initiation or breakdown pressure,
Pb, in the simulation as will be explained later.
Use of Monticello Data for Validation
The Monticello data was unique in that it allowed three separate
physical processes to be modeled.

The first was the pressurization of the

wellbore which occured during the first 30 seconds and is characterized by
the initial pressure rise as shown in Figure 23.

The second was the

initial fracture growth period between 30 and 35 seconds.

This is the

period corresponding to the rapid decrease in flow rate observed in
Figure 23.

The last phase of the process is when the pumping is ter-

minated at 35 seconds and the pressure decays as fluid permeates into the
formation.

The various parameters of the model were adjusted to give the

best fit to the observed data. While the record of the fluid volume vs.
time served as the only true input data, there was flexibility in chasing
a set of downhole parameters to match the pressure transient.

...

sets are shown for the corrected Monticello pressure data

i~

Two such
Figure 24 •

The two sets differ only in the initial fracture aperture which is the
size of the hairline fracture that initially extends when the fracture
propagates but before the fracture pressure builds up.
From Figure 24 the data match is seen to be reasonab 1e over most of the
time span although there are some discrepencies particularly at early times.
· The field data indicate that there may be a fluid fi 11 up stage before
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time

= 15 seconds.

However, the model assumes a completeley filled

system and thus the simulation pressure begins to rise immediately.
Figure 24 shows that at 18 seconds there is. a sharp change of the slope of

-.
•'

the simulation pressure resulting from the sudden change in the pumping

.

rate evidenced in Figure 23.

The numerical and field results are in

agreement until the breakdown is indicated.

This early time data is

sensitive only to the packer compliance which was matched experimentally
The maximum calculated pressure of 1880 m-H 20
is nearly identical to the field indicated maximum even though the

as previously mentioned.

breakdown pressure Pb is 1740 m-H 2o. This indicates that the pressure
continues to rise in the wellbore even though the initial fracture element
is opened at the lower pressure.

This effect could be related to Zoback•s

(1978) critical length theory but is more likely an indication that the
initial model element size may be too large.

This would require a finite

length of time for the fluid pressure to reach the extension pressure at
the end of the first fracture element.
After the maximum pressure is reached, there is a sharp decline
in pressure beginning at a time equal to 32 seconds which agrees quite
well with the model prediction of 31.67 seconds.

At this point the

fracture grows •unstably• propagating six meters into the formation during
the next four seconds.

After a time equal to about 40 seconds there is

no further fracture growth and the pressure transient begins to level off

.....

at a pressure of around 230 m-H 2o. Again agreement of the simulation
transient and the field data is very good over this time range.
Monticello Validation - First Cycle Simulation
It will be convenient from here on to represent a specific numerical
simulation using the Monticello data with a series of numbers, e.g. 2-2-1.
The data were taken from two different we 11 s in the Monti ce 11 o fie 1d,
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Monticello 1 and Monticello 2.

The first of the three numbers represents

the number of the well, although all of the data provided by Zoback comes
from well number 2.
in each well.
depths.

More than one mini-fracture operation was performed

A series of such operations was conducted at various

...

The second number refers to the particular mini-fracture oper-

ation and implies that the data is from a specific depth in the well.
During each of these operations the well was repeatedly pressurized and
then bled off in subsequent cycles.

This technique was used by Zoback to

deduce the minimum earth stress from analysis of the pressure data.
number of the cycles is the last number in the series.

The

Thus 2-2-1 is

data from the first (and initial pressurization) cycle of the second
operation conducted in well number 2.
The simulation was performed for another mini-fracture operation,
Monticello 2-7-1, as shown in Figure 25.

The time axis of Figure 25 is

marked in 3.56 second divisions corresponding to the sampling frequency
of the pumping rate data.

While the simulations represented in Figures 24

and 25 were both very good matches to the field data, the respective sets
of simulation parameters were not the same, as can be seen by comparing
the values listed on the two figures.

The choice of fracture stiffness,

av, and initial fracture opening, e0 , were 10% higher for the Monticello
2-7-1 simulation but the surface energy coefficient, Y, was 5% lower.
This was somewhat disturbing since the difference in depths between the
two operations was less than 15 meters and the formation properties
should have been similar.

However, even though it is conceivable that

a 10% difference is within experimental tolerances, it is much more likely
that the simulation parameters may have been over fine-tuned for the first
cycle data. That is, the fit was made so exact that inaccuracies involving
some of the initial assumptions may have been ignored.

It is now thought

.
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that it is more realistic to adjust the parameters to give a fair
agreement over subsequent cycles of any one mini-fracture operation,
even if the agreement with any one cycle is not as exact as in Figures 24
and 25. As will be explained later, this allows analysis of all the
simulation parameters.
Monticello Validation - Consecutive Cycles
Modeling subsequent cycles for any one mini-fracture operation involved a great deal of trial and error calculation.

This is partially

,

due to the fact that the fracture growth is unstable during the initial
pressurization and is not sensitive to the surface energy calculation. The
fracture surface created is so small during the initial cycle that the
value of Y chosen could be very high, up to 8 times the value estimatied
by Aamodt (1976), before any change in the simulation occurred.

The

magnitude of the surface energy requirement indicated the relative insensitivity of the fracture growth to the energy calculation during the initial
breakdown.

Values of Y from 750 - 800 J!m 2 represent the range where

the energy coefficient begins to exert influence on the initial fracture
growth.

A lower value of the surface energy coefficient would mean that

the influence of this parameter will probably not be seen until the
fracture growth becomes stable.
The consecutive cycles

wer~

all characterized by an initial pressur-

ization phase, a growth phase where the fracture accepts fluid from the
wellbore and extends, a shut-in phase when the pump was turned off, and a
bleed-off stage where fluid pressure was released thereby returning a
fraction of the injected fluid to the surface.

This latter procedure was

modeled by connecting a surface node that represented the circulation tank
to the surface piping element.

The simulations were continued after sub-

tracting the energy lost, when the fluid was produced from the system, from

..
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the available strain energy tenn, SURGY.

The time ranges of these pro-

cesses are labeled on the corrected pressure data for Monticello cycles
2-4-1, 2-4-2, and 2-4-3 shown in Figure 26.

The Monticello data for

these cycles was both the most complete and the longest record of the

..

vert i ca 1 fracture data provided by Zoback and was the best choice for

'

successive cycle simulation. The numbers used beneath the time scale in
Figure 26 indicate the times of fluid injection (1), shut-in times (2),
and bleed-off times (3).

Note that the bleed-off times have been

truncated in Figure 26 due to the fact the surface pressure is always
atmospheric and thus provides no information.
Consecutive Cycle Simulation Results
The radial version of the HYDFR program was used to model the Monticello data.

The radial mesh was used primarily due to the assumed

homogeneous nature of the granite formations
preventing any possible •slip• boundaries.

in the Monti ce 11 o fie 1d

No conclusive statement about

the true nature of the fracture system can be made from this as it is
possible for almost any fracture shape to be created.

However, previous

researchers (Murphy and Tester, 1979) believe that radial or penny-shaped
fractures will be created in similar situations.

The simulation was

initially conducted by a trial and error procedure involving simultaneous
variation of as many as three of the parameters, e.g. av, e 0 , and

...

k. Later it became apparent that the change of any one of the parameters
affected only specific parts of the simulation response as wi 11 be discussed in the next section.
The simulation results for the Monticello 2-4-1, 2-4-2, and 2-4-3
data are presented in Figure 27.

The simulation was conducted with the

•best choice• of the various parameters that resulted in a reasonably
good match to the field data.

As can be seen from Figure 27 the
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simulation seems to fit the Monticello data very well during the first
cycle, fairly well during the second cycle, but it seems to predict
higher pressures during the third cycleo

The third cycle data has a

region of constant pressure between 1050 and 1115 seconds where the
fracture may be extending stably.

However, while the simulation results

also exhibit a plateau in the pressure data and thus a stable fracture
extension period for the third cycle, the simulation pressure is at a
relative maximum at this point.

This is consistent with the model theory

that requires that the pressure at the fracture tip be equal to the
minimum earth stress during extension.

While the Monticello 2-4-3 data

indicates a maximum that is only within 100 m-H 2o of the simulation
results, it is conceivable that the data reduction may have been in error
or that there are other effects that have not been taken into account.
These include the very real possibility that the fracture has intercepted
other fractures either naturally occuri ng or created by other mini -fracture
operations especially since the packer spacing is of the same order as
rf.

The fluid may have bled off into this secondary permeability

during the third cycle.

This would account for the field data indicating

a relative maximum before the pressure declines slightly and levels off.
When designing future experiments of this type it would be des.ireable to
use a packer arrangement that allowed simultaneous measuring of both the
pressure in the cavity and the annulus above the packers.

This would

'

indicate any communication ofthetest fracture with the secondary fracture
system or possible packer leakage.

In any case while the third cycle data

might not match the data identically, the overall match of the data
indicates that the model can still be used to understand the processes
involved in the mini-fracture operations.

... _
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C. MONTICELLO SIMULATION : PARAMETER EVALUATION
The parameters described as the 'best fit' for the simulation, i.e.
-11 -1
-5
.
-17 2
av = 1.5·10
Pa , e0 = 2·10 m, Sh = .78 sv, k = 2·10
m,
and Y = 300 J/m 2 , shown in Figs. 27 - 32 are not unique. The interrel-

..
'

ations between the parameters is so great that it may be possible to
generate a slightly different set of parameters that will give a similar
fit to the Monticello data.

The choices could be reduced if there were

other field data available such as core studies that could eliminate some
of the trial and error ambiguities involved in matching the pressure
transients by systematic parameter variation.

However, after working

with the data, an understanding of how the parameters will affect the
simulations may shed some light on the physical processes involved.
Effects of the Variation in Fracture Stiffness
The effect of varying the fracture stiffness. is shown in Figure 28.
The two values include the 'best fit' choice of av = 1.5·10-ll Pa-l
and a fracture stiffness of 1.7·10- 11 Pa- 1 , a 13% increase. The fracture
stiffness.defined above in Equation (43) is used to relate the width of
the fracture to the applied pressure. The width controls the permeability
and the storage capacity of the fracture.

Thus, the larger the coefficient

av, the smaller the radius rf needs be to encompass the same fracture
volume.

The final difference in the calculated fracture lengths after the

third cycle was only 0.5 m for both the values of av, which is only 4% of
.~

the calculated fracture radius of 11.5 m and is insignificant. However, the
.~

·-

effects on the peak pressure for the second and third cycles as av is
varied is significant.
After the initial pressurization the fluid inthe fracture is bled-off
and the fracture walls close to some minimum aperture e;.

During sub-

sequent cycles the fluid must squeeze back into the fracture before the
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fracture can continue to grow.

The larger value of av allows the fracture

walls to move apart more readily with applied pressure and thus will
require lower pressures during the reopening of the fracture faces.

This

is indicated by the 80 m-H,.,O pressure difference in the peak pressures
'-

between the two simulations for cycles 2-4-2 and 2-4-3.

Once surface

pumping is halted, the pressure along the fracture starts to equilibrate.
Again the pressure for the more elastic fracture will equilibrate faster
as the fracture walls will open at 1ower values of pressure.

As can be

seen from Figure 28 the simulation run with the larger fracture stiffness
causes the initial pressure to decline much faster after the well is shut
in.

However the presssure in the more elastic fracture will also level

off faster.

This explains the fact that the simulation pressure for the

smaller fracture stiffness corresponding to av = 1.5•10-ll Pa- 1 will
actually be lower during the end of the shut'-in periods.

The choice of

one value for a v over another was dictated by the pressure match
obtained with the second cycle of the Monticello data. This match was
much

bette~

for the stiffer (smaller) fracture stiffness value even though

the third cycle performance may tend to favor the larger value of av.
Effects of Variation of Initial Aperture
Once the fracture is created, there must be initial fracture permeability, otherwise fluid flow will not occur.

...

In the present model this

is treated by using an initial fracture aperture representing a hairline
fracture.

This initial width, e 0 , is orders of magnitude less than

the final fracture aperture and controls the magnitude of the peaks in the
pressure simulations.

A smaller e 0 would require a larger pressure

drop in the first fracture element and correspondingly increase the
calculated breakdown pressure.

This can be seen in Figure 29 in which

simulations for two values of e 0 are presented, the

•best fit•
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Figure 29 The Influence of the Initial Aperture on the Monticello Simulation
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value of 2·10- 5 m and a larger value of 5·10- 5 m.

The initial pressure

peak for the latter case is more than 150 m-H 2o lower than the
maximum pressure indicated by the field data.
The size of e0 correspondingly affects the size of the minimal

.

'·.

aperture, ed, that the fracture assumes when bled-off.

The larger e0

the larger e0' although the two values are not the same due to the hydrostatic pressure that exists in the fracture during the bleed-off phase.
The larger e0 value will result in a lower pressure on subsequent cycles,
since less pressure is needed to push fluid past the closed fracture walls
and reopen the fracture.

This effect is seen in Figure 29.

Note that the

effect is much the same as that of changing the fracture stiffness,
however, the effect does not persist during the first cycle shut-in
period.

This is due to the fact that fracture flow during shut-in is

controlled by the change of the fracture aperture which is a function
solely of the fluid pressure and the fracture stiffness during this time.
Effect of Varying the Minimum Earth Stress
The minimum earth stress, Sh, affects the calculation of the
available surface energy term SURGY.

The larger the value of Sh in the

simulation the more energy is required both to open the fracture and to
extend it.

This is due to the fact that the fluid must do work in over-

coming the earth stress which is assumed to be opposing the fracture wall
movement.
.~

A lower value of the earth stress will allow a larger fracture

to be created due to the lower total energy required.

Since the energy

supplied to the system is related to the fluid pressure during injection,
raising the earth stress will necessarily increase the injection pressure
(as Pext > Sh) and the energy supplied to the system, but not to a level
that more than partially offsets the additional energy needed to open the
fracture against the larger value of sh.
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The magnitude of S.Il used in the simulations was varied as
cent age of the overburden stress Sv.

Q

per-

The values used ranged between

0.5 Sv and 0.98 Sv; the latter value nearing the theoretical limit
before the onset of horizontal fracturing.

.-.

Figure 30 demonstrates the

effects on the simulations of changing the minimum earth stress Sh from
.the 'best fit'. value of 0.78 Sv to values of 0.5 Sv and 0.98 Sv.
be expected, the
all three cycles.

low~r

As would

value of Sh resulted in lower pressures over

The only exception to the phenomenom is the brief 30

second wellbore pressurization periDd where the pressure is affected only
by the the wellbore storage and the value of e0 •

The larger value of

Sh of 0.98 Sv resulted in correspondingly higher simulated wellbore
pressures over the same time ranges, as seen in Figure 30.
Effect of Variation in Formation Permeability
The rock formations in the Monticello field tests are composed
of granite whic;:h has relatively low values of storage capacity and permeability compared to typical petroleum reservoir rocks.

Granite does

exhibit secondary permeability due to micro-fractures in the matrix.
Variations in rock permeability will influence the shut-in pressure
after the pressure in the fracture has equilibrated.

The variation in

formation permeability might also affect the calculated fracture growth to
a small extent by 'siphoning off' some of the available surface energy due
to fluid permeation from the fracture.

However, the fracture growth in

.~

-..

this mini-fracture operation was so rapid that the effects on the surface
energy term due to changes in the rock pen,;eability were negligible.

For an

extremely large fracture this may not be the case as fluid permeation from
the fracture may be significant.

The simulations for the two perm-

eability values shown in Figure 31 are compared to the 'best fit' value of
k = 2·10- 17 m2 (.02 md). The lower value of 10- 17 m2 raises
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the simulation pressures primarily during the shut-in periods by about 80
m H2o. A larger permeability value of 10- 16 m2 results in a larger
pressure drop when compared with the best fit simulation over most of the
time range indicated in Figure 31.

In fact this larger permeabilty may
. ,..,

even act to drain entirely the fluid from the system as indicated by
the atmospheric pressure in the wellbore at the end of 250 seconds.

Even

larger values of permeability might affect the fracture growth but were
not studied since the coarseness of the reservoir mesh may begin to
influence the simulation accuracy at larger values of formation permeability.

For this reason the estimation of in-situ permeability by

the model is probably approximate at best.
The Effect of Variation in the Surface Energy Coefficient
The last parameter varied in the simulations surface energy coefficient
Y, which is a measure of the rock toughness.

Results of the initial

modeling described in the first cycle simulations, presented in Figures 24
and 25, indicated that a fracture surface energy coefficient from 750
to 800 J!m 2 was the minimum range that would affect the simulations.
Modeling of all three cycles indicated that the minimum value of surface
energy coefficient to be around 300 J!m 2•

The surface energy coefficient

only affects the calculation of the SURGY term and the effect of the
coefficient will be seen in either reducing the fracture length or
temporarily blunting the fracture growth.

This blunting occurs when the

value of the net available strain energy term becomes negative.

As Y

increases SURGY was found to oscillate around the value of zero during the
stable growth period of the third cycle.

As'Y was further increased SURGY

actually remained negative, but still oscillated, during some of the
simulations.

The effect of this negative surface energy value results in

a much larger calculated pressure rise in the wellbore as the fracture
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Figure 31 The Effect of the Formation Permeability on the Monticello Simulation
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growth is arrested but the fluid pumping is continued.

It should be

pointed out that in a real situation the pumping volume is not likely be
independent of the injection pressure as modeled here.

The effects of

the variation of surface energy coefficient are seen in Figure 32.

As the

magnitude of y increases past the minimum and best fit value of 300

J!m

2

.....

>

the pressure is affected at different times in the simulation.

value of·· y

=

The

350 J!m 2 increases the pressure during the last 300

seconds of the simulation.

An increase in the coefficient to 500 J!m

begins to affect the pressure during the second cycle.

2

In this instance

the SURGY term remains negative and fracture growth is prematurely
halted during the rest of the simulation.

This explains the large increase

in pressure observed during the third cycle.

The l.argest value of Y

1000 J!m 2 causes the fracture to blunt during the ~first cycle.

=

It is

reasonable to assume that the trend in the magnitude of the surface energy
coefficient would continue as the fracture becomes larger.

Thus the value

of y would become lower as the fracture growth proceeds.

For this reason

the value of 300 J!m

2

foun9. for the best fit simulation is most likely

anomalously high and can only be used as an upper bound to the true value.
Conclusions from the Monticello Simulations
The Monticello field

study was originally designed by Zoback to

analyze the data for use in estimating the magnitude of the minimum earth
stress, sh.

Results from the present work indicate the mi numum earth

stress to be 78% of the overburden stress.

Zoback (personal

commun-

ication) has independently arrived at an Sh_.value equal to 80% of the
overburden stress, which agrees with the present work.

There has been

no other study that would give indications of the magnitude of the
other parameters used to fit the Monticello data.
have

been

reported

in

the

literature that

However, values that
have

been

calculated
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Figure 32 The Effect of the Surface Energy Coefficient on the Monticello Simulation
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from field and core tests in

~ranitic

rocks may be used for comparison.

Brace (1979) reports that the in-situ permeability of granite may be up
to 3 orders of magnitude higher than core tests would indicate. Thus the
value of 2·10- 17 m2 is well within the range of permeabilities for granite
estimated to be from lo- 18 to l0- 13 m2 (.001- 100 md).

Murphy, et al.,

(1977) reported values for the minimum fracture aperture in granite formations on the order of 10~4 m which agrees with the best fit result of an
e~ of 0.65·10- 4 m. Murphy, et al., also report a rock compressibility of
2.7·10- 11 Pa-l which is the same order of magnitude as the fracture
stiffness av used in the best fit simulation; although there is no
exact correspondence between av and rock compressibility.

The value

of surface energy coefficient, y, was found to be 3 times the value
reported by Aamodt (1977) and 5 times the value reported by Krech and
Chamberlin (1974).

As explained earlier this is to be expected since the

model sensitivity increases as the product of
increases.

y

and the fracture area

Unfortunately, the fracture area in the simulations was so

small that the magnitude of

y

appears anomalously high.

While the model has been used to analyze pressure transient data it
could conceivably be used to predict the fracture growth and pressure
variations of any arbritrary system if the system properties are known or
can be estimated.

This will be demonstrated in the next section.

Although

the values of the parameters determined to be the most representative for
the

r~onticello

experimebt may not be unique, they may still represent a

reasonable range of actual ffeld conditions •.

Furthe~

advances in pressure

measurement techniques, i.e. downhole pressure monitoring, may provide even
better data for the pressure transient analysis.

This information should

result more accurate understanding of these mini-fracture type experiments.
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D. MODEL APPLICATIONS TO GROWTH OF, RE,CTANGULAR FRACTURES
The HYDFR program was used to simulate the growth of rectangular
'

fractu,res assumed to be generated during MHF type operations.· The primary
aim of this investigation is to simulate a hypothetical hydraulic

.. .

fracturing operation.
appear in Table 3.
view.

The range of parameters used in the simulation

The analysis is done from an engineering point of

That is, the simulation represents the behavior of a realistic

hydraulic fracturing process and the calculations will be presented in
real time, pressure, and distances.

The factors that affect the realistic

behavior of the system, i.e. the pumping rates, fluid viscosity, and use
of fluid leak off control agents, will be varied in order to determine the
effects· on the results of the simulations.

The other factors involved in

the performance of the model have been discussed in the previous section.
Before the simulation analysis is presented the behavior of the model
itself and its effect on the simulations will be discussed.
Numerical Effects of the Scale Factor
The use of the£ factor in increasing the element sizes as the fracture
propagates, affects the results of the simulations.

This effect shows up

most dramatically when the fracture growth is observed to change from unstable to stable and is manifested in the alteration of the slope of the xf
vs time curves.

This effect is seen in Figure 33 which shows the fracture

growth vs pumping time for various values of £.
fracture growth seen in this figure.
f.."

There are two stages of

The first growth period is due to

the pressurization of the inital fracture element.

The duration of this

period is a function of the fluid viscosity and initial aperture dimension
as discussed previously in the Monticello data section.

The second stage

is the unstable growth period in which the surface fluid pressure declines
very rapidly as the fracture propagates into the formation. This second
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Table 3
Parameter
k

Parameters Used in Rectangular Fracture Studies
SI Units
-10-17 - 10-13 m2

Oilfield Units
.01 - 100 md

ks

10 -17 m2

.01 md

( cf>C)t

3.58·10- 10 Pa-l

2.47•10 -6 psi -1
1.64 ft

w (initial)

0.5 m
10- 4 m

3.28·10- 4 ft

z

1000 m

3280 ft

h

3 m

9.84 ft

Q

0 - 8.0•10- 3 m3/sec

4350 bbls/day

6000 m-H 2o
1 - 1000·10- 3 Pa-sec
930 kg/m3

8500 psi

2700 kg/m 3
1.8·10- 9 Pa-l

2.7 gm/cc
1.24·10- 5 psi- 1

xf ( i nit i a1)

y

20 J/m 2

e:_

0 - 20%

- av

2.5 - 50·10-ll Pa-l

sh

0.5 - 0.98 sv

formation rock

berea sandstone

..

1 - 1000 cp
0.93 gm/cc

1.7- 35·10 -7 psi -1

...
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stage of growth begins at 10.22 seconds on Figure 33.

After the fracture

has grown to 6 meters the effect of the E factor becomes increasingly
apparent.

As the value of E increases the apparent slopes of the xf

vs time curves also increase.
elements also increases withE·

The size and spacing of the fracture
Although the results indicate that it may

take less time to propagate a 16 m fracture with E
16 m fracture simulated with E

= .025

= D.1

as compared to a

the calculated pressure in the well-

bore node will drop faster the higher the value of E·

This indicates that

more fluid is needed to expand the greater volume of theE = 0.1 fracture
mesh at any given time than is required to expand the E = .025 fracture
mesh at the same time.

This indicates that the spacing of the mesh

affects the apparent pressure gradient in the fracture.

The larger mesh

would have a ,smaller pressure gradient between the fracture tip and the
wellbore nodes.

Thus the larger mesh fracture could accept fluid faster

than the smaller mesh fracture causing it to expand at a greater rate.
This numerical effect is a necessary by-product of dealing with the limited
number of elements allowed in the present computer program.

The value of

E = 0.2 was later found to be a reasonable choice when simulating MHF type
fractures reaching lengths of 250 m.

This particular value of e: was used

for most of the s imul at ions and permitted the study of these 1arge fractures
with a reasonable calculation time.

Even so the process was so complex

that it took roughly one second of computer time to simulate 10 seconds of
fracture growth.

Thus e: =0.2 becomes an optimum value when considering the

finite resources allocated for this study.

However, this will not affect

the results of this section since the relationships between the various
parameters of the system wi 11 · be equally influenced by .the effects of the E
factor.

It is the understanding of the effects of these parameters on the

fracture growth that is important in evaluating the usefulness of the model.

....
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The relationship beween the width and length of the fractures and the
pumping time is necessary for fracture design calculations.

However,

since the only indication of fracture behavior can be seen in the surface
pressure transients, analysis of this transient is crucial.

Results of a
(

·typical pressure vs time and a typical fracture length vs time calculation
are shown in Figure 34.

Two sets of curves appear in Figure 34 showing

the influence of the values of

£

used in the MHF simulations.

The region

of unstable fracture growth is indicated on the time scale and covers the
first seven seconds after the maximum pressure is reached.

This· cor-

responds to the period when the wellbore pressure is rapidly dropping.
After the pressure begins to build again the fracture growth is controlled
by the rate of energy supplied from the surface pumps and the growth
becomes stable.

Again, the stable period refers to the period where

fracture growth is accomplished only by an increases in pressure of
When the wellbore pressure starts to increase, the slope of

the wellbore.

the xf vs time curves begins to decrease markedly.

The slope appears

to have reached a fixed value at times greater than 60 seconds.

This is

only an effect of the scale of the graph as could be seen when plotting
the results on log paper.

Variation of the

effect on the curves shown in Figure 34.

£

factor has an interesting

The simulation with a value of

£

= 0.2 results in lower pressures and larger rate of fracture growth for
reason~

discussed previouly.

It may also appear that at large times the

pressure transient curves may actually parallel each other.

While the

pressure curves never do become parallel, their fonns are nearly identical
and show the effects of the scale factor only as simple displacement
on the pressure axis.

To reduce the effects of the mesh spacing factor on

the fracture length vs time curves, it becomes necessary to reduce the
magnitude of

£

which correspondingly restricts the potential lengths of
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Figure 34

Pressure vs. time and xf vs. time for a Rectangular
Hydraulic Fracture

.. ,
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the fractures created in the simulations.

In rectangular fracture growth

problems a compromise to this situation was employed by reducing
after the region of stable fracture growth is reached.

E

to zero

Since the remainder

of the work wi 11 be primarily concerned with factors- t.hat wi 11 affect the
stable fracture growth, initial unstable growth will be briefly covered.
Initial Fracture Growth and the Effects of Tubing Size
Th,e assumption that the fracture does not penetrate the upper and
lower boundaries formed by formations with much greater fracture toughness,
should be least valid in the region near the wellbore.

The pressures are

higher in the near wellbore region and the initial fracture growth may be
so rapid that the barrier would be penetrated despite its greater fracture
resistance.

Although no boundary formations are included due ·to the two-

dimensional restrictions of the current model, the investigation of
the initial fracture growth may give some insight into possible vertical
migration of the fracture.
The energy stored in compressing the fluid in the tubing string is
responsible for the initial unstable growth of the fracture.

The energy

contribution from the surface pumps may be minimal during the relatively
small time period of the initial growth.

The ener.gy needed for the sudden

extension can either be stored in the wellbore tubing itself or in the
tubing and wellbore volume.

It is also conceivable that the fracture may

extend so fast that the pressure in the system will drop to the point that
the total surface strain energy becomes negative and the fracture growth
is arrested until the energy level builds up again.

This energy, supplied

by the surface pumps, can be stored as potential energy in the expansion
of the fracture walls.

As the value of the fracture stiffness increases,

the fracture compressibility increases and the energy storage capacity of
the system wi 11 a1so increase.

This type of behavior can be thought

152
of as being somewhat analagous to
automotive ignition systems.
fracture which

1

a capacitive discharge device used in

The surface pumps supply energy to the

discharges 1 after a certain saturation va 1ue is rea.ched.

The time between discharges is controlled by the rate of energy storage
which is a function of the pumping rate, the stiffness of the fracture,
and the rate of fluid seepage into the formation.

The simulation results

are presented as curves representing the average fracture growth vs
time.

It is very important to note that the fracture growth in this model

is discrete and the points on the graphs indicate the true periodic nature
of. the ext ens i o'n process.

Wh i1 e the average-va 1ue curve drawn through the

simulation points does not indicate the discontinuous growth it does
facilitate comparison of the individual curves.
Figure 35 shows a log-log plot of the calculated fracture half-length,
xf, vs time for the initial 40 m of fracture growth in a formation of
typical reservoir rock (Berea sandstone).

The value of the fracture

stiffness coefficient is approximately 30 times the value used in the
Monticello simulations forthetougher granite formations and is indicative
of values that may be found in the relatively weaker rocks common in petroleum applications.

The three curves repesent different values of tubing

size, i.e. 8, 25.4, and 44.4 mm radii, the latter two being representative of
tubing sizes used by the industry.

The xf vs time curves show two

definite slopes as can be seen from inspection of Figure 35. · The first
slope is essentially vertical when the crack initially propagates reaching
calculated tip velocities approaching 500 m/sec.

At some point, the slope

of the curves reduces abruptly to a value having a near linear growth rate
with time.

This would be expected from the form of Equation (9) which

indicates that the maximum rate of growth of a rectangular fracture is
linear with time if leakage from the faces can be ignored.

Even though
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Figure 35 The Effect of Tubing Size on Unstable Fracture Length
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the rock permeability was taken as 10- 13 m2 , a skin permeability value of
10- 17 m2 was used to simulate the effects of a fluid loss control additive
such as silica flour.

However, the initial fracture growth rate was so

fast that the effect of the fracture skin premeability was negligible.
In this simulation the length of the initial unstable fracture
increases with the tubing size,as the system energy storage capacity

• !,

For the 44.4 mm radius (3.5 in ID) tubing this unstable

also increases.

1ength reaches 30 m which is ten times the thickness of the fractured

interval.

The •slip• boundary previously defined would allow the fracture

walls to move apart against the top of the formation removing the stress
concentration due to the fracture edge. It waul d seem possible that in
field applications such an unstable fracture could easily penetrate into
adjacent formations in the vertical direction if the •slip boundary• is
not allowed.

While the use of smaller tubing sizes reduces the length of

the initial unstable fracture, it does not eliminate the effect of the
unstable growth period.

It may prove difficult to use smaller diameter

tubing to handle the flow rates used in MHF operations although annular
injection after breakdown is a possibility.

It is interesting to examine

the curve in Figure 35 for the smallest diameter tubing used which corresponds to a tubing volume of one-tenth that of the standard 25.4 mm radius
(2 in ID) tubing.

This particular simulation behaves like the •capacitive-

discharge• system and exhibits two separate regions of unstable fracture
growth followed by stable fracture growth, as indicated by the line marked
quasi-stable in the figure.

This phenomenom will simply be described as

quasi-stable behavior since the majority of the points fall on the same
line labeled as smoothed-stable, which is an extrapolation of the previous
stable period.

The quasi-stable behavior appeared in the simulations con-

ducted with both large values of fracture stiffness and low values of

l1.

..
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The transition values for this quasi-stable behavior are av > 10-lO Pa-l
and ll< .01 Pa-sec.

While this behavior may indicate that the model itself

becomes periodically unstable due to the mesh spacing factor, or use of
relatively large time steps, the quasi-stable behavior was nevercompletely
e1 i mi nated when reducing both the e: factor and the maxi mum computat i ana 1
time steps to minuscul.e values of 0 and 10- 5 seconds, respectively. It
would seem that the quasi-stablebehavior is an indication that the fracture
extension process may consist of a discrete series of equilibrium jumps in
fracture lengths, although not to the degree indicated by Figure 35.

It

should be noted that such behavior has been predicted by Secor {1968) who
also used an energy approach to analyse the behavior of natural fracture
systems. When such quasi-stable behavior occursthe data will be smoothed.
E. LINEAR FRACTURE GROWTH - PARAMETER STUDY
The term •fracture stiffness • as used in this work has referred to
the resiliency of the fracture walls and has nodirect counterpart interms
of classical elastic moduli.

The value of fracture stiffness must be an

in-situ measured property of the system roughly corresponding tn the bulk
compressibility of the rock.

The properties of the rock used in these

MHF type simulations are those of Berea sandstone.

The range in values

of permeability and porosity of Berea sandstones is fairly large.

Thus

the values used for this study only represent typical properties and not
•"

necessarily those of a specific rock outcrop.
Accordingly, the rock
permeability was varied between 10- 17 - 10- 13 m2 , but this wide range
was found to have little effect on the simulations if the the fluid viscosity was at least 10- 2 Pa-sec or if a fluid loss control agent was used.
This latter agent is assumed to reduce the skin permeability to an arbritrary
10- 17 m2 which is a conservative value considering the rocks involved in
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MHF operations have natural permeabilities on the order of lo- 16 - lo- 18 m2 •
The fracture stiffness musi be treated as a parameter that is not

~ontrol

lable but a property of the formations encountered.
Effects of Fracture Stiffness
The values used for fracture stiffness were varied by an order of
magnitude from 0.25 - 5•10- 10 Pa-l which corresponds roughly to the change

• l·

in bulk compressibility between granites and Berea sandstones (Greenwald,
1980}.

Figures 36 a,b show log-log plots of fracture half-length vs

pumping time for various values of fracture stiffness, a constant fluid
viscosity of 2.34·10- 3 Pa-sec, and two pumping rates of 4·10- 3 m3/sec (36a)
and 8·10- 3 m3/sec (36b}. The fracture simulations were run until either650
seconds had elapsed or a 200 m fractute length was obtained.

As can be

seen from the figures, the variation in fracture stiffness radically affects
the growth rate of the fracture.

As the stiffness of the fracture

increases, i.e. av decreases, the growth rate increases and the difference
in growth regimes becomes well defined as the contrast in slopes is more
apparent. The curve for the av = 2.5·10-ll Pa-l value in Figure 36a exhibits
unstable growth for the first 25 m then smoothly changes to stable growth
behavior.

The slope of the stable fracture region of the xf vs t curve is

initially bounded by a line with a slope of 0.85 and then it is bounded by
a line with a slope of 0.6 at the end of 200m of growth as indicated on the
figure.

It was subsequently found for the simulation with the smallest

fracture stiffness coefficient that the value of the bounding slope line
actually approached a value of 0. 5 when the fracture was propagated to 250
m.

The values of 0.85 and 0.5 for the initial and final slopes of the

fracture growth vs time curves agree well· with Nordgren (1972) whose
numerical model results are shown in Appendix

c.

The value of slope

equal to 0.5 indicates fracture growth proportional to the square root of

..
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time.

This

r~sponse

agrees with Equations (13a) and (15b) which predict

such a relationship for sufficiently large fractures.

The slopes of the

curves. for simulations using larger values of fracture stiffness also
decreased in magnitude but did not quite reach the square root relationship
within the length of time allowed in the simulation. There is no reason to
doubt that the slopes of these lines would approach a value of 0.5 after
some greater fracture length (> 200 m) is reached.

While it appears that

theslopes of the curves in Figures 36 a,b are parallel the slope does
increase with an increases in av.

This might indicate that the valid

range of the analytic approximations begins after larger elapsed times
when the fracture stiffness coefficient increases.
As the fracture stiffness coefficient is increased in the simulat1ons, the curves in Figure 36 a,b indicate that the unstable fracture
length decreases· which is desirable for .the control of vertical migration of the fracture.

The fact that the unstable fracture length

increases as av is decreased may indicate that if the fracture
stiffness of the adjacent vertical formations is lower (stiffer) than
that of the fractured formation, vertical growth might actually occur.
The maximum apertures for the simulations in Figures 36 a,b are directly proportional to the fracture pressure.
pressure curves shown in Figure 34.

This varies exactly as the

Thus the apertures wi 11 have two

maxima, one during the initial unstable fracture growth period, when the
.~

wellbore pressures are highest, and the other at the end of the simulation
when the fracture pressure has started to rise.

The aperture results are

summarized in Table 4 for various values of av and fluid viscosity.
The calculated apertures for the simulation conducted with av

=

5·10-ll Pa-l

ranged between values of 2.3 - .75 mm, the former value representing the
initial maximum aperture and the latter the aperture at the conclusion of
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Table 4 Summary of Calculated Apertures for Rectangular Fractures

a ·1010 (Pa- 1 ) wlOOO (Pa-sec)
v

Q = 4·10- 3 m3/sec Q = 8·10- 3m3/sec
winit

wfinal mm win it

wfinal

0.5

2.34

2.2

0.7

2.3

.75

1.0

2.34

3.5

1.3

3.5

1.3

5.0

2.34

15

6.2

15

6.2

0.5

10

2.0

.85

2.2

.99

1.0

10

2.7

1.6

2.9

1.8

5.0

10

8.3

6.2

8.2

6.2

0.5

100

3.1

1.43

3.8

1.7

1.0

100

4.0

1.8

4.7

2.1

5.0

100

7.2

. 6.2

7.2

6.2

0.5

1000

2.0

2.5

2.2

3.0

1.0

1000

2.7

3.1

2.9

3.65

5.0

1000

6.3

6.5

6.3

6.7

_j_

rnm
~
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the simul ati_on.
The increase of fracture width with time was less the one-eighth
power slope predicted by Equation {15a) or by Equations (12a) and (16).
This could be the result of the fracture lengths, even at 200m, being too
short to allow comparison with the analytical expressions.

This lack of

agreement could also result from the formulation of the model which allows
wmax to increase'only with an increase in the fracture pressure.

As the

fracture stiffness coefficient increases so does the maximum aperture. The
·. .

maximum apertures for the av = 10-

10

.1

Pa-

.

simulation ranged between 3.5 -

1.3 mm and for an av = 5•10~ 10 Pa-l the maximum apertures varied between
14.7-6.0mn. These values are within the range expected inMHFoperations.
Comparison of Figure 36a and Figure 36b indicates the effect of
changing the flow rate of the system by a factor of two.

While direct

comparison of the two figures is difficult si nee the data are not presented
in terms of dimensionless time, it is easy to see from the example presented in Table 5 for the av = 2.5•10- 10 Pa-l simulation that doubling
the flow rate increases the overall growth rate by a factor of slightly
more than two.

This near linear response of the fracture length with the

pumping rate is in agreement with Equations {13a) and (15b).

The values

in the table present the times required to reach different values of
xf with variation in viscosity and pumping rate.

The fact that the

time required to reach a given value of fracture length is reduced by a

-·

factor slightly less than two when the viscosity is low, is a result of
proportionally more fluid seeping into the formation as the residence time
of the fluid increases with the lower flow rate.

Also note that the

initial length of the unstable fracture growth, as seen by comparing the
two previous figures, does not increase as the flow rate is doubled.
again indicates that the unstable fracture length is related

This
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Table 5 Fracture Growth vs Time Calculations, av

Q = 4•10 -3 m3/sec
lJ·lOOO Pa-sec
2.34

10

= 2.5·10- 10

Q = 8· 110 -3 m3/sec
lJ·lOOO Pa-sec

100

2.34

10

100

5

21

23

48

10.5

13.5

33

10

38

38

48.5

19

19

33.5

20

81

78

78

40

39

38

40

160

150

145

78

77

76

-60

260

245

230

125

120

115

460

440

420

220

213

207

650

350

340

330

150

• f'·

time (sec)

xf (m)

100

Pa-l

•.
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to the re 1ease of stored energy contained in the well bore tubing.
The Effects· of Viscosity
Other sets of simulation results are presented in Figures 37 a,b for
viscosity of .01 Pa-sec (10 cp) and Figures 38 a,b for viscosity of 0.1
Pa-sec (100 cp).

In general the behavior of the systems at any one of

these values of viscosity is similar to :those discussed above. That is, as
the fracture stiffness decreases, the length of the unstable fracture is
reduced as is the overall growth rate.

However, comparing the effects of

the different viscosities indicates that as the fluid viscosity increases
from 2.35·10- 3 to 0.1 Pa-sec, theoverall time required to reach a certain
fracture length is only slightly changed.

For the example in Table 5 to

reach a fracture half-length of 100 m for the case of the lower flow rate
of 4·10- 3 m3/sec, it takes 460 sec, 440 sec, and 420 sec as the viscosity
changes by nearlytwo orders of magnitude. The final fracture length would
seem to be a weak function of the fluid viscosity.

Interestingly, the

analytical approximation values are independent .of viscosity.
The effect ofviscosity on fracture width is seen in increasing the wmax
of the fractures as shown in Table 4.

This is an effect of the greater

viscosity creating a larger pressure drop in the fracture.

Since the

pressure at the tip of the fracture is always near Sh during stable
fracture growth, as the viscosity increases so does the wellbore pressures

..

and thus the maximum fracture apertures. For example the simulation run
with an av = 10-ll Pa - 1 indicates that wmax at the end of the
simulations increases from 1.3 mm to 1.6 mm when the viscosity increases
from .00234 to 0.1 Pa-sec.

The fracture aperture also increases with

pumping rate as the viscosity increases. For a 0.1 Pa-sec viscosity
fluid and fracture stiffness of 10- 10 Pa~ 1 the range of fracture
apertures increases from 4.0 - 1.8 mm to 4.• 6 - 2.1 mm when the flow rate
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is doubled.

This increase is near that predicted by Equation (12a) which
shows the increase in wmax is proportional to Q1/ 4 but is below that
predicted by Equation (16) which predicts a linear change in width with
change in flow rate.

..

The aperture for the stiffer fractures increases with the viscosity
increase to a much greater degree than does the apertures for the value
av = 5•10- 10 Pa- 1 • The calculated wmax values for these latter
simulations are only slightly dependent on the pumping rate.

As can be

calculated from the data in Table 4 there is a 3% increase in the maxixmum
apertures for an av = 5•10- 5 Pa-l as the flow rate is doubled, and
then only at a viscosity of 1.0 Pa-sec. ·
As the fluid viscosity increases to a value of 0.1 Pa-sec the effect
of leakage in the system is reduced.

A twofold increase in flow rate

at this viscosity corresponds much closer to a twofold decrease in the
time needed to reach a specfic fracture length for any given fracture
stiffness.

For example from Table 5 at a viscosity of 0.1 Pa-sec the time

required to reach a 100 m length decreases from 420 seconds to 207 seconds
as the flow rate was doubled.

As the viscosity increases the amount of

fluid lost from the system is naturally reduced and the growth rate
becomes less sensitive to the leakage.

If the permeability of the form-

ation was increased the effects of the leakage should become more

..

apparent.
The slopes of the xf vs time curves also increases slightly with
viscosity, indicating that the fracture growth becomes stable ealier in the
simulation.

The slopes of the curves will be somewhat higher since the

results at the end of the simulations are relatively independent of viscosity, but the data departed from the vertical (unstable) portion of the
curves at shorter distances requiring an increase in the overall slope.

.)
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Super Frac Simulations
The use of 'super frac• fluids with viscosities > 100 cp has been
treated in the literature review chapter.

The simulations conducted for

these systems used a viscosity of 1.0 Pa-sec (1000 cp) and are treated
'\..

somewhat differently than for the previous simulations.

The origin of the

time scale for the previous simulations represents the point of fracture·
extension of the second element and not the time when the first element is
opened, which is the fracture initiation time.
initi~tion

The time lag between the

and extension times was so great during the the 1.0 Pa-sec

simulations that the initial aperature e0 was increased by a factor of
ten to prevent needless waste of computer time.

Thus while the time

origins on the previous figures increased with viscosity, the time origin
appears lower for the 1.0 Pa-sec simulations shown in Figures 39 a,b.

As

can 'be seen from these figures the unstable length is not clearly distinguished from the stable growth range.

This indicates that the release of

energy from the wellbore volume is affected by the viscosity of the
fluid. This effect of viscosity could be used to help control the unstable
fracture growth.

However, like the concept of reducing the tubing size,

the horsepower requirements for the surface pumps would be excessive.

The

use of this high viscosity fluid also results in a large pressure gradient
in the fracture.

...

This is apparent in that the wellbore pressures and

apertures increase with time. This latter observation can be noted in
Table 5 where the apertures at 1.0 Pa-sec increase by as much as 40%
over the time of the simulation for the lower values of av.
It is also interesting to note that the fracture aperture for the
stiffest (lowest av) simulations increase 400% over the total range of
viscosities (.00234 to 1.0
· Pa-sec) although wmax for the most resilient
fracture increases by only 8%. This would tend to support the need for
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inclusion of a shear modulus in the approximate solutions presented for
the estimation of the fracture width since the aperture must be a function
of the elastic properties of the system.' However, while the fracture
length has also been seen to depend on the fracture stiffness, it is

,.•

interesting to note that only Nordgren (1972) includes any rock properties
in the equation for the calculation of fracture length.
Fracture Control : Variation in Flow Rate
The last parameter studied in regards to its effect on fracture
growth was variation in the flow rate.

Figures 40 a,b present the effects

of five different flow rates on the log-log plots of xf vs time for two
different fracture stiffnesses.

Two of the flow rates can be visualized

as ramp functions, one monotonically

incr~asing

with time, the other

linearly decreasing with time from an initial peak value.

The total

volume injected in these latter cases is equivalent to the volume injected
with a constant rate of 8·10- 3 m3/sec over the 650 seconds of the simul ati on. This constant rate case is also presented for comparison. Figure
40a shows that regardless of the surface pumping rate the unstab 1e fracture
length is similar for these three cases, in the range of 20-25 m.

Note

that these three curves indicate possible convergence at a length greater
than that allowed for the simulations.

This would indicate that the final

fracture dimensions are a function of thetotal volume injectedand are insensitive to the rate of injection.

This convergence is slightly better

defined in Figure 40b for a more resilient fracture system.

However, it

appears that while the ultimate length of these three constant volume simulations might be the same, the unstable fracture length calculated using
the growing rate function is only half as long as the unstable fracture
lengths of the other two cases, i.e. 5m for the former and 10m for the
latter, as seen in Figure 40 b.

This indicates the possibility that

..
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another method may be employed to control the growth of the fracture in
the vertical direction for more elastic formations. This would involve a
slow pressurization rate of the wellbore so that any contribution from the
pumps to the unstable fracture growth is minimized.

The pumping volume

would be increased only after the fracture growth becomes stable so that

·-

the energy supplied to the system may be more efficiently used in
extending the vertical fracture in the horizontal direction.
The other two curves of Figures 40 a,b are for minimal flow rates,
one-tenth those used for the previous simulations in Figures 36 -

39~

These curves indicate that there is some contribution from the surface
pumps during the unstable fracture growth as their unstable lengths of 3
- 10 m are the lowest of any of the simulations.

However, the, use of

these minimal flow rates may also permit the effects of fluid leakoff to
affect the fracture growth and result in a loss of fracturing efficiency.
Summary of the Rectangular Hydraulic Fracture Simulations
This section has dealt with hydraulic fracture simulation and the
factors that control unstable fracture growth.

These factors affect the

storage of compressible energy in the wellbore tubing before the onset of
fracture breakdownandinclude thefluid compressibility,the tubing volume,
and the pumping rate. The values of fracture length and aperture calculated
with the analytic approximationswere comparedwith the simulation results.

...

However, the restriction that the fracture length be much larger than the
fracture height restricts the use of these values to fracture half-lengths
greater than 250 meters, which is the maximum practical length used in the
present form of the model.

The analytical calculations may be useful for

estimating limiting values of the fracture geometry, but only during
stable fracture growth.

Nordgren (1972) presents an expression for the

rate of fracture growth at small fracture lengths that agrees with the
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results of this study, but these values are also limited to stable
fracture growth.

All the analytical treatments have assumed that the

vertical growth of the fracture will be contained within the reservoir
rock formation.

However, this assumption may be inaccurate if the adjacent

vertical formations are thin and conditions favor a large period of

·'

unstable fracture growth.
The calculated fracture length is seen to depend directly in the
pumping rate and be relatively independent of the fluid viscosity as long
as fluid seepage is minimal.

The fracture length does depend inversely on

the value of fracture stiffness but the fracture aperture increases as the
value of av increases. While the simulations presented in this section
were designed to explore the use of the model in predicting realistic
hydraulic fracture behavior the model could be improved for use as a field
simulator.

These improvements are beyond the present scope of this work

and will be covered in the next section.
Future Work
The formulation of the present model employs a one-dimensional
approach to calculate the fracture deformation.

Realisticall, a two or

three-dimensional approach should be used in treating the fracture
mechanics. The incorporation of the two or three-dimensional stress
calculation is not trivial and may be best accomplished by re-formulating
the IFDM framework or by expanding the calculations to take into account

..

simultaneous solution of both the equation of mass conservation and the
stress-strain tensor.
space.

This would necessitate greater array storage

The array dimensions would also need to be enlarged to permit a

greater number of fracture elements.
The increase in well depths and geothermal applications would require
that the model be modified to include heat transfer and thermal effects.

)
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These thermal effects include temperture dependent properties and development of an excess surface energy calculation that would include energy
exchange when the fluid temperature changes and/or the rock contracts
when cooled by pad fluids. A computer code, CCC (Bodvarsson, et al., 1979),
presently uses the IFDM formulation to solve problems of non-isothermal
fluid flow in porous media. This program could be adapted for modeling the
non-isothermal hydraulic fracturing process by incorporating the modifications made in program HYDFR, but this would involve substantial effort.
A provision could be made in the present model to study vertical
growth of the fracture in multi-layered systems.

This would involve the

use of a predesigned mesh with different formation properties, Sh,
av, k, etc., in each layer.

The direction of fracture growth could oe

calculated on a least energy principle, that is, the fracture growth would
be in the direction that maximizes the SURGY term.

The complex fracture

mesh needed in the study could be used in conjunction with only a few
. layers of reservoir elements, to minimize computational time, since the
small time needed for the initial fracture growth would restrict the fluid
seepage from the fracture faces.
Proppants could be modeled in the fracture by specifying a minimum
aperture the fracture walls would return to after the initial breakdown
period, when the fracture aperture is at a relative maximum.

This value

would have to come from laboratory measurements and would require
modifying the excess surface energy calculation.
While any of the above modifications would improve the present model,
it is still flexible enoughto simulate or analysea wide range of fracture
stimulations if the formation properties of fracture stiffness and
surface energy requirement are known.

Future work should also entail

developing techniques for measuring these properties.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The process of hydraulic fracturing is important in many Earth
Science related fields including: petroleum reservoir stimulation,
geothermal

energy

measurement

extraction,

of tectonic

in-situ

stresses.

coal

gasification,

and

in-situ

A literature review has revealed a

better need for understanding the relationship between pore-fluid
pressure, fluid flow, and the propagation of a hydraulic fracture.

This

understanding is at least partially derived from a pressure transient
ana 1ys is of the fracture-reservoir system.

A concept is deve 1oped that

explains the hydraulic fracturing process in tenns of the transmission of
energy supplied by the surface pumps to pressurizing the fracture system,
and to create new fracture surface.

The process involves a complex

relationship between the earth stress, Sh, the formation permeability,
k,

the

stiffness or resiliency of the fracture,

aperture of the fracture, e 0
ficient,

Y.

,

av, the initial

and the _specific surface energy coef-

The parameters are interrelated through a highly non-linear

partial differential equation which neccesitates a numerical approach for
its solution.
A numeri ca 1 approach,

i nvo 1 vi ng modi fi cation of the I FDM computer

code TERZAGI, is first introduced and applied to the analysis of pressure
transients in a well intercepting a single vertical fracture.

The model·

uses a cubic law relating fracture aperture to permeability.
The method has been validated against known analytical solutions and
has been used to investigate the effects that possible field conditions
may have on well test data.
dimensionless

fracture

Results indicate that the usefulness of the

conductivity parameter,

of type curve anal,ysis

Cr'

in the utilization

is severely restricted when any one of a
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combination of factors may vary.

These include we 11 bore storage, fracture

storage, fracture damage in the form of a fracture skin or restri'cted
fracture flow capacity, asymmetric fracture geometry, or deformable
proppant-fracture systems.
The model has been extended by the use of a modified Griffith
crack energy approach and a self-generating mesh to represent the growth
of a hydraulic fracture as a series of discrete macroscopic extensions.
The resultant computer program HYDFR has been deve 1oped for app 1 i cation
to the analysis of pressure transients

recorded during the hydraulic

fracturing process.
The mode 1 used for circular fracture ext ens i Ol! successfully matched
data from field experiments i nvo 1vi ng repeated mini -fracture operations
conducted in the

~1onticello

field in South Carolina.

These experiments

were conducted by the US Geological Survey to measure in-situ tectonic
stresses in seismically active region.
Analysis

of the mini-fracture data indicate that the

param~ters

determined through 'best fit' choices agree well with data available in
the literature.

The 'best fit' choice of parameters is so interrelated,

however, that these values cannot be uniquely determined and should
only be used to estimate representative properties of the system.
parameters

include:

the

mimimum

earth

stress,

Sh,

the

stiffness coefficient av, the surface energy requi rernent,

These

fracture
Y,

the

in-situ roGk permeability, k, and the initial fracture opening, e
The use of a mesh acceleration factor,

~::.,

0

•

allowed a model for rec-

tangular fracture extension to be used successfully in the simulation of
the massive hydraulic fracturing process.

In these simulations fracture

half-lengths exceeded 200 m and maximum fracture apertures ranged between
0.7 - 6.7 mm, depending on the value of av·
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Results from the MHF simulations indicate that it is possible
that the initial fracture growth may be unstable and violent enough to
penetrate into adjacent formations above and below.

This effect may be

mitigated by the use of lower or variable pumping rates, higher fluid
viscosity, and reducing the initial internal energy of the system by the
use of lower compressibility pad fluids such as water or the use of
smaller wellbore tubing.
Results from the simulation indicate that after the initial unstable
period, characterized by rapid wellbore depressurization during the
fracture growth, the growth becomes stable.

This stable growth is

characterized by a gradually increasing or constant well bore pressure.
However, the possibility exists that for larger values of fracture
stiffness coefficient and lower values of fluid viscosity the fracture
may extend in a quasi-stable fashion with repeated periods of rapid
growth combined with periods of relative inactivity.
Analysis of the rate of the fracture growth has been compared with
approximations derived for extremely long fractures.

The numerically

calculated rate of the fracture growth is slightly larger than the.
analytical approximations and approachs a t 112 relationship only at
fracture 1engths exceeding 250 m.

The ca 1cul ated va 1ues of fracture

aperture do not agree as well with the earlier approximations.

This may

be due to the
restriction of the one-dimensional fracture wall defonnation
I
used in the model.
The analytical assumptions of a constant fracture extension pressure
do not hold for the use of extremely viscous fracturing fluids
Pa-sec).

> 1.0

The pressure in the fracture will increase with time, for a

constant pumping rate, independent of the value of the fracture stiffness
at large values of fluid viscosity.
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VI. NOMENCLATURE

av

is a constant = 1 - Cr/Cb' also a microscopic crack length
is the fracture stiffness (LT 2/M)

a, m
'
A

are elements in the conductance matrix Al,m
is the surface area of the fracture (L 2 )

A1 ,m
-A1 ,m

is the interfacial area beween elements 1 ~nd m · (L 2 )

a
•.

llAfi
c

(L)

(L/T)

is the matrix of conductance terms relating the amount of fluid
flow from the elements with unit change in fluid potential (1)
is the area of each fracture element (L 2 )

ct

is the wellbore storage coefficient equal ~o the amount of fluid
stored per unit height of the wellbore (L )
refers to the total compressibility of the formation (LT 2/M)

c

is the fluid loss coefficient, constant of integration

··'

(L/T112 )

cr,cb are the matrix, bulk rock compressibilities
D

1 ,m

0

is the normal separation distance beween the interface A1 ,m and
node 1 and is also expressed as d1 m (L)
'
is the mean depth to the formation (L)

e

is the void ratio, also the fracture aperture used in strain energy
calculations (1), (L)

eo

is the initial fracture aperture

I

(L)

E

is the minimum fracture aperture after closure
is the Young's modulus (LT2/M)

Ff

is a constant

g

is the acceleration of gravity

G

is the formation shear modulus

h

is the formation or fracture height or thickness

he

is the effective fracture height

k

k

(L 2), ( M/T 2 )
is an equivalent spring constant for a fracture
(M/T 2 )

kf

is the fracture permeability

eo

(L)

(1)
(L/T 2 )
(LT 2/M)

(L)

is the rock permeability, spring constant

(L2)

(L)
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(L 2 )

Ks

is the skin permeability

Kc

is the fracture toughness constant

K1

is the stress intensity factor for Mode I behavior

(M/LT 2)

is the instantaneous fracture length

-

n

is the mass capacity matrix

(M/LT 2 )

(L)

(1)

P

is the unit vector norma 1 to the fracture surface
is the fluid pressure (M/LT 2 )

(1)

P1

is the breakdown pressure for impermeable or slightly permeable
rock (M/LT 2 )
is the pressure at any time in node 1 (M/LT 2 )

is the static reservoir pressure, pore pressure in the fracture at
a void ratio e (M/LT 2 )
P0 ,PP is the initial pore pressure in the formation (M/LT 2 )
is the minimum fracture pressure required for extension (M/LT 2 )
Pext
is the static eq~ivalent pressure acting in the fracture during
extension (MILT )
Pws'Pwf ~re the shut-in, flowing well pressures (M/LT 2 )
(M/LT2 )

Pb

is the breakdown pressure for a very permeable rock

P1
q,q 1

is the vector containing the pressures of the 1 nodal elements

Q,Q 1

is the fluid seepage rate into the formation, production .rate
is the surface injection rate (L 3/T)

r

is the pipe radius

re

is the radius of the outer reservoir boundary

rf

is the fracture radius for a vertical penny-shaped fracture

(L)

is the wellbore radius

(L)
(L)

(L)

rwe

is the effective wellbore radius

(L)

-r

is the unit vector in the direction normal to the wellbore axis

6r

is the incremental fracture radius of each fracture element

R

is the instantaneous fracture radius

(L)

(L)

(L)
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R

is the instantaneous fracture radius

Sh

is the minimum horizontal earth stress

SH

is the maximum horizontal earth stress

(L)
(M/LT 2 )
(M/LT2 )

is the vertical stress due to the weight of the overburden
is the volumetric generation term in node 1 (M/LT2 )

(M/LT2 )

is the vector containing the generation terms for the 1 nodal
e1ements (1)
t

is the time

(T)

8tl,stable is the size of the largest stable time step for element 1 (T)
TLA'TLB are time lags from an observation well before,after stimulation
T
is the formation tensile strength (M/LT 2 )

(T)

0

T~

(M/LT 2 )

V

is the formation tensile strength in the vertical direction
is the wellbore volume (L 3 )

Vf

is the volume of the fracture

v1

is the volume of nodal element

w

is the fracture width

wf

is the fracture width as a function of xf

ws

is the skin thickness

wmax

is the maximum fracture width

We

is the energy required for an incremental extension of the fracture

Ws

is the total system energy available for fracture extension

x

is the coordinate along the direction of fracture propagation

(L 3 )
(L 3 )

(L)
(L)

(L)
(L)

is the length of the choked region in the fracture

(L)

is the characteristic dimension of a square drainage area
xf

is the fracture half-length

(L)

xfe

is the effective fracture half-length

z1

is the elevation of node 1 (L)

(L)

(L)

(L)

(L)

(L)
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Dimensionless Parameters

c

is the dimensionless wellbore storage coefficient

cr

is the dimensionless fracture conductivity

pwD

is the dimensionless pressure

5fs

is the dimensionless fracture skin

To

is,the conventional dimensionless time

TDf

is the dimensionless time defined with xf

Greek Letters
a.

are stress related coefficients

8
8f

is the angle between the axis of the wellbore and the stress
Sh, also the argument of the error function
(1)
is the fluid compressibility (LT 2/M)

y

is the surface energy coefficient · (ML 2;r2)

e:

is the mesh extension factor (1)

e

is the angle between the directions of Sh and o

l.l

is the fluid viscosity

v

is the dynamic Poisson's ratio

p

is the density, also the radius of curvature

1

(1}

66

(1)

(M/LT)
(1)
(M/L 3 ), (L)

(M/LT 2 )
is the maximum· stress acting on a sharp edged crack · (M/LT 2 )
is the tangential stress component at the wellbore face (M/LT 2 )
o66 ,orr'ozz are the principal stresses at the wellbore face (M/LT 2 )
0

is the stress applied at the end of a sharp edged crack

T

is the adiabatic surface of an arbritrary volume, also an angle

~

is the porosity, angle between o and Sh

~

is the fluid pressure potential

6

(1)

(1)
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APPENDICES
A.

Derivation of the Fluid Leakoff Coefficient
The solution to the problem of

one~dimensional

transient fluid flow

into a semi-infinite solid with an initial condition, P(y,O)

= Pb,

and

boundary conditions, P(O,t) = Pext; P(ao,t) = Pb, is ,given by Equation (A1)
(Carslaw and jaegar, 1959)

= (Pext

P(y,t)

- Pb)

erfc{y/(21kt/$~C)} +

(A1)

Pb

where the complementary error function, erfc(s), is defined as 1 - erf(s)
8
and erf(B) = 2/r.i f exp(-u 2 ) du. The flow into the formation face is
0

found by application of Darcy's law
q

= - llE)
~

ay y=O

=

k
- - VP

(A2)

~

Taking the derivitive of Equation (A1) and substituting into Equation (A2)
yields

( 11)

For the range of values used in Table 3 the value of C varies between
4.475·1·()- 8 - 9.25·10- 5 m/lsec

(1.13·10- 6 - 2.35·10- 3 ft/lmin)

which are in the low range of values given by Williams (1970).
equation will holds only if (pext- Pb) is constant.

Note this

Variable

fluid pressure in the fracture makes the fluid leakoff coefficient only
an approximation.
B.

Kiel's Equations
Kiel (1970) derived the following equations to express the aperture

of the fracture as a function of the fracture length

,,:·

.--
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w=

.

'..::·

·
-~coseln{

4L(1-v2 ) Pext
nE

sin(e- e0 )
. ( e + e )}
s1n
.

+

0

..

(A3)

where x/1 = case
and e0
The

=

n/2(1 - Sh/Pext).

relating the fracture· length with total fracture volume can

eq~ati~n

be·expressed as
.5
(A4)

where Vf is the volume of the fracture.
C.

Nordgren • s Equations

Nordgren's (1972) dimensionless constants for length, L0 , time, ·t 0 ,
and aperture, w0 , are

L = n [(1 - v) ~ Q5]

L

(AS)

[(1"Q2] 2/3xt
32 C G h

(A6)

D

tD

256

= n2

c8

16 (1 n

G h4

X

~)

Q.

WD =

1/3

[

v) ~·Qs] 1/3

c2 G h

X

w

Nordgren's approximate solutions for fracture growth as a function
of time are for the case_of no fluid loss (or small T0)

(A7)
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( A8) , ( A9)

and for large fluid loss (or large T0 )
L (T ) ;= .637 r 112 , w (o,T ) = .798 T 1 18
0 0
0
0

D.

( A1 0) , (All)

0

0

Gringarten's Solutions
The analytical solution for the pressure drop in a well intercepting

an infinite conductivity vertical fracture is given by Equation (A12).
(Gringarten, et al., 1974)

'

134

866

P = 1/2 l1rT Of ( erf{~} + erf{-"-})
wD
TDf
{TDf .
• 067 E.{ - • 018 } - .433 E.{- ...=1..?_}
1

where .Ei(S) is

exponential integral defined

1

(A12)

TOf

a~

8

f exp(-u)/u du.
0
The solution for the pressure drop of a well intercepting a uniform

-E.(S) =
1

t~~

TOf

flux vertical fracture located in a semi-infinite reservoir is

(A13)

where all terms are as defined above.
E.

Development of the Integral Finite Difference Method
The potential or diffusion equation is a parabo1ic partial

ferential equation.

~if-

For porous media the general form of the diffusion

equation can be expressed as

.1%

s+

.
....:

where

'¥

v(l) 11'¥
11

is the fluid

"'

q,c l !
at

(Al4)

potentia~

.

S is a volumetric source or sink term,
P is the fluid pressure,
g is the acceleration of gravity,
p

is the fluid density,

z is the elevation,
k is. the rock permeability,

¢ is the porosity,
11

is the fluid viscosity, and

c is the total compressibility of the saturated porous media.
Integrating Equation (A14) over the volume of an arbritrary volume
·.element located in the flow region gives

Iff S dV + Iff ~(~)11'¥ dV = q,c Iff l! dV
v at
··V
V
·

(fi15) .

For a fixed volume size neither the source term or the time derivative are dependent on the volume integration and can be taken outside of
the integral sign.

The Green•s theorem expresses the volume integral

with an equivalent surface integral as

(A16)

where ds = nds, and ii is the outward normal from the surface area ds.
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Equation (A15) becomes substituting for the volume integration
sv + 11 ~ v~·ds
s

a~
= dcV at

(All)

Substituting Darcy•s law in the form of Equation (A2) the equation becomes
sv + JJ q.nds
s

= ~cv ~
at

(A18)

Equation (A18) states, in integral form, that the time rate of change
in the fluid

potential,~'

averaged over an;elemental volume, V, is

equal to the sum of both the normal flux of fluid over the area of the
volume element and the fluid generated by source terms located within the
element.

This is a mathematical statement of the principle of mass

conservation.- Using the ftnite difference linear approximation of the
gradient of fluid potential and for the change in fluid potential in the
nodal element , 1, over the time
the nodal volume.

~t

Equation (A18) can be expressed for

The integral finite difference equation becomes

Equation (26)
(26)
where all terms are defined as above.
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